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A NEW GOVERNMENT

Germany's political landscape went through a major makeover in the
fall of 2005. Weakened by widespread dissatisfaction over the economy,
Chancellor Gerhard Schröder of the Social Democratic Party (SPD)
asked for early elections. Although the Social Democrats appeared to be
making up lost ground in the days leading up to the vote, the result was
a virtual dead heat between the SPD and the center-right Christian De-
mocratic Union/Christian Social Union (CDU/CSU). Neither succeeded
in negotiating a new coalition government with the smaller parties—
both ruled out any cooperation with a newly formed Left Party—and the
only alternative was a "grand coalition" of the SPD and the CDU/CSU
under the chancellorship of CDU leader Angela Merkel.

Merkel was born in 1954 in East Germany. She studied physics and
worked as a chemist before becoming involved in politics after the fall of
the Berlin Wall in November 1989, ultimately becoming a political pro-
tégé of Helmut Kohl, then serving as chancellor. Merkel ascended to the
leadership of the CDU in 2000. A proponent of economic and social re-
form, Merkel wanted to make Germany more competitive by allowing a
longer work week and making it easier for employers to fire workers. She
was a strong advocate of transatlantic relatiens and supported the U.S.
invasion of Iraq (while opposing sending German troops) at a time when
this view was unpopular in Germany.

During the election campaign, the ever-diplomatic Paul Spiegel, head
of the Central Council of Jews in Germany (CCJG), said he looked for-
ward to working with Germany's next chancellor, whoever he—or she—
might be. He said the Jewish community could not lose either way.
Although Spiegel had publicly differed with Schröder over the latter's stiff
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opposition to the Iraq war, it was under his chancellorship that Jewish
communal life had taken a great leap forward with the signing of an his-
toric contract in 2003 that placed the Jewish community on a legal par
with its Protestant and Catholic counterparts. In addition, the incumbent
foreign minister, Joschka Fischer, was a close friend of Israel and a strong
voice against anti-Semitism. But Spiegel said he had "complete confi-
dence" in Merkel's party as well, even though he had criticized it in 2003
for being slow to distance itself from an ultraconservative member, Mar-
tin Hohmann, who had referred to Jews as a "nation of perpetrators" (see
AJYB 2004, pp. 375—76).

Once the election results became clear, pundits speculated that Merkel,

with her strong interest in bolstering relations with the U.S., would heal

some of the rifts between Germany and the Bush administration that had
arisen over international affairs. Expectations in Washington were that

not much would change in German foreign policy. She appeared, how-

ever, less favorably disposed to including Turkey in the European Union
than was her predecessor.

Leading Jews expressed confidence in the new chancellor. Deidre
Berger, director of the American Jewish Committee office in Berlin, said
that Merkel had "demonstrated considerable interest in a positive and dy-

namic relationship with the Jewish world." Michael Wolffsohn, profes-
sor of history at the University of the Bundeswehr in Munich, called
Merkel's track record on Jewish issues, including Israel, "excellent." The

fact that she had grown up under communism was considered a plus, since

the absence of human rights under that system had taught Merkel their

importance.
In early November, the American Jewish Committee convened a meet-

ing in Berlin with several nongovernmental organizations—the Amadeu
Antonio Foundation, the Middle Eastern Media Research Institute
(MEMRI), the World Congress of Russian-speaking Jews, Jewish student

groups, and others—to draw up suggestions for the new government on
issues of Jewish concern. These included publication of an annual report
on anti-Semitism; adoption of the standard definition of anti-Semitism
provided by the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe
and the European Union Monitoring Center; increasing support for
educational and public programs designed to combat xenophobia and
anti-Semitism; providing more training for police in these areas; and in-
tensifying exchange programs with Israel

Days later, on November 12, the new government, in its coalition agree-
ment, explicitly pledged to combat anti-Semitism. And onNovember 30,
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in her first speech as chancellor before the German Parliament, Angela
Merkel stressed her commitment to Israel, and said that the nuclear-
ambitious Iran, whose president, Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, had called for
Israel's destruction and denied the Holocaust, must cooperate with In-
ternational Atomic Energy Agency inspections. She had made similar re-
marks in a conversation two days earlier with Ehud Olmert, Israel's vice
prime minister and finance minister, in Barcelona, Spain, at an interna-
tional conference (see below, p. 423).

Though church and state were separate, Germany still identified
strongly as a "Christian" nation, and the election of a German-born
pope in April even led one tabloid to run the euphoric headline, "We Are
Pope!" But for German Jews, the news at first produced some anxiety,
since the man who had been Cardinal Ratzinger was known to be a the-
ological hardliner. Perhaps to assuage such concerns, Benedict XVI made
a point of meeting with both Jewish and Muslim leaders, and paid the
first-ever papal visit to a synagogue in Germany (see below, pp. 445—46).

Economic conditions appeared to improve slightly in Germany during
the year, although public acceptance of welfare reforms known as Hartz
IV (named for their originator, Volkswagen executive Peter Hartz) failed
to materialize. These reforms, initiated January 1, 2005, in an attempt to
jump-start the economy, cut benefits to the long-term unemployed.

ADICAL ISLAM

i report released in early 2006 by the Federal Department for Protec-
tion of the Constitution indicated that Islamic extremism remained Ger-
many's greatest domestic security threat during 2005. Through Western
pressure on Al Qaeda in Afghanistan, the operational possibilities of
various Islamic terror groups had been limited. But these same pressures
also led to an increasing decentralization of network structures, pre-
senting new challenges to Germany's intelligence agencies. In addition,

Islamic extremist groups sought financial support in Germany for
ties in their home countries, and therefore the control of money
fers was an important element in the fight against terror.
many had avoided arousing the ire of some Islamic extremists by
Lrticipating in the Iraq war. But the report from the federal agency
against complacency: In the eyes of the Islamists, Germany still be-

n the camp of the "crusaders," those allied to the U.S. and Israel.
untry's involvement in Afghanistan, as well as the stationing of
n sA1dirs in Somalia and the training of Iraqi police and army of-
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ficers, could make Germany a target of terrorism, warned the report. And

the deadly attacks in London in July (see above, p. 317) proved that the

terrorists had the personnel, material, and logistical capacity to carry out

major attacks in Europe.
Of approximately three million Muslims living in Germany, some

32,100 belonged to active Islamic organizations, up from about 31,800

the previous year. Reflecting the makeup of Germany's Muslim popula-
tion, the great majority of the members, 27,250, were of Turkish back-

ground, and 3,350 were of Arab background.
The largest explicitly antidemocratic Islamic movements, whose fol-

lowers were sworn to a "holy war" for the defense and spread of Islam,

were the Islamic Community Milli Goerus, with about 26,000 members,
followed by the Muslim Brotherhood, with about 1,300, and the Islamic

centers connected to the Islamic Community of Germany. The banned
radical organization Kalifastaat still counted 750 members in 2005. A

Pakistani group, Tablighi Jama'at, was increasingly active in Germany,

encouraging young Muslims to attend schools in Pakistan where they

were likely to be radicalized.
The report from the Federal Department for Protection of the Con-

stitution listed Hamas (with about 300 members in Germany) and Hizb

Allah (an Iranian-influenced group with about 900 members in Ger-

many) as two organizations that denied Israel's right to exist and that were

seeking support in Germany. Given the statements in 2005 by Iranian
president Ahmadinejad about the Holocaust and Israel, Germany paid
special attention to groups with connections to Iran.

The report noted that in Berlin, the number of participants in the an-

nual Shiite Al Quds Day demonstration marking the "occupation of
Jerusalem," instituted by Ayatollah Khomeini in 1979, had dropped dra-

matically to 330 in October 2005 from about 1,500 in 2004 and 3,000 in

2003. As in previous years, a pro-Israel counterdemonstratiOn included

many Iranian exiles. German intelligence attributed the lower turnout to

stepped-up surveillance following Ahmadinejad's anti-Israel statements,
which participants were legally barred from repeating on banners.

Before the march, members of Together Against Political Islam and
Anti-Semitism, an interreligious group, launched a campaign to erase Al

Quds Day from some interfaith calendars in the U.S. and the UK. They
contacted institutions on both sides of the Atlantic, and many—from
Harvard University in the U.S. to Northumbria University in England—

announced that they would delete the event. Political scientist Arne
Behrensen, a cofounder of the group, said that the action was meant to
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"engage the political left in.confronting Islamism and Islamist anti-
Semitism."

Several legal decisions related to Islamic extremism were rendered in
2005. In June, the Federal High Court confirmed the February decision
by the Hanseatic Higher Regional Court to release Abdelghani Mzoudi,
who had been charged with membership in a terror organization and with
aiding and abetting the September 11 attacks. Mzoudi left Germany for
Morocco on June 21. And on August 19, the Hanseatic Court sentenced
Mounir El-Motassadeq to seven years in prison for membership in a ter-
ror organization.

In October, heavy sentences were handed down to four Islamic mili-
tants. A court in Düsseldorf sentenced three members of the Al Tawhid
group, all from the Middle East, to jail terms of between six and eight
years, finding them guilty of membership in a terrorist organization and
of planning attacks on Jewish institutions in Düsseldorf and Berlin on
the orders of Jordanian terrorist Abu Mussab Al Zarkawi. A fourth man,
from Algeria, was sentenced to five years for aiding the others. Federal
prosecutors said it was "only a matter of time before the group had the
necessary weapons" to carry out their plans. One defendant ran from the
courtroom during the proceedings. He was forcibly subdued and removed.

rding to Reuters, evidence in the trial, which lasted a year and a half,
ded wiretapped telephone conversations in which Zarkawi referred
Dlosives as "honey" and "medicine."

The first official contact between the new chancellor and a represen-
e of the Israeli government took place in November, at an interna-
al conference in Barcelona, where Merkel told Ehud Olmert, Israel's
)rime minister and finance minister, that she planned to visit Israel
fly 2006. According to the Israeli daily Yediot Aharonot, Merkel said
Dpposed Hamas participation in the Palestinian Authority elections
that she admired the courage of Prime Minister Ariel Sharon. Merkel

y had signed off on the sale to Israel of two Dolphin class sub-
s in a deal arranged by former chancellor Schröder. Germany was
er a third of the $1.17-billion cost, according to media reports.
ubmarines were capable of carrying nuclear missiles.
er in the year, the Schröder administration had set the tone for

policy toward Iran, whose aspirations for nuclear power were
nistrusted. Foreign Minister Fischer said in June that negotiations

Israel ana the Middle East
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by the European powers—in which Germany played a majo
managed to get Iran to hold off on its plans, but he was not sure h
this would last. Although Schröder did not back war with Iran, he
that its leaders should not underestimate the consequences of p
nuclear weaponry.

Outgoing foreign minister Fischer's commitment to worxing with
parties for a solution to the Mideast crisis made him a favorite amo
Jewish groups, and observers were hopeful that his successor, F Lt

Walter Steinmeier (SPD), would continue along the same path. In a e

ing with Steinmeier in November in New York, Israel Singer of the D

Jewish Congress proposed that Germany take a leading role in pn ri

ing interreligious dialogue with Muslims, based on the model of J i
Catholic dialogue. He also called on the German government to n

its commitment to help aging and needy Holocaust survivors
In October, when Iranian president Ahmadinejad said Israel snould

wiped off the map, a spokesperson for the Foreign Ministry said, "If ti"
statements were made, they are completely unacceptable and mi
sharply condemned." The Parliament's foreign-policy speaker f
CDU, Friedbert Pfluger, said that "no state has the right to deny ar
state's right to exist, [and] Germany has a clear duty to defend I
right to exist, because of its special responsibility." According to th
eral Department for Protection of the Constitution, many Muslim
nizations in Germany also publicly distanced themselves
Ahmadinejad's statement, although the Islamic Center of Hami
major Shiite organization, did not.

Ahmadinejad later minimized the significance of the
suggested that if it had indeed taken place, Germany and Austria sh
create a Jewish state on their own territory. Paul Spiegel, the CCJG h
called on Germany to break off all ties with Iran. Though she did no
spond directly to Spiegel, Chancellor Merkel called Ahmadinejad'
marks "completely unacceptable" and said she would not tolerate
to Israel's existence. Foreign Minister Steinmeier also repudiat
views of the Iranian president.

The 40th anniversary of official diplomatic relations
Germany and Israel was marked in 2005 by numerous exhibits anu
across the country that stressed the positive character of this conrn
against the background of the Holocaust. Relations were intiated i
by Israeli prime minister David Ben-Gurion and West German ch
br Konrad Adenauer. East Germany never established formal rel
with the Jewish state, an omission overcome with German reunifi
in 1990.
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nignught of the commemoration was the visit of Israeli president
Katzav to Berlin. On May 30, Katzav addressed the German Par-
in a speech broadcast nationwide. The first Israeli president to

n the newly refurbished Reichstag (a previous president, Ezer
Lfl, had addressed Parliament in 1996, when it was still in Bonn),

icd Germany to prevent Iran from gaining nuclear weapons, and
sed the importance of Muslim, Christian, and Jewish leaders unit-
Lgainst extremism in Europe. Katzav also met with leaders of the
h community and a group of 600 German and Israeli young peo-
President Katzav and other distinguished guests attended an "all
hoven" concert, with Zubin Mehta conducting the Israel Philhar-
ic Orchestra in the Berlin Philharmonic concert hall. The visit came
al months after German president Horst Köhler addressed the Is-
Knesset.

tie German-Israeli relationship had survived decades during which
lic opinion, sympathetic to the Palestinian cause, often contradicted
rnment support for Israel. In 2005, though extremists of the left and
tjoined in hatred of Israel and the U.S., and the mainstream parties
ained somewhat ambivalent, there still was more to celebrate and
ure than to criticize. Germany was Israel's strongest supporter within
EU, and its second biggest economic partner, after the U.S. There was
spread German support for the plan of Israeli prime minister Ariel
ron to withdraw unilaterally from Gaza, but the route of Israel's Se-
ty fence, the maintenance of Israel's settlements, and its continuing
cy of "targeted assassination"—which sometimes killed and injured
cent bystanders—drew criticism.
chen Feilcke, president of the Berlin branch of the 39-year-old
man-Israel Society, said that the percentage of younger members in
;ociety had been increasing. "Israel and Germany have an indissolu-
narriage, we can never be divorced," said Feilcke, a former parlia-
tarian. For Jews in Germany, the call of Israel remained strong, and
el stepped up its efforts to attract young German Jews through
hright Israel trips and Massa, a scholarship program initiated by
ident Katzav.
May, a remarkable exhibit opened in Berlin, "The New Hebrews,"

sing on a century of art in Israel. It included ancient artifacts—
as some of the Dead Sea Scrolls, the first time they had been brought
)f Israel—as well as modern art, ranging from film and photographs
ulpture, drawings and paintings. "Communication on a cultural level
great importance for understanding between people," Israel's foreign
ster Silvan Shalom said to the several hundred guests attending the
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opening ceremony, under high security, on May 19. The ex
housed in the Martin Gropius Bau museum.

In September, the German-Israel Society in Berlin sponsorea an israel
Action Day concert and information program. The concert featured Die
Sohne Mannheim, a popular rock group, which had played a concert in
Israel earlier in the year.

In November, the Heinrich Boll Foundation, affiliated wu L11

Party, held a panel discussion at Berlin's Centrum Judaicum on "Jews in
Germany as a Bridge in the German-Israeli Relationship." Speakers in-
cluded Hermann Simon, director of the Foundation New Synagogue
Berlin-Centrum Judaicum; Charlotte Knobloch, vice president of the
CCJG; Israeli writer Amos Elon; Shimon Stein, Israel's ambassador to
Germany; Ralph Fücks of the Boll Foundation board; Ellen Presser,
head of the cultural department for the Jewish community of Munich and
Bavaria; and Sergey Lagodinsky, program director for the AJC in Berlin.

On June 27, German politician Jamal Karsli told Syrian TV that a
Zionist lobby controlled Germany. The Syria-born Karsli, who was an
independent member of the regional parliament of North Rhine-
Westphalia, was promoting the Arabic translation of his book, Germany:
Between Guilt Complex and Fear. In the interview, translated froni
Arabic by the Middle East Media Research Institute (MEMRI), Ka
claimed that "Germans can't express their opinions" about this all
Zionist lobby, "and when you talk to them, they keep looking left
right, and if someone is around, they do not talk about this."
Berger of the American Jewish Committee commented, "I have live
Germany for 20 years and I never noticed that anyone had any am
hension about criticizing Israel."

Anti-Semitism and Extremism

According to the annual report of the Federal Associatioii
tection of the Constitution, 1,658 extremist crimes were reported ir
many during 2005, up almost 26 percent from the 1,316 in 2004. (
2005 total, 958 were classified as violent, 49 of which were anti
(in 2004, 37 of the 776 violent crimes were anti-Semitic). The numb
violent crimes classified as xenophobic dropped slightly, from 368 in
to 355 in 2005. In the capital city of Berlin, 147 anti-Semitic crime
olent and nonviolent) were reported, up from 120 in 2004. The report
noted that the number of far-right extremists considered willing t
gage in violence rose by 400, to 10,400.
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Jtz1L1-eInitism remained an identifying characteristic of all right-wing
extremist groups. Skinhead music was still a potent means of spreading
anti-Semitic ideology among youth. In 2005, there were successful court
cases against producers of such music in a number of German commu-
nities, particularly in the former eastern states. Music from American neo-
Nazis, such as the band "Frontline," remained popular.

The report also drew attention to what it called "secondary" anti-
Semitism, purveyed by extreme right-wing parties and targeted at the
roughly 20 percent of the population that was "latently" anti-Semitic.
Thus the National Democratic Party of Germany (NPD) accused Ger-
man Jewish organizations of using the Holocaust for their own financial
gain. This theme was also common in the propaganda of the German
People's Union (DVU), whose founder, Gerhard Frey, continued to
publish the extremist National Zeitung newspaper, which complained
about reparations payments to Holocaust survivors and the alleged power

lews, for example painting the purchase of a German broadcasting
any by Haim Saban, who was Jewish, as "the Israel-Lobby in Ger-
ry."

"intellectualization" of anti-Semitism was evident in discussions
Ending the 60th anniversary of the end of World War II, especially
dication of the Holocaust Memorial in Berlin (see below, p. 436).
-wing extremists complained about the cost of the project, some of

ii came from public monies. Arguing that the memorial nurtured a
of guilt," they demanded a memorial for German victims of the war

ll. Similarly, right-wing extremists continued to turn criticism of Is-
olicies into a general questioning of Israel's right to exist, and ac-
Fews of using German responsibility for the Holocaust as a tool to

mail Germany to support Israel politically and financially.
io other types of anti-Semitism were growing as well. The Islamic
on was not racist, but rather political and religious, and in it Jew,

1, and Israeli were almost interchangeable terms. Another form, re-
out not identical, was anti-Semitism as part of a more general anti-
rnism, seeing Jews and Zionism as part of a broader array of
Les: globalization, capitalism, and American influence.
'irvey released in March showed that 16 percent of Berliners be-
Jews had too much influence. Sponsored by the Free University of
and carried out by the FORSA polling institute, the survey also
d that about 6 percent of the city's residents had an extreme right-
iorldview and 10 percent would consider voting for an extreme-
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The survey found even higher percentages of such sympathies in the
outlying state of Brandenburg. Sixteen percent of Berliners and 27 per-
cent of Brandenburgers agreed with the statement that "some lives are
valuable and others worthless." When asked whether Germany "needs a
'Führer' [strong leader] today, as before. . . who would rule with a strong
hand," 12 percent of Berliners and 24 percent of Brandenburgers said yes.
Asked if they agreed that National Socialism had its good points, 15 per-
cent of the Berlin sample and 20 percent of the Brandenburg sample
agreed. Twenty percent of the Berliners and 31 percent of the Branden-
burgers agreed that foreigners should be sent back where they came from,
given Germany's high unemployment rate. People with less education
and those over the age of 60 were more likely than others to hold these
opinions.

Such views were common elsewhere in Germany too, as demonstrated
by German Situation 2005, the fourth annual study by a team led by so-
ciologist Wilhelm Heitmeyer of the University of Bielefeld. More than
61 percent of Germans, in this survey, agreed with the statement that
"there are too many foreigners in Germany," up from 60 percent the
year before and 55 percent in 2002. More than 36 percent agreed with the
statement that "if there are not enough jobs, one should send forei;
back. to the countries they came from," up from about 27 percent in
2002. Those who felt that Islamic culture did not fit in Western countries
rose from 65 percent in 2003 to 74 percent in 2005. While some 60 per-
cent said they believed that Muslims strongly supported terrorism,
younger Germans were less likely to agree, the study showed. Presenting

their findings, Heitmeyer and his colleagues concluded that "socia1
integration in the form of fear of job loss and loss of orientation
the result that the potential for right-wing populist propaganda
risen from 20 percent in 2002 to 26 percent in 2005."

A number of programs were launched in 2005 to counter prejuaice
extremism. The Friedrich Ebert Foundation, associated with Germ
Social Democratic Party, issued its Standpunke 2005 report on ed
tional strategies for confronting anti-Semitism. Based on a series of
ings with researchers and educators, the report recommended disc
in the schools of anti-Semitism, right-wing extremism, and xenopw.
and the teaching of the history of Jews in Germany so as to combat
stereotype of Jews as nothing more than oppressed victims. It also
gested that today's younger Germans not be taught to feel "guilt,'
rather be presented with the "responsibility" to learn about the crim
the past so they will never be repeated. Another initiative along
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lines was BildungsBausteine gegen Anti-Semitismus (Building Blocks
against anti-Semitism), which held seminars for teachers on the nature
of contemporary anti-Semitism and how to teach about it, and ran pro-
grams for students to inform them about the problem and answer their
questions.

In March, the AJC Berlin office joined with the Center for Research
on Anti-Semitism and the State Institute for Schools and Publications in
launching "Youth Leaders Against Anti-Semitism: Fit for Democracy
and Tolerance," a leadership-training program in German schools. Three
high schools in Berlin, one in Potsdam, and one in Dresden took part in
the pilot program, which aimed to encourage teens to resolve conflicts
without violence, and to help them develop skills in empathy, communi-
cation, cooperation, and teamwork. It was based on "Hands Across the
Campus," AJC's model training curriculum initiated in the U.S. in 1981.

The Cornelsen Publishing Company produced a CD-ROM—
"Confrontations with Anti-Semitism"— along with material offering sug-
gestions for training and teaching. It was prepared by historians Juliane
Wetzel and Beate Kosmala of the Center for Research on Anti-Semitism.
And in August, the Amadeu Antonio Foundation of Berlin, Dezibel Pro-
motions, MTV, and other sponsors launched Laut gegen Nazis (Loud
Against the Nazis), a project in which German singers and musicians gave
antiracist concerts.

In February, after Edmund Stonier, head of the Bavarian Christian So-
cial Union, blamed Chancellor Schröder's economic policies for increas-
ing right-wing extremism, Paul Spiegel of the CCJG called on politicians
to tackle the extremism problem directly rather than bicker over its causes.
Stonier, who lost to Schröder in the 2002 national election, claimed that
the poor economic situation resembled that of the Weimar Republic,
which provided the breeding ground for the Nazi rise to power. Unem-
nlnyment in Germany was at five million, and Schröder was attempting

eform the social safety net to cut costs. While studies had shown links
en right-wing extremism and socioeconomic conditions, Spiegel

the Leipzig Volkszeitung newspaper that "it reflects neither the facts
experience to reduce the causes [of anti-Semitism] to the economic

February, right-wing extremist Claus Cremer was sentenced to three
Df probation for anti-Semitic agitation, after saying in 2004 that the
id condoned sex with children. Cremer, deputy chairman of the
Rhine-Westphalia branch of the NPD, had made the remark while

strating against the construction of a synagogue in Bochum. The
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Information Service Against Right-Wing Extremism (www.idgr.de) re-
ported that Cremer said, "If that's what's being taught in synagogues, I
don't want to have synagogues either in Bochum or anywhere else in the
world." Cremer, who was running in the May elections for the state par-
liament, claimed that his words were not illegal, but the court found them
punishable because of the hate they could incite.

In March, two neo-Nazis confessed they knew of plans to detonate 2.6
pounds of TNT in 2003 at the site of Munich's future Jewish community
center, during a ceremony where Jewish leaders and German politicians
were to gather. One of them even admitted that he had been prepared to
commit violence if asked to do so. The two were among the 14 suspects
arrested in September of that year (see AJYB 2004, p. 372). The leader
of their organization, also on trial, said he would "crucify" them for be-
traying him.

Also in March, the German TV station Pro Sieben fired singer Chris-
tian Anders from a fund-raiser for making rabid anti-Semitic statements
on his Web site. Anders had posted a poem blaming Jews for Germany's
economic woes and arguing that Jews had infected the world with AIDS
so they could earn money from treating the illness. In addition, Anders
asserted that George W. Bush was worse than Hitler, "because Hitler
murdered the Jews in secret, while Bush kills Iraqis and others publicly."
Altermedia.info, an extreme right-wing Web site, applauded Anders, say-
ing that even if the Protocols of the Elders of Zion, the classic anti-Semitic
work alleging a Jewish conspiracy to control the world, was a hoax, "their
contents hit the nail on the head."

The Federal Constitutional Court, the highest German tribunal, based
in Karlsruhe, surprised Jewish and political leaders in July by dropping
charges against three right-wing extremists for using a slogan on a "na-
tional info-telephone line" similar to one associated with Nazism. The
court ruled that the line, "Glory and Honor to the Waffen-SS," could not,
in fact, be confused with original Nazi propaganda, and thus was not il-
legal. Paul Spiegel of the CCJG called the decision "unbelievable."

At least one German took the law into his own hands when confronting
Nazism, old or new. In June, Wolfram Kastner of Munich received a sen-
tence of probation for damaging a cemetery in Salzburg, Austria. Every
November 1 since 1993, Kastner had snipped ribbons from wreaths laid
at the graves of veterans of the Waffen SS, a military division accused of
participation in war crimes. His attorney petitioned the court in protest
of the decision, and Kastner said he would continue his behavior as usual
in Salzburg. In January 2005, Kastner was one of five Germans to receive
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the annual Obermayer German Jewish History Award for his dedication
to remembering the past (see below, p. 450).

In August, the newly created Left Party—a merger between hardline
socialists of the former West Germany and former communists of old
East Germany—ousted a politician who repeatedly said that "one should
not give the Jews so much money." He was Wolfgang Schmitt, who had
been the party's Trier district leader. As early as 2002, Schmitt had com-
plained about federal support for the rebuilding of synagogues.

In late August, police offered a reward of 1,000 euros for information
leading to an arrest in the desecration of 14 gravestones in the 165-year-
old Jewish cemetery in Ebersburg, Hesse. Unknown perpetrators spray-
painted swastikas and SS symbols, and two stones were overturned.
Further graffiti were found a good distance away, on a roadway. A simi-
lar crime occurred in October, when spray-painted Stars of David were
found, over a period of several days, at various sites in Berlin, including
the Soviet war memorial in Treptow; the Anne Frank Center; gravesites
of Bertolt Brecht, Heinrich Mann, and Johannes Becher; a memorial to
the deportation of Jews from Berlin; and Berlin City Hall.

In October, Munich officials banned a neo-Nazi march slated for No-
vember 9, the 67th anniversary of Kristallnacht. A group had applied to
demonstrate in memory of 16 people killed during Hitler's attempted
coup in November 1923. The local administration ruled it would be an
"enormous provocation" to allow neo-Nazis to march with flags through
the city on the day Munich honored the memory of victims of the Nazi
dictatorship. A self-described reformed neo-Nazi, Norman Bodin, was al-
lowed to lead a demonstration that same day to mark the 16th anniver-
sary of the fall of the Berlin Wall, but in an outlying district, far from
the Kristallnacht commemoration.

That same month, a Düsseldorf court dropped charges of incitement
against a right-wing extremist who opposed a Holocaust memorial in that
city. JUrgen Kruger, a local representative of the far-right Republikaner
Party, had said publicly in 2003 that if yet another Holocaust memorial
were built, "we will soon have more memorial and remembrance sites in
Germany than the number of murdered Jews." The city prosecutor, who
had filed the charges and asked for a fine of $2,400, planned to appeal.

Also in October, an unnamed lawyer was found guilty of questioning
the truth of the Holocaust and fined $2,700. While defending a neo-Nazi
client in a Nuremberg court, he claimed that it was "not possible to refer
to the genocide of the Jews as something obvious" and questioned the
constitutionality of the German law banning Holocaust denial. His client
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was found guilty of incitement to hate as well as slander againsi
but went into hiding before his jail sentence of two years and nix
was delivered.

At the end of the month, Frankfurt's district attorney
charges that anti-Semitic literature had been available at the
Frankfurt Book Fair. Peter Ripken, director of the event's interi
department, learned on the last day of the fair that notorious anti
publications—including English copies, reprinted in Iran, of the
cols of the Elders of Zion and Henry Ford's InternationalJew—haa
sold by an Iranian bookseller. German law prohibited the sale of
books. Ripken said the incident could have an impact on the 2006 e
including the possibility that Iran might be barred from participati

More than 3,000 people, most of them leftists, demonstrated ag
a neo-Nazi march in Göttingen on October 29, forcing some 350
members to cut short their march. About 600 of the prntesters set f
garbage containers, blocking the neo-Nazis' route.

In December, a German soccer team apologized on beiiait 01 tans

unfurled a banner during a game featuring the word Juden (Jews),
the letter "d" emphasized, as a slur against the Dynamo Dresden
The image was captured and broadcast live on German television.
Hanau-based Foundation for Active Soccer Fans noted that it was
tine for German soccer fans and players to call the opposition "Ju
but this was the first time it had been caught on TV. Even so, the I
dation pointed out, most German media did not react. The inciden
emblematic of xenophobia and anti-Semitism among fans of lc
league soccer teams. This was of special concern in Germany, as th
World Soccer Cup was scheduled to take place in Berlin.

Holocaust-Related Issues

DENIAL AND REvisioNisM

Although the Federal Department for Protection of the
reported a decline in Holocaust revisionism in 2005—largely beca
aggressive monitoring by law enforcement agencies and a lack of
siasm for the cause among the younger generation of Germans
phenomenon remained a problem.

The 60th anniversary of the liberation of the concentration cam
the end of World War II gave revisionists and deniers occxiinn t
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their feelings. The far-right NPD issued a publication, Hushed- Up Facts
about the Liberation of Auschwitz: Biased Historical Accounts on the 60th
Anniversary. It contended that the number of victims was grossly exag-
gerated and that the Allies were guilty of even worse war crimes, and used
the term Holocaust to describe the dropping of atom bombs on Japan,
the expulsion of German nationals from liberated zones, and the bomb-
ing of Dresden.

Plans by neo-Nazis to march in Dresden on February 13, the anniver-
sary of the Allied bombing, prompted Jewish author and Holocaust sur-
vivor Ruth Kluger, 74, to withdraw from a speaking engagement in the
city. Kluger, who was to appear in Dresden's main theater, told its direc-
tors that to deliver her talk about the Nazis would be a mockery if, at the
same time, "thousands of anti-Jewish party supporters are demonstrat-
ing on the street."

Several notorious Holocaust deniers were arrested in Germany and one
in Austria during 2005. Ernst Zundel was jailed in March after being de-
ported to Germany from Canada, where the courts had declared his In-
ternet hate site illegal (see above, p. 299). A native of Germany, Zundel
had left the country in 1958, allegedly to avoid military service. Zundel
was put on trial in Mannheim in November on charges of incitement to
hatred and Holocaust denial, but his lawyer was disqualified by the dis-
trict court judges because her petition to the court included potentially
actionable statements of an anti-Semitic nature, and the trial was post-
poned until a new lawyer could be appointed.

Deported by the U.S., chemist Germar Rudolf was arrested upon ar-
rival at the Frankfurt airport in November, and delivered to jail in the
state of Baden-WUrttemberg to serve a 14-month sentence for a 1995 con-
viction on charges of slander and incitement to hatred. Rudolf faced fur-
ther charges for publishing right-wing propaganda over the Internet. He
was famous in neo-Nazi circles for his 1991 "expert opinion" that the poi-
son gas Zyklon B was never used in the Auschwitz-Birkenau camp. He
had fled to the U.S. in order to avoid serving his sentence in Germany.

Far-right British historian David Irving was arrested in Austria in mid-
)vember on charges of denying the Holocaust (see below, p. 457). He

pulled over by police while driving in the southern Austrian province
:yria, reportedly on his way to speak to a student club with right-wing

t connections. He was taken into custody on the basis of a war-
issued in Vienna in 1989, when he allegedly gave a speech denying
xistence of the gas chambers.
lgian revisionist Siegfried Verbeke, founder of the right-wing ex-
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tremist organization YHO (whose Web site was allegedly hosted by an
American provider), was delivered to Germany by Dutch authorities in
November. A trial was pending in 2006 on charges of promoting anti-
Semitic publications in Germany. Verbeke already had been sentenced in
Belgium in 2004 to a one-year jail sentence and a 2,500-euro fine for
Holocaust denial.

In a January 6 sermon in the Cologne Dome Church, Archbishop Car-
dinal Joachim Meisner of that city said that". . . Hitler and Stalin, among
others, had millions of people exterminated. And today, in our time, mil-
lions of unborn children are killed. Abortion and euthanasia are the re-
sults of arrogant rebellion against God." Paul Spiegel, head of the CCJG,
immediately asked Meisner to distance himself from the "unacceptable
comparison," and Meisner did so, explaining, "If I had known that my
reference to Hitler could be misunderstood, I would have refrained from
it." He said he would have the reference stricken from the Drinted text of
the sermon.

The subject reappeared a few weeks later with the publication or
John Paul II's book Memory and Identity— Conversations at the Da
a Millennium, which said that while the Nazi genocide against the
came to an end, "the legal extermination" of unborn children was
tinuing. In February, Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger—who would be n
John Paul's successor a few months later—defended the pope, sayi
was actually warning that not only dictatorships but also democi
"are not immune to evil." Paul Spiegel, however, commented
Catholic leaders apparently failed to grasp that abortion could n
compared to the Holocaust.

On two occasions during the year Holocaust revisionists were n
to find Jewish spokesmen for their cause. The first was the controve
American writer Norman Finkelstein, author of The Holocaust Indui
which charged that Jewish organizations exploited the Holocaust fo:
nancial gain. The German publisher Piper Verlag announced it wc
soon release a new work by Finkeistein, describing it as "a polemical
from a Jewish thinker against the instrumentalization of the Hol
and abuse of history." Alan Posener, head of editorial commenta
Welt am Sonn tag (and not a Jew) said he found it "scandalous" that
Verlag would trumpet Finkelstein's views without distancing itself
them. Piper's director of press and publicity, Eva Brenndoerfer, sa
company would try to make it clearer in its publicity material th
views were Finkelstein's and not those of Piper.

In the second case, Gerard Menuhin, son of the famous ,je
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Yenuai Menuhin, lost his job as president of the Yehudi Menuhin Foun-
clation in Germany after the organization's board learned in November
of his remarks quoted in the far-right National Zeitung newspaper, the
Web site of the NPD, and the magazine Deutsche Stimme. Menuhin re-
ferred to "an international lobby of influential people and associations
that put Germans under pressure for their own purposes." He said Ger-
mans were subjected to "endless blackmail" because of the Holocaust,
adding that "a people that allows itself to be intimidated 60 years after
the end of the war with the events of that time is not healthy." NPD chair-
man Udo Voigt called the firing of Menuhin the act of "an anti-
Democratic posse, possible nowhere in the world but in Germany."

e year oi 60th anniversary commemorations began with events
ing the liberation of Auschwitz on January 27. That date had been
red Germany's Holocaust Memorial Day ten years earlier.
ce the major ceremonies for the 27th were planned at the Auschwitz
Poland, Germany held its own commemoration two days earlier,
Chancellor Schröder and World Jewish Congress president Israel
addressed an assembly in Berlin that was attended by former in-

s of the Nazi death camp. Auschwitz survivor Kurt Julius Goldstein
lenin, president of the International Auschwitz Committee, chal-

he chancellor, saying he was shocked that German courts con-
to protect the rights of neo-Nazis to demonstrate publicly and to

d Holocaust denial. Schröder did not directly address Goldstein's
but said, "We ourselves have to take the political lead in con-

ing neo-Nazis and old Nazis," and declared his "shame before those
were murdered—and to you, who survived the hell of the concen-

camps." Singer, addressing Schröder, said, "We both agree that the
uilt does not apply" to most Germans today.
January 27 ceremonies at Auschwitz were attended by President
1(öhler, who flew to Poland at the invitation of Polish president

ler Kwasniewski. It was likely the last time that such a large
of survivors—some 7,000—would come to such a ceremony.

iuary 1, Köhler visited the Yad Vashem memorial in Jerusalem,
panied by Israeli president Moshe Katzav.
)caust Remembrance Day drew the usual neo-Nazi responses. On

�l, the handful of NPD members of the Saxony state parliament
flnnr tc belittle the Holocaust and declare their intention to re-
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War II. The new law also gave each German state the power to declare
Holocaust memorial sites within their borders off-limits to demonstra-
tors. Paul Spiegel applauded the legislation. Now the "brown mob" won't
be able to "let off steam" in such places, he told reporters.

A survey of 1,005 Berliners conducted May 9—12 revealed that 50 per-
cent planned to visit the Berlin memorial. The survey, conducted by
Forsa, showed that interest was virtually identical between former East
and West Berliners, and that those under age 30 were more intent on vis-
iting than older people.

An exhibit about the deportations to Ravensbrück, the concentration
camp for women, opened on the site in April, on the 60th anniversary of
its liberation. A seminar and a memorial ceremony were held there on
April 15—18. The 60th anniversary of the liberation of Dachau's satel-
lite camps in the nearby city of Kaufering was marked by the installa-
tion of a carpet of red roses at an abandoned factory in Landsberg,
Bavaria, where slave laborers were forced to produce armaments for the
Nazi war effort. Conceived by sculptor Cornelia Rapp, architect Florian
Nagler, and historian Edith Raim, the project included a series of lectures,
fllms, and readings, and meetings with former prisoners of these camps.

This year also was the 60th since the start of the Nuremberg War
imes Tribunals, which officially opened in Berlin on October 18, 1945,
d moved to Nuremberg the next month. This anniversary, too,

npted a flood of articles in newspapers and magazines. In July, a con-
ce on the trials was held in Nuremberg, sponsored by Touro College's

oi D. Fuchsberg Law Center in New York. The participants, who in-
ded German lawyers and judges, also discussed the International

nal Court (ICC) in The Hague, which, many believed, was inspired
uremberg. Some participants criticized the U.S. for refusing mem-
tip in the ICC, which President Bush had rejected on the grounds that

uld engage in America-bashing.
t Berlin's Topography of Terror Exhibition and Documentation Cen-
in exhibit presented the history of the trials of the 21 Nuremburg de-
ints. The German public did not always accept the results of the
, seeing them as "victors' justice." But Nuremberg nevertheless
ed "the end of the period of terror and the beginning of a new

racy," said historian Claudia Steur, curator of the exhibit. The fa-
ourtroom where the trials took place drew 300,000 visitors dur-

ui year.
'ermany announced in July the opening of its first memorial and ex-
tion n the subject of slave labor. Rabbi Andreas Nachama, director
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of the Topography of Terror Foundation, was in charge of the project,
which would be housed in a former factory in Schöneweide, Berlin, that
had used slave laborers. In October, the City Museum of Ingolstadt
opened an exhibit on the 4,000 slave laborers who worked in the area.

In November, four former slave laborers for the Siemens company were
invited to Berlin for a meeting with management and employee repre-
sentatives. The Foundation for the Memorial to the Murdered Jews of Eu-
rope, the Foundation for Brandenburg Memorials, and Forced Laborers
Remembrance joined with Siemens in arranging the visit. Survivors
Gilbert Michlin and Paul Schaffer of Paris, Marcel Tuchman of New
York, and Henry Schwarzbaum of Berlin told Siemens representatives
how they were recruited immediately upon arrival in Auschwitz to work
as slaves for the giant German electronics company, and they urged
Siemens to open its archives for independent scholarly study, as other
German firms had done.

An exhibit on the deportation of Jews from Nazi Germany opened in
October at Berlin's Museum of German Technology. Included were pho-
tographs, maps, and train schedules. More than 130,000 Jews were de-
ported from Germany; most were murdered upon arrival at the death
camps. Some 50,000 of the victims came from Berlin.

That same month, "Beyond Memory," a German-Israeli project on
the significance of the Holocaust and the Nazi period for the younger
generation, held a conference at the Volksbühne Theater in Berlin. The
program — which involved workshops and presentations by students from
both countries—was supported by the German Foundation for Re-
membrance and the Future.

In November, Paul Spiegel applauded the UN decision to establish Jan-
uary 27 as an international Holocaust remembrance day. "After decades
of silence, this UN resolution is greatly appreciated," Spiegel said. Also
in November, for the first time in years, Berlin's Jewish community began
its annual Kristallnacht commemoration with a public march from a
Holocaust memorial in the heart of former West Berlin. Previously, only
a private ceremony was held for fear of setting off anti-Semitic incidents.

On December 15, 34 Jewish victims of the Holocaust were laid to rest
near Stuttgart at a funeral service led by Rabbi Yisrael Meir Lau, chief
rabbi of Tel Aviv, and Rabbi Netanel Wurmser of Stuttgart. The remains
had been discovered at the site of a former Nazi labor camp during work
on a U.S Air Force base.

Efraim Zuroff, director of the Israel office of the Simon Wiesenthal
Center, spoke before the German Parliament on January 26 to announce
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the start, in Germany, of "Operation Last Chance," a Wiesenthal Cen-
ter project that offered rewards for information leading to the arrest and
prosecution of Nazi war criminals who had escaped justice. It had been
launched in other European countries the year before. Joining him in this
endeavor were Gerd Weisskirschen, an SPD member of Parliament, ac-
tivist Jörg Rentsmann, and Aryeh Rubin, an American philanthropist,
whose Targum Shlishi Foundation funded the project. Zuroff estimated
that there had been 90,000 indictments and 7,000 convictions in West Ger-
many after 1949. East Germany also conducted war crimes trials. But in
all, "a very small percentage of those who participated in the crimes of
the Holocaust were indicted," Zuroff said. By November, the names of
about 50 suspected criminals were collected, and the Wiesenthal Center
submitted four of them to the Central German Investigative Agency in
Ludwigsburg. Kurt Schrimm, its director, promised to carry out a com-
prehensive examination.

Spanish police announced in August that they had found the Costa
Brava hideout of Nazi war criminal Aribert Heim, who, if still alive,
would have been 91 years old. Born in Austria, Heim joined the Waffen
SS after Austria's annexation to Germany. Before completing his med-
ical training in Berlin, he was made camp doctor at the Buchenwald and
Mauthausen death camps, where he performed surgery on prisoners with-
out anesthesia, or injected them in the heart with poisonous liquids to
find out how long it took them to die. Heim had been arrested by Amer-
ican forces after the war and released in 1949, reportedly because the
records for his time in Mauthausen had been removed from the files. Heim
went into hiding in the 1960s, when authorities began searching for him.
With the discovery of his home in 2005, the search was stepped up, and
the tabloid daily Bud Zeitung ran an article emphasizing the 130,000-euro
reward offered by the state police.

In December, a Munich court acquitted accused Slovak Nazi war crim-
al Ladislav Niznansky, much to the chagrin of Efraim Zuroff. He urged

an prosecutors not to draw the conclusion that such cases should
uropped: "The passage of time in no way diminishes the culpability
Nizi war criminals," he said. Later that month, Zuroff applauded

any's decision to cancel the pensions of five persons who "violated
of humanity" during World War II. Since 1998, in keeping with

v passed by the Bundestag, the pensions of 110 former Nazi war crim-
had been canceled and another 157 cases were under consideration.

vo historical discoveries about the Holocaust were made during 2005.
March. Das Buch Hitler (The Hitler Book) suggested that SS chief
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Heinrich Himmler conferred with Hitler about the details o
murder. A German translation of a tome written for Soviet dictator
Joseph Stalin in 1949, the book was published by historian Matthias Uhi

of the Institute for Contemporary History in Berlin. An English edition
appeared in November. Uhl said the book showed conclusively "that
Hitler got real information from Himmler on the gas chambers
is the first time that we have this information that Hitler was sc

in the Holocaust."
In June, Russian historian Pavel Polian, at the Universii.y vi iiiuui,

reported a newly discovered document from the Russian national archives
suggesting that the Nazis wanted to deport all Jews to the USSR. He said

German officials approached Moscow in early 1940 with the idea of ship-

ping the Reich's Jews to Birobidjan, which Stalin had set up as a Jewish

region, and to western Ukraine.
A luxury hotel chain held a gala opening ceremony in .i,

location near the site of Adolf Hitler's "Eagle's Nest" getaway. The In-
tercontinental Resort Berchtesgaden catered to high-end customers. The

Bavarian finance minister called Berchtesgaden "a place burdened by

history," but noted that "Oberzalzberg traditionally has always been

place of stunning natural splendor and health and recreation," and "it:
in that tradition that this new hotel opens." The choice of the site h
drawn criticism from Jewish groups that feared it would draw a neo-N

clientele.
Meanwhile, those with an unhealthy fascination for NaLI

had a chance that same month to bid on such things as Eva Braun'
stick and a bust of Hitler. An auction of such items was held in

heim unter Teck, in the state of Baden-Württemberg. Auctioneer Aiit

Thies said he tried to keep right-wing extremists away. Though nc
bought a purported Hitler watercolor available there, another did seii
England, to an unnamed buyer on November 3, for $9,000. The C

wall auction house Jefferys obtained the 1924 sketch-like painting

a British art collector. It was originally bought from Hitler's person
jutant, Otto Gunsch.

COMPENSATION

The Conference on Jewish Material Claims Against Germany ne

annual talks with the German Foreign Ministry in May. They resull

an additional payment of $11.4 million for home care for needy J
survivors in 17 countries, on top of the $7.2 million that was agre
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after the 2004 negotiations. Also, in what the Claims Conference con-
sidered a breakthrough, survivors of several slave labor camps in Hun-
gary, Tunisia, Morocco, and Algeria were added to the list of those
receiving pensions from Germany under the so-called Article 2 and Cen-
tral and Eastern European Fund (CEEF) programs, if they met other
German-mandated eligibility criteria.

The Claims Conference also had discussions with the Ministry of
Health and Social Security about Germany's so-called "ghetto pension
law," known by its German acronym ZRBG. On May 13, several mem-
bers of the U.S. Congress had written to German minister of health Ulla
Schmidt urging her to address problems encountered by applicants for
pensions, such as being told that their ghetto did not exist at the times
claimed, or that certain categories of labor were excluded.

Over the course of 2005, the Claims Conference distributed approxi-
mately $600 million in direct compensation to Jewish victims of Nazi per-
secution and their heirs in more than 60 countries. The funds came from
eight different programs administered by the organization. As of the end
of 2005, the Claims Conference had distributed more than $50 billion in
compensation. This was in addition to the more than $50 billion paid in
German government pensions to Holocaust survivors, negotiated by the
Claims Conference in 1952.

In November, a major battle appeared to have been won in the fight
for restitution of prime property in Berlin to its Jewish heirs. The
KarstadtQuelle company was ready to drop its suit to retain properties
in former East Berlin that once belonged to the Wertheim family, which
ran one of the biggest department store chains in pre-Hitler Germany.

property, or its value, would be transferred to the Claims Conference
he successor organization. In such cases, about 80 percent of the pro-

'ould go to the heirs, and the Claims Conference would use the rest
icip needy survivors and cover its administrative costs.
n August, the Catholic Church in Germany paid compensation worth

:otal of 1.49 million euros ($2.44 million) to 594 former slave laborers
ad worked in Catholic institutions under the Nazi regime. Cardi-

Karl Lehmann said that each individual had received 2,556 euros
[90) from a fund of 2.5 million euros ($4.1 million) set up in 2000.
)ayments were a "symbolic material gesture" and were made as an
gy and in a spirit of reconciliation. The remaining million euros
4 million) would be donated to a Freiburg-based charity that cared
rmer detainees of Nazi camps. The Church had set up the fund after

g not to contribute to a far larger one created by the government
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and German companies in 1999. It was able to trace about 5,OG,
borers it employed during World War II, mostly in farming, cleanii
housekeeping.

JEWISH COMMUNITY

Demography and Immigration

Germany's Jewish population reached about 118,000 in
gration from the former Soviet Union had taken off beginning in 1990,
when Germany allowed 5,000 Jews per year to enter from the FSU to help
rebuild the country's destroyed Jewish communities. Under "contingency
refugee" regulations initially enacted in response to the Vietnamese "boat
people," these Jews were given residency rights and full social benefi
but not immediate citizenship. The Jewish population of Germany m
than quadrupled over the subsequent 15 years, and by 2002 more F
Jews were settling in Germany than in Israel.

Partly at the request of the Israeli government, which waiiwu
to come to the Jewish state, Germany announced new rules in Decer
2004 imposing restrictions on would-be FSU immigrants over the
45, those likely to become an economic burden to the state, and thos
eligible for membership in a Jewish community. German Jewish lea
reacted with dismay, and after months of negotiations with the go
ment, the law was modified in 2005. The age limit was removed, a
flexible standard for measuring economic status was adopted. and
caust survivors were exempted from the new limitations.

The key change, however, had to do with acceptance by a jewisn
munity. Being Jewish according to Halakhah, Jewish law—previousi:
criterion for such acceptance—would not necessarily constitute a
rier to entry. Anyone with even one Jewish parent might apply, tog
with his or her spouse and minor children, to the Central Welfare
cil of Jews in Germany for the requisite invitation to join the Jewish
munity. If rejected by that nondenominational body, which use
Orthodox definition of Jewishness, the person could then apply v
Progressive (Reform) community as a potential convert. Unlike
can Reform, the European movement did not accept patrilineal
but had a welcoming approach to those aiming to convert. The pri
would be monitored for a year, after which further adjustments wer
sible. The move was considered a major achievement for the Uni
Progressive Jews in Germany (see below, p. 444).
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Communal Affairs

In January, the Berlin Jewish community and the Foundation New
Synagogue-Centrum Judaicum sponsored a benefit for the victims of the
Tsunami that hit Southeast Asia on December 26, 2004.

CCJG vice president Charlotte Knobloch, head of both the Munich
Jewish community and the Jewish community in Upper Bavaria, was
elected vice president of the World Jewish Congress at the January meet-
ing of the organization in Brussels. Knobloch had survived the Holocaust
as a child in hiding, and her tenure as head of Munich's Jewish commu-
nity had marked its period of greatest growth since World War II.

Also in January, German publisher Hubert Burda announced that he
was donating 1 million euros ($1.3 million) toward the creation of a com-
plex in Munich that would include a synagogue, a Jewish museum, and
a cultural center in the city's Jakobsplatz square, expected to be dedicated
November 9, 2006. Jewish groups praised Burda for the gift. Charlotte
Knobloch called Burda "a bridge and mediator" between Jewish and
non-Jewish Germans.

The Berlin Jewish community threatened to sue the Claims Conference
over some $27 million in property. Community president Albert Meyer
said that the Conference, as the successor organization to unclaimed Jew-

)roperty, should hand over to the financially strapped Jewish corn-
ty profits from unclaimed properties it controlled in the city. The

Conference had returned several communal properties to the Jew-
nmunity in the early 1990s, after the reunification of Germany, but
ong-neglected buildings needed renovation work that the commu-

:ould not afford.
Fuly, Meyer stepped up efforts to have Europe's largest Jewish ceme-
iamed a World Heritage Site. He said he planned to apply to the

Nations Education, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UN-
so that the Weissensee cemetery could be preserved in perpetu-

xated in the former East Berlin, Weissensee had more than 115,000
over 103 acres. If that application failed, Meyer said he would push
recognition as a national German cultural memorial. Meyer said
truction of the most important gravesites alone would cost about

iillion.
4ovember, Meyer announced he was resigning from his unpaid po-

'he community was bitterly divided between a faction associated
ussian-speaking immigrants and another representing the smaller,
ished postwar community, of which Meyer was a part. Meyer told
ters that his opponents, primarily from the immigrant element, had
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targeting him for abuse and used "Stalinist methods" against him. Gideon
Joffe was elected in his place.

Also in November, a high-level delegation of the Union of Orthodox
Jewish Congregations of America (OU) arrived in Berlin to meet with
Jewish leaders, hoping to strengthen Jewish connections across the At-
lantic. At the end of the visit the group issued a statement of support for

deepening Jewish life in Germany through exchange and training pro-
grams for teenagers and young adults. It hoped to begin these activities
by the summer of 2007. The delegation also met with young Orthodox
leaders in Leipzig and Berlin.

Religion

In August, international leaders of Reform Jewry met witn nancci-
br Schröder to promote the cause of Jewish religious pluralism in Ger-
many. In his first private meeting with leaders of the World Union for
Progressive Judaism (WUPJ), Schröder expressed support for diversity
in the Jewish community while making it clear that he did not want to
get involved in internal Jewish matters. The chancellor welcomed the re-
turn of Reform Judaism to Germany, where it had begun two centuries

earlier, under the unified communal umbrella of the nondenominatioi
CCJG.

Relations with between the Reform group and the CCJG naci mp
considerably in recent years. There were currently 20 Progressive
gregations in Germany served by seven rabbis or rabbinical students
the Abraham Geiger College in Potsdam, 12 students were working
wards Reform ordination; three of them had scholarships from the CC

On November 21, the CCJG board voted to accept Reform J
communities as full members. The decision carried with it access to
of the $4 million of federal funds allocated annually to the umc
organization for infrastructure, integration of immigrants, and other
grams. With the admission of two Progressive bodies—the Jewish C
munity and State Association of Jews of Schleswig-Holstein, and
Jewish Communities of Lower Saxony—the CCJG now encompasse
state organizations and communities. Paul Spiegel called the vote a
itive signal that shows that German Jewry in the twenty-first centui
on the right path, in both a religious and cultural sense." Jan MUhlsl
president of the Union of Progressive Jews in Germany, told the iv
zeitung that the move, "though long in coming, was a positive step on
path toward integrating the liberal movement in the Central Council.

In September, the U.S. Air Force announced it would open a synag
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and a Muslim prayer room at its main European base in Ramstein, Ger-
many, in addition to the base's interfaith South Chapel. Rabbi David
Lapp, director of the JWB Jewish Chaplains Council, and Rabbi Don-
ald Levy, the base's only Jewish chaplain, were to officiate at the first Jew-
ish services, on the High Holy Days; Imam Mubarak, the base's Muslim
chaplain, would officiate at the opening of the Islamic prayer site. Some
50,000 Americans were stationed in and around Ramstein.

In December, the Ronald S. Lauder Foundation dedicated a new Torah
center in Leipzig. The 1,200-member Jewish community already had a
Lauder-sponsored hostel, with separate overnight facilities for men and
women, In addition, a Chabad kindergarten opened in the city earlier in
the year.

Christian-Jewish Relations

With the naming of Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger, a German, as Pope
Benedict XVI in April, Paul Spiegel, in the name of the Jewish commu-
nity, congratulated "German Catholics on the election of a countryman
as the new pope" and urged him to carry on in the footsteps of his pre-
decessor, Pope John Paul H. He noted that though the new pope had not
always agreed with the reforms and openness of his charismatic prede-
cessor, he had enjoyed more than two decades of a close relationship with
John Paul II and helped him chart the direction of the Church. Earlier,
there had been speculation in the German press that Ratzinger's alleged

bership in the Hitler Youth during the Nazi era—boys his age had
pressured if not required to join—might hurt his chances at being

1ied pope.

n August, Benedict XVI made history by speaking in the synagogue
Cologne, becoming the first pope to deliver an address in a German

ogue. The visit also marked only the second time a pontiff had for-
entered a Jewish house of worship; his late predecessor had visited
'eat Synagogue of Rome in April 1986. The choice of Cologne was
found symbolic importance. The city was the site of the oldest

rewish community in Germany, as there were documents tracing
Lck to the fourth century. And this particular house of worship had
rebuilt in 1959 on the site of a synagogue erected in 1899 and de-

yed on Kristallnacht, November 9, 1938.
peaking before some 500 guests, Benedict XVI declared his profound
ect for Judaism and his support for increased dialogue between
;holics and Jews, and urged an end to terrorism. Although Israeli am-

br Shimon Stein was among those who personally greeted the
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pope at the synagogue, Benedict did not directly mention Israei, an oiiiis-

sion that disappointed some Jewish leaders, especially coming a month
after the pope, in a public denunciation of international terrorism, had
left Israel out of a list of places that had suffered terrorist attacks. Other
matters the pope did not discuss that some Jews wished he had were the

historical responsibility of the Church for anti-Semitism, and hastening
the opening of Vatican archives covering the Holocaust period

Culture

MUSEUM EXHIBITS

The year of Einstein officially began in Germany on January i LI

ing 100 years since the theory of relativity was presented. Albert Em: L
was born in 1879 in Bern, Switzerland. He lived in Berlin from 1929 ii

he fled the Nazis in 1932, deciding not to return from a work-related ti
to California. After a brief stop in Belgium in 1933, he never return 1
the European continent. Einstein died in 1973 in Woods Hole, M s:
chusetts. A strong Zionist, he made his first visit to the U.S. in 192:,
raise funds for the Hebrew University. Already at that time anti-Semi
condemned Einstein's theories as "Jewish physics."

Chancellor Schröder and Education Minister Edeigaro iu a

kicked off the commemorations with a gala event attended by 800
Actors read aloud letters from Einstein, and an excerpt from the
Einstein on the Beach was performed. The Einstein Forum launched
year of Einstein-related events with a symposium on "Einstein for the 2

Century."
An on-line virtual reconstruction of 240 German synagogues Irom

Middle Ages was launched on November 9, the 67th anniversary
Kristallnacht. The data was accessible through the Internet site www.s
agogen.info, which opened in 2002. Students and faculty of the Da:
stadt Technical University began in 1994 to create virtual model
destroyed German synagogues. The site contained more than 2,000
ages, eye-witness descriptions, and suggested readings, as well as li
other related Internet sites.

Berlin's Jewish Museum continued to attract record numoers 0'
tors, nearly 700,000 coming in 2005. Of the many exhibits mounted
during the year, "Weihnukka," a show dedicated to Christmas
Hanukkah in Germany, received the most attention. Illuminating
in which the two holidays have overlapped in the practices of mains
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German Jewish families over the past century, the exhibit drew criticism
from some who thought it celebrated assimilation.

Another featured exhibit at the museum was "Roman Vishniac's
Berlin," images taken during the photographer's years in the German cap-
ital, 1920—39. Vishniac was famous for his photos of Eastern European
Jewish communities from the late 1 930s that were subsequently destroyed
by the Nazis. Vishniac came with his family to Berlin in 1920 in order to
enjoy the "free air," far from the upheavals of his native Russia.

The Jewish Museum of Frankfurt mounted a show of works by an
eminent Israeli photographer, Boris Carmi, who was born in 1914 in
Moscow and died September 2002 in Tel Aviv. For more than 60 years
the self-taught Carmi documented the history of the Jewish state with his
camera. The Frankfurt museum also had an exhibit about the deporta-
tion of Jews from that city. There had been some 30,000 Jews in Frank-
furt in 1930, about half of whom fled by 1939. The last transports of Jews
to the Theresienstadt ghetto near Prague took place on March 15, 1945,
11 days before American troops reached Frankfurt.

An exhibit of drawings of the Warsaw Ghetto by Teofilia Reich-
Ranicki was shown both at the Jewish Museum of Frankfurt and the Jew-
ish Museum of Franken. Reich-Ranicki and her husband, Marcel, a
well-known German literary critic, were among the few survivors of the
ghetto. Teofilia Reich-Ranicki began documenting daily life in the ghetto
with her drawings, 16 of which she managed to smuggle out and hide.

A small exhibit about the exile years of famous sexologist Magnus
hfeld opened at the Dichterkreis Museum in Berlin, in October.

'ine centerpiece of the show was Hirschfeld's guest book from Paris and
Nice for the period 1933—35, when he entertained more than 200 guests,

iding Emma Goldman, André Gide, and Marc Chagall.
ie Aktives Museum Spiegelgasse in Wiesbaden had an exhibit about
entration camps for young people that had operated in Moringen
Uckermark, and another on "Jewish Children's Literature." The mu-

regularly invited Jewish former residents of Wiesbaden to return
peak to current residents about their experiences during the Nazi
r In 2005 it initiated an annual memorial ceremony on the an-
iry of the deportation of the community's Jews.

vo iums wirn Jewish-related themes won major prizes at the annual
male International Film Festival. Live and Become, a joint French-
Ii production directed by the Romanian-born Radu Mihaileanu,
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about an Ethiopian boy who pretended to be Jewish so he could go to Is-
rael, won the Panorama Audience Award. A controversial film about
Palestinian suicide bombers, Paradise Now, won three prizes at the festi-
val, including the highest cash award, the 25,000-euro ($33,000) AGICOA
Blue Angel Prize for best European film. Directed by Hany Abu-Assad,
it told the story of two men determined to carry out a suicide bombing
in Tel Aviv. Abu-Assad came from Nazareth, but the film was a joint pro-
duction of the Netherlands, France, and Germany.

The festival also screened films about Hitler's last days and about his
propaganda minister, Joseph Goebbels. According to publicity for The
Downfall, director Oliver Hirschbiegel aimed to portray Hitler "not as a
demonic madman but as a dictator filled with destructive energy." It at-
tracted four million viewers in the first four weeks after its opening, and
a collection of essays about the film's reception in Germany, Filmri:ss,
was published. In The Goebbels Experiment, a joint British-German pro-
duction, director Lutz Hachmeister used historical footage and excerpts
from Goebbels's diaries to depict "a modern media manager who devoted
his workaholism to the whole spectrum of communications—only to fail
so completely in political and moral terms," according to a press release.

Several other Holocaust-themed festival entries dealt with aspects of the
anti-Nazi resistance.

In June, the 11th annual Jewish Film Festival in Berlin named a doc-
umentary about Jewish swimmers in prewar Vienna as the best Israeli
film. Watermarks, a French-Israeli production directed by Yoram Sil-
berman, told the story of the Hakoah Vienna association, whose leaders
managed to get the entire swim team out of Austria with their families
after Nazi Germany annexed the country in 1938.

In July, a Jewish comedy by director Dani Levy, Alles auf Zucker (Go
for Zucker) swept the German film awards, winning six prizes—includ-
ing best film (which carried a 500,000-euro prize), best director, and best
actor. Already having won the Ernst Lubitsch Prize in February, Alles auf
Zucker outpaced The Downfall in the competition for the top award.

A 16-day film program, "Moving Images and the Promised Lands:
Film, Videos and Installations on the Idea of Israel," was opened by
conductor Daniel Barenboim in December, in Berlin.

PUBLICATIONS

Several publishers released titles geared to the 60th anniversary of the
liberation of the concentration camps and the end of the World War II.
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Zn Klampen Verlag came out with two new books about the Son-
derkommando. Witnesses from the Dead Zone— The Jewish Sonderkom-
inando in Auschwitz, was the product of 13 years of research by Eric
Friedler, Barbara Siebert, and Andreas Kilian, and included interviews
with survivors. Forgetting or Forgiving— Pictures from the Dead Zonewas
a book of paintings by Sonderkommando survivor David Olère, accom-
panied by poems by his son, Alexandre. Olère was one of the few mem-
bers of a Sonderkommando to survive.

Metropol Verlag published several books about the experiences of
women in concentration camps. Deutscher Taschenbuch Verlag published
a series reflecting popular interest in the subject of German suffering at
the war's end. DTV published a book of autobiographical essays by lit-
erary critic Marcel Reich-Ranicki, who survived the Warsaw Ghetto with
his wife (see above, p. 447); a collection of the letters of Josef Furtmeier,
who was a mentor for the students in the White Rose resistance move-
ment; and a reissue of The Eternal Anti-Semite: On the Purpose and Func-
lion of an Enduring Sensation, the 1980 classic by journalist Henryk
Broder.

The writings of socialist parliamentarian Eduard Bernstein
(1850—1932) were published by the Verlag für Berlin-Brandenburg under
the title, Ic/i bin der Letzte der dazu Schweigt (I Am the Last One to Re-
main Silent). Bernstein, who had left the Jewish community, fought
against political anti-Semitism more vociferously than many openly Jew-
ish legislators.

Several new books focused on Hitler and the Third Reich, including
Hitlers Bombe (Hitler's Bomb) by Berlin historian Rainer Karlsch, about
Nazi testing of atomic weapons; and Hitlers Volksstaat: Raub,
Rassenkrieg und nationaler Sozialismus (Hitler's Ethnic State: Robbery,
Racial War and National Socialism) by journalist Götz Aly.

Memoirs of a Man's Maiden Years, the autobiography of "N.O. Body,"
originally published in 1907 and translated from the German by Debo-
rah Simon, was one of the notable books about German Jewish history
to reach an English-speaking public in 2005. The book related the life
story of Karl M. Bauer, a famous "pseudohermaphrodite" who was
raised as a girl but remained hormonally and physically male. His account
was an important contribution to the developing understanding of
human sexuality, as well as a landmark in the study of Jewish body-
image stereotypes. The translation was published by the University of
Pennsylvania Press.

An analysis of the German-Israeli relationship at the turn of the cen-
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tury was presented in a new book by political scientist Yves Pallade, pub-

lished by Peter Lang Frankfurt, Germany and Israel in the 1990s and Be-

yond. Still a Special Relationship? Pallade was coordinator for issues of

anti-Semitism at the American Jewish Committee's Berlin office.

The "Jewish Miniatures" series—short books on important Jewish
figures or institutions—added new volumes on the Mühsam family
(Erich Mühsam and his wife, Zenzl); the 1842 memoirs of Salomo Sachs;

and Gisela Jacobius, who survived wartime Berlin in hiding. The books

were edited by Hermann Simon, director of the Centrum Judaicum-
Foundation New Synagogue in Berlin.

Rabbi Elisa Klapheck's autobiography, So bin ich Rabbinerin Gewor-

den (That's How I Became a Rabbi) was published in June by Herder
Press. Kiapheck was ordained by the U.S-based Jewish Renewal Move-

ment. Another autobiographical work, published by Koerber Edition, the

publishing arm of the Koerber Foundation, was Talk About Your L/è:

My Road Towards Dialogue Work and Political Understanding by Israeli
sociologist Dan Bar-On. He was one of the first social scientists to in-

terview children of Nazi perpetrators and write about them in the con-

text of postwar Germany's confrontation with its past. Koerber also
republished Bar-On's classic work on that theme, The Burden of Denial.

AWARDS

American Jewish businessman Arthur Obermayer presented the fifth

annual Obermayer German Jewish History Awards in Berlin on January

27, Holocaust Remembrance Day. The awards honored non-Jewish Ger-

mans who contributed toward recording or preserving the Jewish history

of their communities.
The 2005 honorees were: Gunter Demnig (Cologne), who installed

thousands of brass stumbling blocks (stolpersteine) in sidewalks at the

former residences of Holocaust victims throughout Germany; Robert
Krais (Ettenheim, Südlicher Oberrhein), who, a spectator at the 1972 Mu-

nich Olympics when Israeli athletes were murdered, dedicated himself to

promoting understanding between Jews and non-Jews, particularly

through German-Israeli sports exchanges; Heinrich Nuhn (Rotenberg

on the Fulda), a teacher who inspired students and others to research Jew-

ish history and communicate their findings through articles and over the

Internet; Wolfram Kastner (Munich), whose provocative public actions

(see above, p. 431) got people to reexamine Germany's past; and Ilse

Vogel (Uchtelhausen), who reconnected Jews and non-Jews around the
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world who originally came from Diespeck with their hometown through
archival research and personal interactions.

Protestant theologian Peter von der Osten-Sacken and the Institute for
Church and Judaism received the annual Buber-Rosenzweig medal in
Münster from the German Coordinating Council of the Societies for
Christian-Jewish Cooperation. The prize, named for philosophers Mar-
tin Buber and Franz Rosenzweig, had been given annually starting
in 1968.

The CCJG presented its annual Leo Baeck Prize to German foreign
minister Joschka Fischer. Fischer was feted by Israeli author Amos Oz
and by Paul Spiegel, head of the CCJG. In his acceptance address, Fis-
cher pledged to uphold Germany's relationship with Israel.

The Berlin Jewish community gave its 17th annual Heinz Galinski
Prize to Dr. Hildegard Hamm-Brücher on November 27. Born in 1921,
Hamm-BrUcher was a prominent liberal politician who left the Free De-
mocratic Party in 2002 over the anti-Semitic campaign carried on by
party official Jürgen Möllemann (see AJYB 2003, pp. 468—72).

Germany presented its highest honor, the Merit Cross of the Federal
Republic to—among others—An Rath, a former editor of the Jerusalem
Post, and Menachem Pressler, a founding member of the Beaux Arts
Trio. Rath, who fled Nazi Austria in 1938 for Palestine, turned 80 in
2005, and was the subject of a new documentary, A Lfe of Many Lives,

Austrian historian Helga Embacher and filmmaker Hannes Klein.
in Magdeburg, Germany, in 1923, Pressler and his family fled the
in 1938 and settled in Israel, where he received his musical train-

ince 1955 he had taught at Indiana University.
August, Israeli writer Amos Oz was awarded the Goethe Prize in

irt. Mayor Petra Roth lauded Oz for his literary accomplishments
nis political engagement for peace in the Middle East. In his accep-

peech, Oz called the removal of Jewish settlers from Gaza by the
government a "painful step in the right direction," and advised

to avoid their tendency to view Palestinians as victims and Is-
perpetrators. The $61,000 Goethe Prize had been given once
ee years since 1927 to thinkers who reflected the universalism in
work. Past recipients included Sigmund Freud (1930) and Ing-

man (1976).

Tony AXELROD



Austria

National Affairs

AUSTRIA CONTINUED TO BE governed by a coalition of the
conservative Austrian People's Party (OVP) and its junior partner, the far-
right Freedom Party (FPO), despite strains within it early in the year over
the question of reforming the military. Heading the government was
Chancellor Wolfgang Schüssel, leader of the OVP. In April, former Free-
dom Party leader Jorg Haider, who had continued to dominate the party
from the sidelines, detonated a political bombshell by announcing the for-
mation of a new party, the Alliance for the Future of Austria (Bundni
Zukunft Osterreich, or BZO). Most Freedom Party cabinet mem
quickly transferred their allegiance to the BZO, so that the only c :
in the government coalition was in terms of the name and color c
new political party, the old Freedom Party's favored color, blue, beii g
placed by orange.

Haider's formation of the new party was widely believ c

perate attempt to recapture lost voters. The old party had suffered a
fall at the polls, both nationally and at the provincial level, since jo n
the government in 1999. Haider apparently now believed that the rea
for the poor showing was that the extreme line taken on a number of
sues had alienated much of his core constituency. Thus the BZO
nounced the expulsion of several hard-liners from its ranks.
expellees, now constituting the remaining hard core of the FPO,
ued to pursue a far-right political agenda.

In fact these changes did little to improve the electora'
ther the rump FPO or the breakaway BZO. In provincial elc
Styria and Burgenland, held in October, both suffered major sel
did the largest party, the OVP. The opposition Austrian Sociain
(SPO) benefited greatly, emerging victorious in both states. The
were interpreted as a strong rebuke to the national coalition th
the past two years, had severely cut back on social-welfare progra
pensions.

In Burgenland, the Austrian province with the highest ic vi p
and unemployment, the Socialists attained an outright majority, w
52.2 percent of the vote. The People's Party received only 36.6 n

452
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vici.1om Party and Haider's new group trailed far behind. As the
People's Party had controlled the central Austrian province of Styria
since World War II, and in 2000 had trounced the Socialists by 15 points,
its loss of the province in the 2005 election constituted a stinging repu-
diation. The conservative party received only 38.7 percent of the vote,
against 41.7 percent for the Socialists. The extreme right also suffered a
stunning defeat, the BZO polling an anemic 1.7 percent and the FPO 4.6
percent. By falling short of the 5-percent threshold in both provinces, the
two parties were shut out of the Burgenland and Styrian parliaments. By
contrast, the Austrian Communist Party (KPO) polled an astonishing 6.3
percent of the vote in Styria, a six-fold increase over its previous show-
ing, winning representation in the provincial parliament.

The Vienna local elections came out rather differently. As expected, the
Socialists easily outdistanced the other parties, racking up 49 percent of
the vote, and the People's Party came in second with almost 19 percent.
Observers were surprised, however, by the Freedom Party's unexpectedly
strong showing of 14.9 percent. Though this represented a 5.2-percent
loss compared to the previous election, pre-election polls had forecast a
far larger drop. The result, which party leader Heinz-Christian Strache
considered "almost a political miracle," was attributed to the FPO's anti-
immigration (actually anti-Muslim) campaign, featuring such slogans as
"Liberated Women Instead of the Mandatory Head Scarf." Ariel Muzi-
cant, president of the Israelitische Kultusgemeinde (1KG), the official

h community, attacked this campaign, drawing a parallel between
id the anti-Semitic rhetoric in Austria during the 1930s. In contrast
:he FPO's respectable showing in Vienna, the BZO garnered a meager
nercent of the vote, raising questions about its future on the Austrian
tical scene. By failing to reach the 5-percent threshold, the party was

ctively shut out of the bodies that govern the Austrian capital.
Eaken together, the provincial elections raised questions about the

bility of the national coalition. Not surprisingly, the Socialist Party
nded the calling of national elections, which, in any case, were
luled to be held no later than November 2006. It was in this uncer-
,olitical environment that Austria assumed the six-month rotating
lencv nf the European Union (EU) on January 1, 2006.

uiawn its ambassador from Vienna when the Freedom
t of the coalition government, and only in July 2003 did
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it announce that it was prepared to normalize relations, even though the
objectionable party remained in the coalition. On February 5, 2004, Am-
bassador Avraham Toledo, previously Israeli chargé d'affaires, presented
his credentials to President Thomas Kiestil. In December of that year,
he completed his tour of duty and returned to Israel. Dan Ashbel, a sea-
soned diplomat, succeeded him, and presented his credentials in March
2005 to President Heinz Fischer.

Bilateral relations remained positive, the tone having been set by the
visit of Israeli president Moshe Katzav to Austria the previous year (see
AJYB 2005, p. 444). Reinforcing these improved ties were the warming
relations between Israel and the European Union as a whole, with the EU
now taking a more active role in promoting peace between Israel and the
Palestine Authority. Austria was one of the initiators, within the EU
framework, of the UN General Assembly resolution setting January 27
as the memorial day for the Holocaust (see below, p. 457). Austria was
also one of the countries that helped work out the deal to facilitate entry
of the Magen David Adom, Israel's equivalent of the Red Cross, into the
International Red Cross.

Several Austrian cabinet ministers paid official visits to Israel. In June,
Ursula Plassnik, minister of foreign affairs, arrived to discuss matters of
mutual concern with her Israeli counterpart, Silvan Shalom. Minister of
Health Maria Rauch-Kallat visited in September to represent her coun-
try in an international conference of women leaders. Elisabeth Gehrer,
minister of education and culture, followed in November, and, among
other meetings, participated in a seminar for Austrian teachers on how
to teach the history of the Holocaust. Secretary of State Franz Morak
was in Israel three times, first in March, to represent Austria at the ded-
ication of the new Yad Vashem Museum in Jerusalem, then in May, for
the opening of the Theodor Herzl Museum, and finally in November, to
accompany the body of Simon Wiesenthal (see below, pp. 464—65). The
governor of Upper Austria, Josef Puhringer, came to Israel in Novem-
ber at the head of a delegation of 250 Austrian businesspeople, mostly
in the area of technology, who met with their Israeli counterparts. In
March, Christoph Cardinal Schönborn, the chief prelate of Austria,
made a pilgrimage to Israel.

Two Israeli cabinet ministers visited Austria during 2005, Limor
Livnat, minister of education, and Natan Sharansky, minister to Dias-
pora Jewish communities. Sharansky came to Vienna in March and held
meetings with Ariel Muzicant and other Jewish leaders. Livnat met in
June with President Fischer and attended the Bregenz Music Festival. The
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directors-general of the ministries of Foreign Affairs and Finance as well
as the chief scientist of the Ministry of Trade made official visits to Aus-
tria. In addition, Ron Hulda'i, mayor of Tel Aviv, came to Vienna to sign
an agreement of economic cooperation between the two cities.

In the area of culture, early in the year the Bruno Kreisky Foundation
honored Amos Oz, the Israeli writer, both for his literary work—in par-
ticular, his recent memoir, Story of Love and Darkness —and for his con-
tributions to promoting peace between Israelis and Palestinians.

Anti-Semitism

Austria remained free of physical violence against Jews and did not ex-
perience the kind of public anti-Israel and anti-Jewish manifestations that
occurred in other European nations.

In May, the ADL released its annual survey of attitudes toward Jews
in various European countries. Among the findings were that 38 percent
of Austrians said that Jews were more loyal to Israel than to Austria; 33
percent that Jews had too much power in international finance; 46 per-
cent that Jews harped too much on what they suffered in the Holocaust;
and 49 percent that antagonism toward Jews in Europe had to do with
Israeli policies.

Ariel Muzicant, who was both president of the IKG—the Austrian Jew-
community—and vice president of the European Jewish Congress,
S interviewed on Austrian television about the survey. Noting that all
hese numbers had declined since 2004, Muzicant declared that he did
believe anti-Semitism was growing in the country, and that, overall,
situation was "not so bad" as compared to elsewhere in Europe. Muz-

cited progress over the previous 20 years in combating anti-Semitism
Listria, and took particular comfort from the fact that 90 percent of
espondents in the latest poll stated that educating the public about
{olocaust was very important.

d Matters

e city of Vienna, in cooperation with the 1KG, continued planning
memorial to be erected on the grounds of the former Aspang rail-

station in the Landstrasse to commemorate the 42,000 Jews who were
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deported from that site to the Nazi death camps. Architects were invited

to submit proposals for review by a jury made up of other architects, pub-
lic officials, and members of the Jewish community. Elsewhere on the

grounds of the former railway station—presently a huge abandoned

area—a school would be built dedicated to the memory of Aron
Menczer, an important Zionist educator deported to the Theresienstadt
ghetto in September 1942, where he continued his educational work. A

year later, in October 1943, he accompanied a group of children to
Auschwitz, where he and they were killed.

A conference of some 400 historians was held in January in Vienna to

discuss Austria's World War II resistance movement, sponsored by the po-

litical academies of the two leading parties, the OVP and the SPO. Among

the issues addressed were the illegal socialist cells, the role of the Aus-
trian communists, the Jewish resistance, and the position of the Catholic
Church. Federal President Heinz Fischer used the occasion to call for the

legal rehabilitation of soldiers who deserted from the German armed
forces during that period. Such desertion, Fischer insisted, was an act of

resistance; those convicted of it in Nazi courts should no longer be held
culpable, and the verdicts of guilt should be expunged from court records.

Chancellor Schüssel reminded the audience that three-quarters of a mil-

lion Austrians belonged to the Nazi Party. "There was a lot ol [t

among Austrians," he said, "together with the denial after 1945."
Prof. Stefan Karner, chairman of the conference, spoke of the Austri-

ans who paid a heavy price for their resistance: some 2,700 were mur-
dered; 32,600 died in prisons and concentration camps; and about 100 -

spent at least three months in prison on suspicion of being hostile t
Nazi authorities. Maximilian Liebmann, professor emeritus on the
ology faculty at the University of Graz, summing up the position ol

Catholic Church, noted that Church authorities remained sileni

"active resistance came from below." At the time of Austria's inco

tion into Germany in 1938, Theodor Cardinal Innitzer, the li
Catholic primate, cooperated with Hitler and the Nazi regime. Dur
war, Innitzer worked to save Jewish converts to Catholicism froff
deported to the death camps.

Chancellor Schüssel followed up on the suggestion President
made at the conference. At the Council of Ministers meeting in M
part of a package to benefit the victims of National Socialism, he
for the annulment of Nazi-era court rulings convicting people of
This did not mean, the chancellor explained, just an amnesty, but a

cancellation of all such verdicts, many of which had been handed di
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against men who deserted the German army, particularly toward the end
of the war. Another measure contained in this package was a broaden-
ing of the provisions of the Act Regarding Victims' Welfare that would
open the door to compensate those persecuted by the Nazis for their sex-
ia! orientation or for being considered "asocial," as well as victims of
medical experiments and sterilization. A decision was also made for a
one-time payment to resistance fighters. Based upon income, these token
payments ranged from 500 to 1,000 euros. Also, widows of disabled war
veterans qualified for an increase in benefits to be allocated from a fund
)f four million euros.

A solemn ceremony was held at the Vienna Stadttempel on November
to commemorate the 67th anniversary of Kristallnacht, "the night of

he broken glass," when the Nazis brought death and destruction to the
Fewish communities of Germany and Austria. Ariel Muzicant addressed
hose assembled, recalling the horrific events of that dark day in Jewish
istory. Also in attendance were Israeli ambassador Dan Ashbel and, rep-
resenting the Austrian government, State Secretary Dr. Hans Winkler. On
the night of Kristallnacht, 27 Jews were murdered, 88 severely injured,
more than 6,500 arrested, 44 synagogues in Vienna were destroyed, more
than 4,000 businesses and apartments vandalized, and the inhabitants of
2,000 apartments forcibly evicted from their homes. The actions of the
Viennese population against the Jews were so violent that the Gestapo,
the Nazi secret police, had to be called in to restrain them.

In a speech before the UN General Assembly on November 3, Austrian
gn minister Ursula Plassnik welcomed the decision to designate Jan-
7, the day in 1945 that the Soviet army liberated Auschwitz, as an
ational day to commemorate victims of the Holocaust. Minister
tik noted that Austria remained an active member of the Task Force

iternational Cooperation on Holocaust Education, Remembrance
esearch, and that Austria had been one of the countries that sup-
d the resolution, initiated by Israel, asking for the creation of Holo-
educational programs and condemning Holocaust denial and all
)f religious and ethnic intolerance.
nan authorities arrested David Irving, the British author and re-
;t historian well known as a Holocaust denier, on November 11,

1irovince of Styria, while he was on his way to give a speech in Vi-
Irving was denied bail pending a trial that was expected to begin
n 2006. The arrest resulted from a warrant issued back in 1989,
according to the prosecutor, Irving made two speeches "in which
Lied the existence of gas chambers." Austria was among a handful
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of countries, including Germany, France, Belgium, and I'oianu,
made Holocaust denial a crime. Irving, who had written a number
books on World War II and Nazism, had frequently asserted that Hil
was not responsible for the campaign to wipe out Europe's Jews. Wi
not denying the Nazis had killed some Jews, he contended that t
death toll during World War II was far below the numbers generally
cepted. He also questioned whether the Nazis used poison gas in
concentration camps. If convicted of the charges, Irving could be s
tenced to from one to ten years in prison.

RESTITUTION

The National Fund (Nationalfond), established in 2001, wa es
sible for handling claims for restitution by Austrian survivors of the
tional Socialist era. In 2002, the fund was authorized to distribute
million dollars, to be paid out as compensation for the loss of le
apartments, personal valuables, and household property, setting a d
line for applications of June 2004. Each claimant received $7,000 ph
additional 1,000 euros. The money was distributed in order of the a,
the claimant, the oldest coming first.

A major responsibility of the National Fund was re1Lcu
eral Settlement Fund (GSF), established by the Austrian gov ii

under terms of an agreement signed in Washington, D.C., in
Through voluntary payments from the GSF, Austria would ackno' ii
its moral responsibility for losses and damages inflicted upon Jews
other victims of Nazism. The money would come from the Repubi
Austria and Austrian companies (eventually $210 million was set
for this) and would go to persons or associations persecuted by the
regime or forced to leave the country to escape, and who/which sufi
losses. By the filing deadline, 19,100 claims had been submitted.

However, a condition of the agreement setting up the GSF was th
class-action suits against Austria and/or Austrian companies
Holocaust-related claims had to be dismissed before any payments
the fund could be made. It was not until May 2005 that that miles
was reached. Following a protracted and, at times, angry confront
between the government and the 1KG, an agreement was reached wh
the government agreed to provide the 1KG 18.2 million euros as
restitution for damages and losses to Austrian communal property
ing the National Socialist era. In return, the 1KG agreed to drop its
icus curiae petition in support of the class-action case of Whiteman
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v. puuiw uj Austria, and to withdraw from the legal proceedings. This
step, in turn, paved the way for a U.S. District Court in New York to dis-
miss this suit and a second similar class-action suit, thereby allowing pay-
ments to be made to Holocaust survivors from the GSF. In December,
during a visit with President Bush at the White House, Chancellor Schüs-
sel announced that payments would begin immediately. Armed with this
authorization, the National Fund sent out information letters to 1,700
survivors and heirs whose claims had already been approved, stating that
checks would be going out.

Another role performed by the National Fund was serving as a mem-
ber of the Austrian delegation to the 24-nation Task Force for Interna-
tional Cooperation on Holocaust Education, Remembrance, and
Research, which assisted member states in training teachers and devel-
oping educational materials about the Holocaust. Austria had much to
offer in this area, as its public schools offered age-appropriate instruc-
tion about the subject, including visits to museums featuring exhibitions
about the Holocaust, lectures by Holocaust survivors, and films about
Jewish life in Austria before and after the war.

The Austrian government reached an agreement with Maria V Alt-
mann in the long, drawn-out legal battle, conducted in the U.S., over own-
ership of five works by the Austrian painter Gustav Klimt (see AJYB
2004, pp. 401—02). A key factor in convincing Austria to accept the deal
was a U.S. Supreme Court decision in 2005 upholding the ruling of a fed-
eral appeals court that Altmann could sue the Austrian government in
U.S. courts to recover the paintings. Under the terms of the agreement,
the two parties agreed to submit their dispute to binding arbitration.

paintings were valued at $135 million. Altmann, who fled to the U.S.
cape Nazi persecution, claimed that her family had been coerced into

g away its right to the paintings, whereas Austria contended it
ed the paintings based on the will of Altmann's aunt, who died long
re the Nazi takeover.

an unrelated claim, a federal judge in Brooklyn, New York, awarded
.8 million to surviving members of the Bloch-Bauer and Pick fami-
which, along with other investors, had owned an important Austrian

ompany. When the Germans took over Austria, the families gave
bank control over company stock to shield it from the Nazis. The

ruled that the bank then betrayed the interests of the families by
g the company to be sold to a Nazi sympathizer at a fraction of
value and in a manner contrary to the terms under which the stock

trusted to it. The award by the court, one of the largest suits
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against a Swiss bank, stemmed from a claim filed by the same aria v
Altmann on behalf of the extended Bloch-Bauer and Pick families. She
filed the claim in 2001 as a member of the last generation of the Bloch-
Bauer family to come to adulthood in Vienna (see above, p. 417)

The Holocaust Victims' Information and Support Center (HVI), 01
Anlaufstelle, established by the 1KG in July 1999, continued its work of
promoting and protecting the interests of Jewish Holocaust victims and
their heirs in and from Austria. In seeking to identify and quantify real
estate assets owned by the Jewish community before 1938, the Anlauf-
stelle had a team of historians conducting research into properties no
owned by the Austrian government and the city of Vienna. The investi-
gation turned up flaws in the initial restitution process whereby, in one
group of cases, there were 15 instances of "extreme injustice" and, in a
second group, 33 such cases. Meanwhile, the deadline for filing claims had
been extended to December 31, 2006. As a follow-up to this work, the An-
laufstelle conducted extensive research to identify and locate the right.
ful heirs of the former owners of the properties involved in the 48 cases,
and represented these claimants, providing documentation and legal ar-
gumentation to an arbitration panel. In December, the first of these
claims was resolved in favor of the claimant, for the property at Weih-
burggasse 30. The heirs were to take possession in January 2006.

The HVISC extended its research into the properties owned by
prewar Jewish communities in Austria, along with those that had
longed to Jewish associations and foundations. The successor org
tions to these bodies were now located in Vienna, Linz, lnnsbrucic
Graz. Information from this research had already been used by the 1.
as the basis for seeking compensation from Austria. Another activit
the HVISC was reconstructing and reorganizing the archives of the
enna Jewish Community. An inventory of the archives was to be m
available in the fall of 2006. In close cooperation with the U.S. Holoca
Memorial Museum and the Genealogical Society of Utah, substan
segments of the archival material, currently stored in Jerusalem and
enna, were being microfilmed; it was expected that 2.5 million microf
images would be available to the public by the end of 2006,

Representatives of the Anlaufstelle, as well as the National Fund
on two governmental bodies dealing with the restitution of looted
work, the Austrian Commission for Provenance Research and the \
nese Restitution Commission. The Anlaufstelle assisted both bodii
formulating criteria for research and restitution. In that capacity it 1
and arranged the return of an Egon Schiele painting that was hanj
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the provincial museum of Styria; similarly, it secured the return to the
rightful heirs of a drawing by Gustav Klimt and four paintings by Aus-
trian artists that were hanging in the Wien Museum.

JEWISH COMMUNITY

Demography

The number of Jews registered with the 1KG stood at 6,844, a decrease
of 46 since 2004. The decline was attributed to deaths, emigration, and
renunciation of membership. Apart from a tiny number of people per-
mitted to enter the country to join their families, immigration was frozen.
Knowledgeable observers placed the actual number of Jews in Austria,
as defined by Jewish law, at about 12,000—15,000. Ariel Muzicant, the
1KG president, was engaged in ongoing discussions with the government
to relax the strict immigration laws and allow more Jews into Austria.

As had been true for generations, the overwhelming majority of the
country's Jewish population lived in Vienna. Only about 300—400 made
their homes elsewhere, primarily in the large provincial cities of Graz,
Salzburg, Innsbruck, and Linz. In an effort to expand community mem-
bership, the 1KG ran an outreach program directed at unaffiliated Jews
living in Vienna. An estimated 40 percent of the Vienna Jewish commu-
nity was now Sephardi, as was a majority of the population under age
25. The Sephardi Center, located in the city's second district, now housed
two congregations, one consisting of Bukharan Jews and the other of
Jews from the former Soviet republic of Georgia.

Communal Affairs

The revised statutes governing the structure of the 1KG, the official
community organization, were finalized in 2004 and went into effect in
May 2005. The previous set of regulations dated back to the 1890s (see
AJYB, 2005, p. 451). After much controversy, the federal government
agreed in May to pay the 1KG 18.2 million euros as final compensation
for the losses and damages suffered by the Austrian Jewish community
during World War II (see above, p. 458).

The projected Wiesenthal Institute for Holocaust Studies (see AJYB
2003, p. 507) had still not opened its doors as its supporters had not raised
the requisite funds. Meantime, plans for the institute were formally pre-
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sented to the presidency of the national parliament. Once negotiations
for the establishment of the institute were finalized, an all-party initia-
tive would be undertaken to enact it into law. The institute would include
in its holdings the IKG's communal archives, the archives of the Austrian
anti-Nazi resistance movement, and the material collected by the Wiesen-
thai Documentation Center.

Planning was underway for the construction of a new Jewish school,
a sports center, and a comprehensive geriatric facility in the second dis-
trict of Vienna. Construction of the school, to be known as the Zvi Peretz
Chayes School, was to be jointly financed by the federal government, the
city of Vienna, and the sale of the property on which an old school now
stood. The federal government and the city of Vienna agreed jointly to
finance the sports center, each contributing half of the $8-million cost

The 1KG established a program called "Facing Israel," a series of lec-
tures and discussions of political, social, and economic developments in
the Middle East and their impact on the Jewish community. Several
prominent figures — including two well-known French personalities, for-
mer radical leader Daniel Cohen-Bendit and noted philosopher Alain
Finkielkraut —were featured.

The Lauder Business School-Vienna International College, which
opened in 2003, completed its second year in June. It offered a four-year
program in international marketing and management, leading to a mas-
ter's degree. Students came from many countries, and although the busi-
ness courses were taught in English, there was also instruction in German,
Russian, and Hebrew. In addition, a program of Jewish studies was avail-
able. The college maintained a kosher dining hall for students and fac-
ulty, and no classes were held on Saturdays or Jewish holidays. The city
of Vienna donated the four buildings that housed the school, and the
Lauder Foundation paid for renovation of the facility. Bank Austria an-
nounced it would finance the construction of an additional building.

The Lauder Chabad Campus, which opened its doors in September
2000, had an enrollment of 400 students in classes ranging from kinder-
garten through elementary and high school. The high school's second

graduating class received its diplomas in June. The 1KG provided a sub-
sidy of 150,000 euros for school lunches.

A long-running dispute between the 1KG and Chabad was settled by
a "peace agreement" between 1KG president Muzicant and Rabbi Jacob
Biederman, director of Vienna Chabad. The feud had been brewing for
years, as Chabad worked to ingratiate itself with the Austrian government
at the very time the 1KG was accusing the government of refusing to offer
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Sate compensation for properties taken from Jews during the Na-
:ional Socialist period. Then, in 2004, Chabad, acting on its own, suc-
essfully negotiated with the mayor of Vienna to obtain a former palace
n an upscale neighborhood of the city. Rabbi Biederman called on the
KG to fund some of his programs, and threatened to split off from the

official Jewish community if his demands were not met. Under terms of
the settlement reached between the two sides, Chabad withdrew the call
for a separate Jewish community and pledged not to add to its building
infrastructure in ways that would compete with the 1KG. Chabad and the
1KG agreed to coordinate their contacts with government officials and
to keep each other informed on matters of common interest.

Amid much ceremony, the facility housing the old synagogue of Baden
in Lower Austria was formally dedicated and opened to the publicon Sep-
tember 15. The festive occasion was attended by city and provincial lead-
ers as well as 41 former residents of the city, invited guests of the
provincial government. In addition to serving as a house of prayer, the
multipurpose synagogue had a theater, study rooms, and facilities for so-
cial events. The synagogue, first erected in 1873, was badly damaged,
along with other community buildings, on Kristallnacht, November 10,
1938, and its approximately 1,000 Jewish residents were forced to move
out to "make room" for "Aryans." Baden's Jewish community numbered
1,500 by the end of the l920s, making it the third largest in Austria. Naf-
tali Carlebach, father of the famed Rabbi Shlomo Carlebach, was rabbi

the Baden Jewish community before World War II.
mong the exhibitions mounted by the Vienna Jewish Museum was

n the works of Ceija Stojka, a musician, painter, and writer. Born
ay 1933 in Styria, Stojka was the fifth of six children; her parents
tinerant Lovara Roma (Gypsies) from Burgenland. In 1941, at the
f eight, she was deported along with her family to Auschwitz. Of
00 members of her Lovara Roma family, only she, her mother, and
brothers and sisters survived. Stojka grew up to produce art that re-
d these experiences, portraying a world that was brutal and sad, but
nagnificent. This was the first time the museum had devoted an ex-
on to a member of this ethnic group, whose culture and traditions
argely unknown.
)ther exhibition was titled "Now He's Upset, this Tennenbaum:
econd Republic and Its Jews," which dealt with anti-Semitism in
r Austria. The phrase making up the first part of the title—in Ger-
Iezt 1st er Bos, Der Tennenbaum"—was a line taken from Der Herr
Ir. Karl), a satirical one-act play by Helmut Qualtinger and Carl
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Merz that showed the Austrian petit bourgeois as a perpetual oppor-
tunist. In the play, Tennenbaum, a Jew who returns to Austria after 1945,

bears a grudge against Herr Karl for the "pranks" he played on him in

March 1938, when Nazi Germany annexed Austria, and does not return
his greeting. Herr Karl's reaction, showing a lack of historical awareness
and a deliberate distortion of history, exemplifies the Austrian self-image
after 1945—the subject of the exhibition. Anti-Semitism, narrow-
mindedness, xenophobia, and anti-modernism, the exhibition showed,
were not the monopoly of political conservatives, but were shared by lib-

erals and socialists as well.
The Museum für Angewandte Kunst in Vienna presented an exhibition

on the works of American architect Peter Eisenman, entitled "Barefoot
on White-Hot Wall." Considered one of the most radical of contempo-
rary architects, Eisenman believed that architecture should be based on
disruption and subsequent reconstruction, the objective of which, ac-
cording to him, was "a perpetual metaphysical renewal." Eisenman's
renown in Europe was enhanced by his "Memorial to the Murdered Jews
of Europe," the Holocaust memorial in Berlin that was unveiled on May

10, 2005 (see above, p. 436).
Instead of opening with the music of Mozart or that of another Aus-

trian musical icon, the Salzburg Music Festival inaugurated its 2005 sea-
son in August with Die Gezeichneten (The Branded), an opera by Franz
Schreker. The performance was as much a political event as a cultural one,
a gesture of musical reparation. The selection told the eerily prescient
story of an artistic utopia that mutated into a nightmare of corruption,
decadence, and murder. The performance capped the Salzburg Festival's

four-year series of operas by composers whose works were banned as
tartete Musik, degenerate music, during the National Socialist
Schreker, an Austrian Jewish composer who died in 1934, enjoyed a.
following before the Nazi takeover, but was subsequently forgoti
"Salzburg had a very strong Nazi movement," festival director H
Rabl-Stadler explained in an interview. "We think it is very important
necessary to bring the music we have never heard because of the
Reich." Schreker's music was not alone in this regard: both in Sa
and Vienna, the music of exiled Jewish composers like Erich Ko
and Alexander Zemlinsky was again being performed.

Personalia

Simon Wiesenthal, the famed Nazi-hunter, died in Vienna oii p
ber 20 at the age of 96. At his request, Wiesenthal was buried in Isi
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A survivor of Nazi death camps, Wiesenthal, trained as an architect,
dedicated his life to tracking down fugitive Nazi criminals after his lib-
eration by the American army in 1945. He set up a small office, known
as the Documentation Center, in Vienna, and began collecting and dis-
bursing information on the whereabouts of former Nazis. His claim of
having located 1,100 war criminals was widely viewed as exaggerated, but
he certainly played a key role in tracking down many. Wiesenthal re-
counted these efforts in a memoir published in 1967, The Murderers
Among Us, followed by a second volume, Justice Not Vengeance, in 1989.
An HBO movie, Murderers Among Us: The Simon Wiesenthal Story,
based on his memoirs, starred Ben Kingsley.

Among the Nazis he brought to justice were Franz Stangl, comman-
dant of the Treblinka and Sobibor death camps; Franz Wagner, a deputy
commandant at Sobibor; and Josef Schwammberger, an SS officer re-
sponsible for killing numerous prisoners and slave laborers at camps in
Poland. An investigation of which he was especially proud was the one
that led to the identification of the Austrian police officer, Karl Silber-
bauer, who had been instrumental in the arrest of Anne Frank and her
family in Amsterdam, a feat of detective work that buttressed the credi-
bility of Anne Frank's diary in the face of neo-Nazi assertions that it was
a fabrication. His claim to a role in capturing Adolf Eichmann was chal-
lenged by critics. In addition, Wiesenthal announced numerous sightings,
that turned out to be false, of the infamous Josef Mengele, the Auschwitz
death camp doctor who fled to South America and drowned in 1979.

Many nations and institutions showered honors on Wiesenthal, but one
that he sought eluded him, the Nobel Peace Prize. Despite threats against
him and his wife, Cyla, and the bombing of his office, he refused to re-
locate, insisting that there was symbolic purpose in doing his work in a
city historically known for anti-Semitism and support for National So-
cialism. In 1977, he lent his name to the Simon Wiesenthal Center, the
Los Angeles-based Institute for Holocaust Remembrance.

Never one to shy away from political disputes, Wiesenthal became em-
broiled in Austrian politics in the 1970s, when he accused Chancellor
Bruno Kreisky, a Jew, of allying himself with former Nazis to strengthen
his coalition government. Kreisky responded by accusing Wiesenthal of
collaborating with the Gestapo during the war to save his life. Wiesen-
thai labeled the charge ludicrous. It was never substantiated, and the
Nazi-hunter emerged vindicated. A decade later, Wiesenthal was again
in the eye of a political storm. In a heated dispute with the World Jew-
ish Congress, Wiesenthal backed former UN secretary general Kurt Wald-
heim, who had hidden his wartime record by claiming he had sat out most
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of the war. In fact he had served as a lieutenant with a German aij
in the Balkans that carried out deportations and atrocities, part]
against partisans, and Waldheim had initialed reports of "sever
ishment" taken against captives. In his book Justice Not Ven.g
Wiesenthal claimed that the available documentation showA tbit
heim was neither a Nazi nor a war criminal.

Dr. Ernst Sucharipa, a key negotiator on restitution to
ish victims of the Holocaust and an architect of the agreement si
Washington, D.C., in early 2001, when he was serving as ambassa
the U.S. (see AJYB 2002, pp. 438—39), died in June. At the time
death he was director of the Austrian Diplomatic Academy in Vi
In signing the agreement on behalf of the Austrian governi
Sucharipa said, "I know no amount of money can undo the tremer
suffering and losses that have been inflicted on our Jewish citizens

Another principal figure in those negotiations, former U.S. deput
retary of the treasury Stuart Eizenstat, was honored by Chancellor S
sel on May 3, receiving the Grand Decoration of Honor in Gol
President Bill Clinton's special envoy on Holocaust claims, Eizenstat
worked closely with Ariel Muzicant, head of the Austrian Jewish c
munity, and with Ambassador Sucharipa in finalizing the agreemer
2001. The day after the award ceremony, May 4, Eizenstat addressed
Austrian parliament about human rights, warning that the world had
not fully learned the lessons of the Holocaust. Acknowledging that i
tria had indeed begun to come to terms with its record during the T
era, Eizenstat called on the government to rededicate itself to the
port of the country's tiny but vibrant Jewish community. In Janu
Eizenstat had published a book, Imperfect Justice, which described
intense negotiations that led to the historic agreement.

MURRAY GORDC



East-Central Europe and the Balkans

this year marked the 60th anniversary of the end of World War
II and the Holocaust, sparking many commemorations and considerable
public reflection. Many countries adopted an official Holocaust memo-
rial day, a good number of them choosing January 27, the anniversary of
the liberation of Auschwitz.

Most countries in the region were either members or candidates for
membership in NATO and/or the European Union. The states that
joined the EU in 2004 adjusted to their new status, while "candidates"
and other countries that hoped to achieve this status sought to bring their
economies, legal systems, and judicial practices in line with EU directives.

Economic problems, endemic corruption, political bickering, and or-
ganized crime remained problems in some countries. Anti-Semitism,
right-wing extremism, and left-wing anti-Zionism were also continuing
concerns. National elections changed the political orientation of a num-
ber of governments in the region.

u yctr uuj, which marked the tenth anniversary of the Dayton
tgreement that brought an end to the war in Bosnia, was also the first
year that January 27 was officially commemorated as Holocaust Re-
nembrance Day in the country.

ewer than 1,000 Jews lived in Bosnia and Herzegovina, about 700 of
m in the capital, Sarajevo, and the others in the tiny provincial corn-
nities of Banja Luka (about 70 members), Doboj (about 40), Mostar
) about 40), Zenica, and Tuzla. Jews were deeply integrated into the
ider society and there were numerous contacts and cooperative mi-

ives with Christians and Muslims.
rhe American Jewish Joint Distribution Committee (JDC) helped the
sh community initiate nonsectarian projects. In June, for example, at
ninar on social entrepreneurship in Sarajevo, the JDC launched a spe-
oan fund to finance initiatives by NGOs to find jobs for handi-

,ed and disadvantaged people of all religions in the Bosnian
ration, the Muslim-Croat part of Bosnia-Herzegovina. Dr. Alfred
er of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, donated an initial gift of $100,000 for
nurnose. The new fund was to function within the framework of

467
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Melaha, a broader loan fund administered by La Benevolencljd, LI1
nian Jewish social welfare organization, and was to parallel a si
initiative already launched in the Republika Srpska, :he Sei
administered part of Bosnia.

Also with JDC support, La Benevolencija in Sarajevo and t.

other Jewish communities in the country provided home care t
than 600 needy and sick elderly people of all faiths and ethnic
grounds.

In September, about 30 Jewish women from all six
communities came to Tuzla to participate in the first Conference 01
ish Women in Bosnia-Herzegovina. The three-day meeting include
tures and workshops on Jewish topics and women's issues, and
provided an opportunity to learn Jewish songs and Israeli dancing
event was organized by the Tuzia Jewish community, the Association
Jewish Women in Bosnia-Herzegovina, and the Jewish Community
Bosnia-Herzegovina. Sponsorship came from the Jewish Federation
Montgomery, Alabama, and the JDC.

During the year, the Jewish Museum, located in Sarajevo s .'iu
gogue that dated back to 1581, was reopened after exhibits were
vamped. Visits to the museum and courses on the Holocaust bec
obligatory parts of the country's high-school curriculum in 2005.
Jewish community announced that 613 copies of a deluxe replica of
renowned fourteenth-century Sarajevo Haggadah would be printed
sold to the public for more than 1,000 euros apiece.

Bulgaria

In April, Bulgaria signed an accession agreement with the tu ma

saw admission in 2007. Still, corruption and widespread organized
persisted. There were scores of gangland killings, and the counti,
known as a center for counterfeiting, cybercrime, and identity theft

Despite significant economic growth, Bulgaria remained poor, wit
average wage of under $200 a month and gross domestic product per
son less than a third of EU levels. To make matters worse, devast
floods during the summer left thousands of Bulgarians homeless
strained the country's finances.

Most pressing was the need for judicial reform: the tu warnea

garia that accession could be delayed for a year unless the legal s
was overhauled. The government responded in May by approving a
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code of criminal procedure aimed at speeding up trials and targeting
corruption and organized crime.

In the general elections, held June 25, the left-leaning Coalition for Bul-
garia, led by the Socialist Party, finished first with 31 percent of the vote,
ahead of the ruling National Movement, which won less than 20 percent.
But the coalition fell short of a majority in the 240-seat National As-
sembly, the country's parliament. In a surprise, third place was taken by
the Movement for Freedoms and Rights, an ethnic Turkish party, with
just under 13 percent of the vote. Ataka (Attack), a radical national
party, came in fourth with more than 8 percent, and three other parties
also won seats.

It took until August to work out an agreement for a coalition govern-
ment. The new prime minister, a Socialist, was Sergei Stanishev, a 39-year-
old historian. In the political shake-up, Solomon Passy, a Jew, lost his post
as foreign minister. The new government said its first priority was im-
plementing the reforms that would keep it on track for EU membership.

Bulgaria had been a staunch ally of the U.S. in the invasion of Iraq and
maintained a 400-person contingent of troops there. But strong public
opposition to the war was evident, and in December the new government
started withdrawing its forces.

Bulgaria had excellent relations with Israel. In March, Israel's Magen
David Adom donated five ambulances to the Bulgarian Red Cross to help
emergency relief services in Sofia, and also agreed to help train Bulgar-
ian medics and other emergency personnel. In December, an Israeli firm,
Elbit Systems, signed a three-year agreement with the Bulgarian govern-
ment to upgrade its fleet of military helicopters to meet NATO standards.

n October, Israel's Supreme Court ruled that dozens of Bulgarian
who were ordered to resettle in frontier towns during World War II
eligible, in principle, for compensation by the Israeli government in
dance with the Disabled Victims of Nazi Persecution Law. That
month the American Jewish Committee honored two World War II
irian metropolitans (bishops), Stephan and Kiril, in recognition of
ole in stopping the deportation of Bulgarian Jews to Nazi death

tt least 5,000 Jews lived in Bulgaria, about half of them in the capital
Sofia, which boasted a full infrastructure for Jewish communal life,

thng a magnificent, recently restored synagogue, a Jewish commu-
enter known as Beit Ha'am (which had a kosher restaurant), a Jew-
wspaper, an extensive social welfare network (including an old-age
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home), social and educational programs for all age groups
other activities.

About 350 Jewish children made up nearly half the StuI1L L'
state-run school in Sofia that included Hebrew and Jewish subjects in its

curriculum and received support from the Lauder Foundation. The comrn

munity maintained a Jewish camp near Sofia that hosted a range of cul•

tural activities throughout the year. Chabad, which had opened a center

in Sofia in 2001, also had an impact on Jewish life.
Nearly 1,500 Jews were estimated to live in Plovdiv and nearly 500 in

Varna. The various Jewish communities in Bulgaria were linked through

the Shalom organization, which had 19 branches. It ran cultural, educa-
tional, and communal programs, including Sunday schools in Sofia, Ploy-

div, Burgas, Ruse, and Varna for about 300 children aged 6—16.

In February, a delegation from the Conference of Presidents of Major
American Jewish Organizations visited Bulgaria. In Sofia, the group had

briefings and social gatherings with local Jews, and attended a bar mitz-
vah. The delegation was quite taken by the vitality of the community, one

participant noting, "We were swept away by an evening of singing, danc-

ing and performance of Balkan and Sephardic music by local Jews of all

ages. The atmosphere was so electric that the whole mission got up and
danced with the local Jews." The visitors also met with government offi-

cials and the Orthodox patriarch. Talks centered on Bulgaria's role in

Middle East peace process and the war on terrorism, and the imp!

tation of an international commitment to combat anti-Semitism

proved by the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe

2004, when Bulgaria chaired the organization.
The Conference of Presidents pledged to help resolve a

Bulgaria and Libya involving five Bulgarian nurses and a Pales
doctor sentenced to death in 2004 by a Libyan court for allegedly i

tionally infecting 400 children with the AIDS virus (see AJYB 20(i

458). In Washington, meanwhile, the American Jewish Committee

a letter to President Bush in October urging him to mobilize internati
pressure on Libya to release them.

In April, German foreign minister Joschka Fischer fk
he and Foreign Minister Passy opened a photographic exhibit,
member: Photographs of Jewish Families in Bulgaria." It featured
of photographs donated by individual Bulgarian Jews as well as e

from detailed interviews in which they described their lives and

ences before, during, and after the Shoah. The exhibition was put'
by the German embassy in Sofia, the Bulgarian Jewish commun
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Centropa, a Vienna-based research institute that maintained an on-line
database of family photos and interviews from all over Central and East-
ern Europe, including 60 interviews and 1,600 family photographs from
Bulgaria.

In July, the Supreme Cassation Court, Bulgaria's top civil appeals
court, rejected the claim of Shalom, the organization of Bulgarian Jews,
to the land on which the Hotel Rila in downtown Sofia now stood.
Shalom had sought compensation or joint ownership of the hotel, now
worth an estimated $34 million, which was built on land where a Jewish
school had stood before World War II. In 1992 a Bulgarian court ruled
that Shalom was the legal owner of nearly 50 percent of the site and or-
dered the return of that portion of the hotel's property. But Shalom never
received this compensation, and in 2000 the hotel was privatized. As
soon as the Supreme Cassation Court's decision was announced, Shalom
filed an appeal. In December, members of the U.S. Congress from both
parties wrote to Bulgaria's president and prime minister urging the gov-
ernment to see that the country's Jews were paid their "rightful share" of
the value of the hotel.

'resident Stipe Mesic was elected to a second term early in 2005, win-
49 percent of the first-round vote on January 2 and 66 percent in

run-off two weeks later.
he country passed a milestone in October when the EU agreed to re-
a accession talks. These had been frozen in March, after UN war-
s prosecutor Carla Del Ponte said that Zagreb was not vigorous
gh in trying to capture fugitive ex-general Ante Gotovina, indicted

)rganizing the killing of 150 Serbs and the expulsion of 150,000 oth-
during Croatia's 1995 offensive to recapture areas seized by rebel

in 1991. Only after Del Ponte reported that the government was co-
ting fully did the EU resume the talks. Gotovina was captured in

er in the Canary Islands, and flown to The Hague for trial.
tpril, at least 2,000 people gathered at the site of the World War II
wac death camp to mark the 60th anniversary of its dismantling.
of thousands of people—mostly Serbs, but also Jews, Roma (Gyp-

and Croatian antifascists—were killed there by wartime Croatia's
'4azi Ustashe regime. Croatian prime minister Ivo Sanader assured
athering that opposition to fascism was "in the foundation of the' "" and called for a society based on tolerance. Among the
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dignitaries present were Bosnian-Serb president Dragan Cavic ano er
bian president Boris Tadic, as well as Croatian officials, foreign diplomat
and Jewish, Roma and antifascist representatives.

The number of people killed at Jasenovac was a matter of uipu,
estimates ranging from under 100,000 to 700,000. Sanader said the gov-
ernment would support a project to compile a list of names of Jaseno-
vac victims for inclusion in the camp's memorial complex. In December,
the memorial director, Natasha Jovicic, said Croatia and Israel would co-
operate in turning the Jasenovac site into an educational center under the
auspices of Yad Vashem's International School for Holocaust Studies.
Even so, some observers were concerned that there was "still too much
nostalgia" in Croatia for the wartime Ustashe regime.

In May, a Croatian court ordered an investigation into war-c1lulc al-

legations against Milivoj Asner, 92, a police chief in the town of Pozega
during World War II, who was accused by Efraim Zuroff, head of the
Jerusalem office of the Simon Wiesenthal Center, of having committed
atrocities against Jews, Serbs, and Roma in 1941 and 1942. Zuroff fin-
gered Asner in 2004 within the framework of the Wiesenthal Center's
eration Last Chance program (see AJYB 2004, p. 461). This prom
Asner, who had become an Austrian citizen after the war, to move
to Austria from the Croatian town where he had been living. The
tian Interior Ministry then put Asner on its most-wanted list and
Austria to extradite him.

Relations between Israel and Croatia, strained during trie i'us '
nationalist Franjo Tudjman was president, were rapidly expanding. P
Minister Sanader visited Israel in June, and Israel appointed its first
bassador to Croatia, Shmuel Meirom, who presented his credentia
President Mesic in September. Mesic told Meirom that some Croal
still questioned or denied the atrocities committed by the Ustashe re
during World War II, "but they are individuals, small groups
not typical of today's Croatia." Meirom and State Secretary t-ii
cevic said in a joint statement that opening an Israeli embassy in
would "contribute to the further improvement of cooperation
the two countries, notably in [the areas of] economy and science,
as in the fight against terrorism and organized crime

In November, a Croatian right-wing leader, Anto DLapi., iuayui
town of Osijek, visited Israel, and, at Yad Vashem, condemned the F

caust. During the 1990s Dzapic's Croatian Party of Rights had w
support for the Ustashe regime and denied that there had been at
Dzapic wanted his trip to Israel to be an official one, but it wa
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graded after the Wiesenthal Center's Efraim Zuroff highlighted his pre-
vious pro-Nazi views.

Under Croatia's Restitution Act of 1996, only residents of the coun-
try could receive compensation for property taken from them. During
2005, the U.S. pressed Croatia for an agreement that would also allow
restitution of property to former Croatians or their heirs who were now
American citizens. Under Croatian law, such claims could only be settled
through bilateral agreement. During a visit to Zagreb in October, Am-
bassador Edward O'Donnell, the U.S. special envoy for Holocaust issues,
emphasized to Croatian officials that such an agreement would cover not
only Jews victimized by the Holocaust-era government, but also non-
Jewish Croatians who lost property during the communist years. In the
addition to the U.S., the World Jewish Restitution Organization also
pressed Croatia to allow Jews who formerly lived there to press claims,
no matter where they now lived.

JEWISH COMMUNITY

There were about 2,500 Jews in Croatia, most of them in Zagreb, which
had a Jewish community center and prayer room, as well as a school
supported by the Ronald S. Lauder Foundation with three grades and
about 30 pupils. The other significant Jewish communities were in Split,
Dubrovnik, and Osijek. Most Croatian Jews were secular, children of in-
termarriage and/or intermarried themselves, and highly assimilated into

ii Society.

bitter conflict split the Jewish community and touched off months
public insults, accusations of corruption, poison-pen letters, and phys-

threats that received wide press coverage. The crisis erupted on
31, when the newly elected Zagreb Jewish Community Council
d Ognjen Kraus to a fourth consecutive term as president, and also
13-11 not to renew the annual contract of the Israeli-born Rabbi
Dadon. The ouster was unexpected. Dadon, 37, who was Ortho-

1ad served the mainly secular community for seven years. He had
imes clashed with the community leadership but was generally re-
d. During his tenure he introduced kashrut, conducted Jewish wed-
arranged for a number of conversions, helped set up the Jewish
published an encyclopedia about Judaism for the general public,

)resented the Jews of Croatia on numerous public occasions.
on and his supporters vigorously protested the cancellation of his
L, claiming that no valid reason had been given for it. They re-
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ceived support from the Conference of European Rabbis (CER), whose
executive secretary, Aba Dunner, wrote to Kraus demanding Dadon's re-
instatement. Dunner also asked President Mesic to intervene. (Mesic's
daughter was a friend of Dadon, and Mesic's grandson, though not Jew-
ish, attended the Jewish school.) This outraged the Jewish community
leaders, who accused Dunner of meddling in a "legitimate decision made
by the authorities of the Zagreb Jewish Community."

In September, the media reported that President Mesic was backing
Dadon. "This is not a matter of religious affairs," he was quoted as say-
ing. "A specific group of people has financial interests and would like to
control the property of the Jewish community and therefore they would
like to get rid of the rabbi." He said, "The expulsion of the rabbi from
the country would not be good for Croatia or for me as president, espe-
cially because his predecessor was killed in Auschwitz in 1943." And
Mesic went so far as to claim that "a group of people in the Zagreb Jew-
ish Community are acting like the Nazis in World War II. They are ex-
pelling the rabbi out of the country according to the same principle by
which the Nazis drove Jews into concentration camps."

Jewish leaders reacted with outrage. Community spokesperson Zora
Dirnbach issued a statement saying, "What allows the president to make
judgments about the legally elected leaders of the Jewish community?
These accusations are shameful, and any Croatian citizen would be taken
to court if he said such things." About 160 community members signed

a petition urging Dadon's reinstatement, but in September the board
confirmed its earlier decision, following which the leaders of the nine Jew-
ish communities that constituted the Croatian Jewish Coordination (Fed-
eration) also voted to drop him as Croatia's chief rabbi.

Dadon, who had taken out Croatian citizenship earlier in the year, re-
mained in Zagreb, and his supporters, including the petition-signers, split
from the Jewish community to form a new congregation around him.
Under the name Congregation Beth Israel, they began holding services,
led by Dadon, on the premises of the Croatian-Israel Association. They
also sought official state recognition and a share of restituted communal
property. The Council of European Rabbis called on its members to
"boycott" the Zagreb community and not to accept the appointment of
another rabbi. Even so, the community brought in a rabbi from outside
the country to lead High Holiday services.

The issue of the rabbi's contract actually reflected a broader power
struggle. Dadon's supporters included both religious Jews who objected
to an "atheist" majority deciding which rabbi would serve them, but also
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secular Jews opposed to the community leadership on other grounds.
Among them were former community president Slavko Goldstein and his
son, Ivo, a historian and Holocaust expert, as well as other prominent
figures. They publicly charged that the present leadership was corrupt,
having allegedly entered into sweetheart contracts for the use of corn-
munaiproperty—in particular, the rental to a Jewish businessman of the
downtown site of a synagogue destroyed in World War II, now used as a
parking lot.

In December, the Jewish leadership expelled Dadon and a group of his
supporters from membership in the community. The 18 expellees included
the Goldsteins, who had emerged as Kraus's key opponents. The move
came in direct response to the revelation by Dadon and the Goldsteins
that they were pressing charges against the community organization for
illegal activities, and their demand, made in the pages of a leading news-
paper, that the organization be removed from the register of recognized
Croatian religious congregations.

The local media had a field day with the conflict, as tabloids and broad-
sheets alike ran banner headlines and multipage spreads about the scan-
dal. Some feared that the sensational attention was stoking anti-Semitism.
Community members and outside observers compared the situation to
that in Prague, where similar factional conflicts had led to violence (see
below, p. 480).

Still, Jewish life went on. Zagreb's Israeli dance troupe performed in
Croatia and in several other countries. A new Sunday school operated in
Osijek, and there was a revival of youth activities, public lectures, and ex-
hibitions in Rijeka. During the summer, a Jewish children's day camp was
held at Pirovac, on the Adriatic coast, for young people from all over the
former Yugoslavia, partially funded by the Jewish Federation of Mont-
gomery, Alabama.

In July, the Jewish community in Split organized a weekiong workshop
for about 20 Jewish students from the countries of the former Yugoslavia

ng on the historic Jewish cemetery on a hill above the town. Par-
nts cleaned up the cemetery and recorded who was buried there, and
led a series of lectures, seminars, and social events. In August, about
wish students from all over Europe gathered in Croatia for the an-
ummer university program of the European Union of Jewish Stu-
During the weeklong event, Olga Israel, originally from Serbia, was
Ito chair the organization. The annual Beyachad gathering of Jews
11 over the former Yugoslavia took place in the fall on the Adriatic
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Czech Republic

Czech relations with Israel continued to advance. Deleiisc iiiiiii
Karel Kuehnl visited Israel in March to meet with his Israeli counterp
Shaul Mofaz, and other officials. Accompanying him was a delegat
of Czech businessmen. There was considerable Israeli investment in
Czech Republic. The israeli vegetarian-food producer Tivall, for instai
was investing $30 million to build its first plant outside Israel in the tc
of Krupka, north of Prague. Czech president Vaclav Klaus visited Isi
in September, and Prime Minister Jiri Paroubek made a two-day visi
December.

In November, Israel's Supreme Court approved the extradition to
Czech Republic of Yaakov Mushaylov. He was accused of throwin
hand grenade at a car carrying Assi Abutboul, an underworld figure,
side the entrance to the Israeli-owned Royal Prague Casino Hote
downtown Prague in August 2004. Abutboul was a joint owner of
hotel. The attack, which injured 18 people and caused considerable i
terial damage, took place near the spot where Abutboul's father was n
dered, gangland style, in 2002.

The second annual report issued by the Prague-based League Aga
Anti-Semitism, released in the spring, appeared to indicate that
Semitic attitudes had risen in 2004, but a spokesperson said some of
increase could be attributed to "improved monitoring." The report n
that public attitudes toward Jews were strongly influenced by percept
of Israel. It also described the existence of "latent anti-Semitism,'
cluding acceptance of traditional negative stereotypes.

Roma (Gypsies) were the most frequent targets of racist auawss.
neo-Nazi National Resistance set up vigilante security patrols in the
of Orlova, allegedly in response to Roma criminal activities. A
branch of Blood and Honor, a global skinhead movement pro
anti-Semitism and racism, was reported to have opened

Early in 2005 Jews were appalled by a TV commerciai a

company that portrayed an Orthodox Jew as a greedy bargain h
was eventually taken off the air after the intervention of the Isr
bassador. Many commentators said the Jewish community had
acted, and claimed the fuss could result in more anti-Semitism.

At the beginning of the year, Petr Blajze, 22, was sentenced
months in prison for giving the Nazi salute outside a refugee
the town of Jesenik. In March, the Czech Supreme Court overtu
conviction of Michal Zitko for having published a Czech-langua.
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lation of Adolf Hitler's Mein Kampf The court ruled that in publishing
the book, Zitko—given a three-year suspended sentenced in January
2004—had not sought to propagate its ideas (see AJYB 2005, p. 467).

Skinhead meetings, many in the form of "hate concerts," attracted
racists and neo-Nazis from around the country and abroad. According
to one estimate, about 40 such concerts took place each year in the Czech
Republic. The events were generally organized as "private parties" in
restaurants or pubs so as to keep away outsiders. Most were monitored
by police, who tended to intervene only if they saw open instances of law-
breaking, such as blatant neo-Nazi behavior or the distribution of ille-
gal material. Jewish and human-rights organizations complained that
the police were too passive. In April, Foreign Minister Cyril Svoboda ex-
pressed alarm at the growing number of such concerts and their inter-
national character, saying, "I hope and wish that the Czech Republic does
not become a melting pot for neo-Nazis."

In March, a concert in northern Bohemia drew hundreds of racists
from Germany, Poland, and Slovakia as well as the Czech Republic. A
gathering and concert in a Brno restaurant in April was attended by
about 150 extremists, some from Germany and Slovakia. Two hate con-
certs took place in July, each drawing about 200 people, one in Olomouc,
vhere four bands played, and the other in Libavske Udoli, where a
Jkrainian band performed songs with racist and white-supremacist lyrics.
olice halted the proceedings when members of the audience gave Nazi
dutes and shouted, "Sieg Heil."

n September, about 500 right-wing extremists, some of them from
road, attended a hate concert billed as a private wedding party in a
taurant in the town of Krtetice, in southern Bohemia. Organizers in-

ardcore neo-Nazi groups such as National Resistance, Combat
ariu Blood and Honor. Representatives of a civic organization who
iitored the event said that leaflets had clearly advertised the concert's
azi character, and witnesses reported that the audience shouted
slogans and gave the Nazi salute. Even so, the dozens of police who
)n the scene did not interfere. The Czech Union of Jewish Youth is-
statement saying that "European neo-Nazi and fascist organiza-
:hoose Czech territory for their meetings, concerts and other
es because Czech police and other state bodies have not taken

against the tendencies in the long run and only monitor them." A
ent investigation resulted in the demotion of two police officers.

November, Interior Minister Frantisek Bublan pledged that police
clamp down on neo-Nazis and would intervene if bands at their
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concerts played songs with neo-Nazi lyrics. That month, a concert by a
skinhead band at a Prague club was banned, and another in northern Bo-
hernia was halted by police. Officers found racist T-shirts, caps, badges,
DVDs, CDs, and other material, and detained several people.

in April, a Prague court acquitted Denis Gerasimov, a member of a
Russian racist band called Kolovrat, of the charge of promoting neo-
Nazism. Gerasimov had won acquittal of the charges in October 2004,
but an appeals court had ordered a new trial (see AJYB 2005, p. 468).

On October 28, a state holiday, about 70 neo-Nazis demonstrated out-
side the German embassy in Prague to demand the release of the Ger-
man right-wing extremist Ernst Zundel, who had been deported to
Germany from Canada to face charges of Holocaust denial and inciting
hatred by sending neo-Nazi material over the Internet (see above, p. 299).
The rally was organized by National Resistance, the country's most vis-
ible neo-Nazi group. Advance plans for the demonstration as well as de-
bates over what constituted free speech received extensive media coverage.
About 150 anti-Nazi demonstrators, including a number of prominent
non-Jewish Czech personalities, staged a counterdemonstration at the
same time. Two of the neo-Nazis were arrested.

In November, the Education Ministry said it would file suit against an
organization called the National Educational Institute for distributing a
brochure in a number of schools denying the Holocaust. In December,
Jewish community representatives and Holocaust survivors rang bells to
protest a demonstration outside the Austrian embassy by right-wing ex-
tremists supporting Holocaust denier David Irving, who had been ar-
rested in Austria (see above, p. 457).

There were a number of commemorations and other events to mark
the 60th anniversary of the end of World War II. Many of them took
place on or near January 27, Holocaust Remembrance Day, the 60th an-
niversary of the liberation of Auschwitz. A high-level Czech delegation
joined other world leaders and Holocaust survivors at a ceremony at the
former death camp in Poland on that day. In Prague, January 27 was
marked by a high-profile official ceremony at the Senate. The government
issued a postage stamp featuring a drawing of the earth as imagined
viewed from the moon, by Petr Ginz, a Czech teen who was murdered in
1944 at Auschwitz. He drew it two years earlier when, aged 14, Ginz was
interned in Terezin. Israeli astronaut Ilan Ramon took a copy of the pic-
ture with him on the doomed Columbia space-shuttle mission in 2003. The
Czech Hidden Child Organization, whose members were protected dur-
ing the Shoah by non-Jews, placed a plaque on the wall of the Pinkas
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ugu, iiuw used as a Holocaust memorial, to honor the people who
them.

ivlay, about 800 people, including senior government officials, for-
liplomats, Holocaust survivors, and former wartime prisoners, took
in the annual commemorative ceremony honoring Nazi victims of
in (Theresienstadt), a town north of Prague that served as a Jewish
o and was the site of a wartime prison. Also in May, German chan-
Gerhard Schröder and Czech prime minister Jiri Paroubek toured
in and commemorated victims of Nazism there. In October, an in-
tional conference at Terezin brought together experts to discuss how
wn should deal with its history.
at same month, a monument commemorating 1,000 local Jews killed
Holocaust was unveiled in Usti nad Labem on the site of a Jewish

tery, now a city park. Designed by Czech sculptor Michal Gabriel,
k the form of a six-pointed star partly sunk in the ground. The town
20 percent of the more than $30,000 cost of the memorial, with the
Jewish community paying the rest. The unveiling was attended by
reds of local residents, Israeli ambassador Artur Avnon, represen-
s from European countries, and several Holocaust survivors. Dur-
ie year, a rock group called the Tchendos caused a stir with a
iinute song that set excerpts from a radio interview with an elderly
aust survivor against break-beat music. Called "I Can't Under-
," the song used clips from the survivor expressing dismay and dis-
that anti-Semitism persisted among young Czechs.

(Ut 3,UUU Jews were known to live in the Czech Republic, about half
m in Prague; community leaders believed that many more unaffil-
Jews also lived in the country, perhaps as many as another 3,000 in
e alone. Most Czech Jews were not religiously observant. There
ilso an unknown number of foreign Jewish residents, including Is-
rhe Prague community and nine other, much smaller, Jewish com-
s were grouped under the umbrella of the Federation of Czech

ommunities.
gue, it was possible to attend Friday night services in seven dif-
nues catering to different streams, including Orthodox, Reform,
itive, nondenominational, and Chabad. None of the services
attracted more than a couple of dozen people unless a visiting

in was in attendance, and only a few hundred people went to ser-
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vices with any regularity. The Prague community provided social services
for the ill and elderly, and supported a number of cultural, sports, and
educational programs. It also maintained a unit dedicated to the preser-
vation of the Jewish architectural heritage in the city.

Bitter factional rivalries that erupted in 2004 (see AJYB 2005, pp.
464—66) persisted throughout 2005, dominating Jewish life in the capi-
tal. In January, the Czech Federation of Jewish Communities officially
recognized the victory of the Platform, a group of some 200—300 mem-
bers that had ousted Tomas Jelinek as chairman of the Jewish commu-
nity in late 2004. This recognition followed a court order allowing the
Platform to occupy Jewish community headquarters. Jelinek, however, ap-
pealed the injunction and refused to leave the premises. Meanwhile, the
Czech Culture Ministry registered the Platform's Frantisek Banyai as the
community's official leader.

An important aspect of the conflict was a dispute over who should be
chief rabbi of Prague and rabbi of the historic Old-New Synagogue. In
2004, then-chairman Jelinek fired Karol Sidon from both posts, although
Sidon retained his position as chief rabbi of the Czech Republic. Sidon
moved his congregation to the High Synagogue, directly across the street
from the Old-New. The Chabad rabbi, Manis Barash, who had headed
Prague's Chabad House, was installed as rabbi of the Old-New Syna-
gogue, and the appointment was confirmed by an Israeli rabbinical court
in early 2005. Opponents charged that Chabad wanted to take over the
community's religious life.

On March 2 the factional conflict became violent as blows were ex-
changed when Jelinek attempted to enter a meeting of the Federation.
Again in April, an altercation ensued after Sidon and his congregation
turned up for Shabbat services at the Old-New Synagogue, and the sex-
ton offered Sidon an aliyah (the honor of being called up to the Torah).
Barash, who was conducting services, refused to allow this. The con-
frontation led to fighting among the congregants in the synagogue's en-
trance hall, forcing closure of the synagogue.

At special Jewish community elections in November, a new board was
elected that was dominated by anti-Jelinek forces (although Jelinek was
also elected to it). It chose Banyai as chairman. The term of the new com-
munal administration extended through 2008. One month after the vote,
the new leadership reinstated Rabbi Sidon as chief rabbi of Prague, and
he also resumed the post of rabbi of the Old-New Synagogue, which re-
opened after eight months' closure.
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In June, Hana Pike, from Nottingham, England, celebrated her bat
mitzvah in the town of Slavkov. This was the first bar or bat mitzvah in
the town, formerly known as Austerlitz, since 1938, and was one in a se-
ries of events commemorating a Jewish community that was wiped out
in the Holocaust. The celebration was the fruit of a longstanding rela-
tionship between Hana's congregation, the Nottingham Progressive Syn-
agogue, and the town. The Nottingham congregation had received one
of the 1,500 Torah scrolls from Czech communities destroyed in the
Holocaust that were preserved and sent out on permanent loan to con-
gregations around the world. It had erected a Holocaust memorial in the
Slavkov Jewish cemetery, worked with the Czech government to restore
the Slavkov synagogue, and helped introduce Jewish studies and Holo-
caust courses in local classrooms. On the day of Hana's bat mitzvah, the
town's former Jewish school was reopened as a Jewish museum.

As usual, there were numerous Jewish and Jewish-themed cultural
events throughout the year. In June, photographs and other material
documenting the Czech and Slovak Jews who fought against the Nazis
in armies and in the resistance were exhibited at the Chamber of Deputies
in Prague. Historic films depicting life in East European Jewish shtetls in
the early twentieth century were featured at the annual Nine Gates sum-
mer festival that focuses on Jewish, Czech, and German culture.

The Czech Republic took part in the European Day of Jewish Culture
on September 4. In connection with that event, two documentaries on
Czech students learning about the Holocaust were shown on Czech tele-
vision, produced by Zuzana Drazilova. Called "Children from Hart-
manice" and "Expedition Jews," they described the Vanished Neighbors
project, a joint initiative by the Prague Jewish Museum and the Czech
Ministry of Education, in which hundreds of high-school students had,
over the past five years, traced what had happened to the prewar Jewish
neighbors of their parents and grandparents.

Archaeologists in Mikulov, on the Austrian border, discovered an
eighteenth-century mikveh (ritual bath). The town, once the center of
Moravian Jewish life, already had a Jewish museum in a former synagogue
and one of the largest Jewish cemeteries in the Czech Republic.

There were many efforts to conserve and maintain Jewish heritage sites,
but also episodes of vandalism. In October, the synagogue building in
Krnov, now serving as a Jewish cultural center, was defaced on the eve of
Rosh Hashanah, as vandals broke windows and drew swastikas and anti-
Jewish slogans on the walls. This was the 11th time in three years the syn-
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agogue had been attacked. In November, a memorial in Lostelni Myslova

to the Jewish painter Moric Nagl, who died in Auschwitz, was similarly
defaced.

Greece

About 5,000 Jews lived in Greece, most of them well integrated into
society and many of them intermarried. The nine organized Jewish com-
munities — Athens (the largest), Thessaloniki (or Salonika), Larissa,
Chalkis, Volos, Corfu, Trikala, loannina, and Rhodes—were grouped
under the umbrella Central Board of Jewish Communities (KIS). The
only synagogues to hold regular services were in Athens, Thessaloniki,
and Larissa. The 1,100-member community in Thessaloniki was consid-
ered to be the most active in the country, with a Jewish choir, social wel-
fare programs, an old-age home, and a Jewish community center that was
a focal point for younger Jews.

In 2004 the Greek Parliament unanimously established January 27 as
Holocaust Memorial Day, and the first commemoration came in 2005.
The main ceremony, held in Thessaloniki, was attended by local Jewish
leaders, government ministers, foreign representatives, and others. Ger-
man foreign minister Joschka Fischer was the keynote speaker. Israeli

transport minister Meir Shetreet declared that those who helped Jews sur-
vive deserved to be honored. He said, "In the darkness of Nazism, there
were shining examples in Thessaloniki, where many risked their 1ivs to
save their fellow citizens." He presented medals recognizing several Greek

Christians as Righteous Among the Nations.
in April, 185 Israeli soldiers visited Thessaloniki as part of an annual

Israeli program, "Uniformed Martyrs," that took members of the israeli
military on a trip to Auschwitz and to a European city of Jewish histor-
ical significance. In Thessaloniki, they paid homage to Greek Jews, both
those killed in the Shoah and the more than 12,000 who fought in their
country's armed forces during World War II, more than 500 of whom
were killed in action. Greek army officers also attended the ceremony at
the Memorial of the Fallen Greek Jews in Thessaloniki's Jewish cemetery.
Another ceremony was held the next month to mark the 62nd anniver-
sary of the deportation of Jews from that city.

In June, after long negotiations with the Greek government, Russia
began returning material from the archives of the Thessaloniki Jewish
community that had ended up in Moscow after World War II. (A smaller
part of the collection was in the YIVO archives, now housed in Jerusalem,
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and at the Center for Jewish History in New York. Microfilm copies of
these had either been sent to Thessaloniki or were in preparation.)

In October, the Centropa.org Jewish oral history project held a train-
ing seminar in Thessaloniki as part of a plan to interview 50 elderly Jews
there over the next two years, and from those interviews to create exhibits,
books, and films. Oral history experts from Germany, Israel, Turkey, and
Greece worked with historian Rena Molho, a specialist on the history of
Jewish Thessaloniki, to train ten interviewers.

There was concern about the possibility of mounting anti-Semitism in
Greece. In September, the government banned "Hatewave 2005," an in-
ternational neo-Nazi meeting whose sponsor, the Greek far-right group
Golden Dawn, had said would attract at least 9,000 skinheads and white
supremacists from several European countries. The prospect had out-
raged Jews and other Greeks, who issued protests and called on the gov-
ernment to take action. The KIS, the Jewish umbrella group, warned that
the festival could lead to violence. The organizers advertised "Hatewave"
as "three days of comradeship, with live shows, sport activities by the sea
and, most important, an open congress with speeches on defending our
European Identity."

In October, following a protest from the KIS, the Athens Journalists
Union refused to allow its offices to be used for a book-promotion event
featuring Holocaust denier David Irving. The Union explained that Irv-
ing could not present his new book, The War of the Generals: Inside the
Allied Forces 1944—1945, because his earlier books propagated Holocaust
denial.

Also in October, Israeli diamond dealer Shmuel Levy, 66, was found
murdered two weeks after he had disappeared. Police believed he had been
killed in Athens and his body dumped in a disused mine 30 miles away.
At least four men confessed to involvement in the crime. Robbery ap-
peared to be the motive, although terrorism was at first suspected.

Greek defense minister Spilios Spiliotopoulos made an official visit to
Israel in November. Interviewed by the Jerusalem Post, he said Israel and
Greece had "very good" bilateral relations in the military and defense
spheres. He said he hoped military cooperation would expand, and in-
vited Israeli officers to train in Greece for peace-keeping assignments.
"Greece and Israel can serve as factors of stability and peace in the East-
ern Mediterranean and the wider Middle East," he said.

In December, both the Israeli embassy in Athens and the KIS ex-
pressed concern after the head of the Greek Orthodox Church, Mon-
Signor Christodoulos, in a sermon, compared Israel to the devil. He
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claimed that Greek society risked "going to Israel, or into LI1 lid

the devil," because of its apathy "in the face of evil forces that th
to undermine this country by trying to dechristianize it." This w
the first time that Christodoulos had drawn criticism from Jews. In
when the Greek government decided to remove religious identific
from official identity cards, the KIS criticized his nf

"being behind" the move.

Hungary

In June, Hungary's National Assembly elected László Solyom t
try's new president. A former president of the Constitutional C(
lyom replaced Ferenc Madl in the largely ceremonial post

There were a number of events throughout the year markIAlE
anniversaries. In January came a high-profile commemoration
60th anniversary of the liberation of the World War II Budapest
by the Soviet Red Army. The main ceremony was led by Chief
Robert Frohlich in the grand Dohany Street Synagogue. Dignitai
cluding President Madl, Prime Minister Ferenc Gyurcsány, and
right opposition leader Viktor Orban, as well as Christian ie
Holocaust survivors, and foreign diplomats. "I feel your pain.
tragedy is my tragedy, and your tragedy is the tragedy of the who
tion," the prime minister said.

That same week several other commemorations were nciu ill DU%.

in honor of Raoul Wallenberg, the Swedish diplomat who saved t
thousands of the city's Jews in 1944, and disappeared on January
1945. Also at the end of January, at a ceremony to mark the 60th
niversary of the liberation of Auschwitz, Prime Minister Gyurcsány
knowledged that most Hungarians had been indifferent to Jev
suffering. During the speech by Mayor Gabor Demszky, accordin
news reports, four members of the Budapest City Council from the
right Hungarian Justice and Life Party walked out.

In February, Hungarian Muslim leaders laid wreaths at a memc
wall at Budapest's main synagogue. Zoltan Bolek, head of the Hun
ian Islamic community, said it was the first time "that Hungarian rv
lims came in an organized fashion to commemorate the victims who v
so mercilessly slaughtered."

Hungary marked its national Holocaust Memorial Day on A

the date in 1944 on which the Nazis began to force Jews living
cial towns into ghettos, before deporting them to Auschwitz. C
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Ler Gyurcsány inaugurated a striking new Holocaust
Memorial Center on the bank of the Danube River in Budapest. De-
signed by sculptor Gyula Pauer, it comprised 60 pairs of shoes of men,
women, and children, cast in iron and lined up on the river embankment.
Fhis evoked the memory of the thousands of victims who were lined up
and shot into the river by members of wartime Hungary's Arrow Cross
fascist movement. (At the same time, some 200 Hungarians staged a
demonstration outside the German embassy in support of Holocaust
denier Ernst Zundel, who was jailed in Germany awaiting charges for
spreading hate.)

In June, about 100 people gathered in Kaposvár to remember the 61st
anniversary of the deportation of the city's Jews. They included Tamás
Suchman, vice president of the 42-member Kaposvar Jewish commu-
nity, who was also a Socialist member of the National Assembly. In No-
vember, Budapest's Holocaust Museum organized a tribute to Hanna
Szenes, the Hungarian Jewish immigrant to Palestine who was killed
while trying to rescue European Jews in 1944. In November, Yad Vashem
named 13 Hungarians Righteous Among the Nations for having saved
Jews during the Holocaust.

In March, a military tribunal issued an international arrest warrant for
Charles Zentai, 86, a suspected war criminal living in Australia, who was
accused of torturing and murdering a Jewish man in a military camp near
Budapest in 1944. His case was highlighted by the Simon Wiesenthal Cen-
ter as part of its Operation Last Chance program. Zentai, who denied the

es, was arrested in Australia in July.
'4ovember, at the urging of the Wiesenthal Center, the Hungarian
nment launched a probe into another former Hungarian now liv-
Australia, Lajos Polgar, who had held a senior post in the Nazi-

rrow Cross government. Polgar, whom Hungarian authorities
nuer "suspicion of genocide," admitted he was an Arrow Cross
er but denied carrying out atrocities.

oughout the year there was concern about right-wing extremism
nti-Semitism. In January, Budapest's Elte University barred a stu-
Diana Bacsfi, because of her involvement in widely publicized neo-
activities, including attempts to revive the Arrow Cross movement.
had been arrested in 2004 and charged with using a banned total-
symbol after she, along with others, put up posters exalting the
:ross (see AJYB 2005, p. 473). She was convicted in February, but
of a jail term, Bacsfi was put on probation for two years.
rae, skinheads staged a rally in Budapest to mourn the 85th an-
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niversary of the Trianon Treaty, which took away two-thirds of Hun-
garian territory after World War I. Some carried placards "blaming" Is-
rael for the formation of the European Union. Also in June, more than
100 graves were vandalized in Budapest's main Jewish cemetery. Political
figures condemned the desecration. In December, after fans of the Ujpest
FC soccer team chanted anti-Semitic slurs during a match against MTK
Budapest, the Hungarian Football Federation fined the team the equiv-
alent of $23,250, and suspended the referee for more than two months for
failing to take action. The Hungarian Jewish community had protested
the incident.

Prime Minister Gyurcsány attended Rosh Hashanah services at New
York's Park East Synagogue at the invitation of Rabbi Arthur Schneier,
a Hungarian-born Holocaust survivor and senior rabbi at the synagogue.
Speaking to the congregation, Gyurcsány promised that the government
would protect Hungary's Jews. He said, "I personally, and my government
and democratic Hungary, a member of NATO and the European Com-
munity with close ties to the United States, will make sure that the tragedy
that was inflicted upon the Jewish people will never happen again."

Hungary and Israel enjoyed friendly relations, particularly in the eco-
nomic sphere. Israel was one of the largest foreign investors in Hungary.
This was especially true in industry—including pharmaceuticals, tech-
nology, and furniture—agriculture, and real estate. Israelis, in fact, had
established several major shopping malls, office blocks, and residential
developments around the country. The third Hungarian-Israeli Hi-Tech
Business Cooperation Forum was held in Budapest in February.

Speaking to visiting leaders of the European Jewish Congress in Sep-
tember, Foreign Minister Ferenc Somogyi called relations between Hun-
gary and Israel "harmonious and close." He praised as "courageous" the
decision of Israeli prime minister Ariel Sharon to disengage his country
from the Gaza Strip. Israeli foreign minister Silvan Shalom visited Hun-
gary in February, where he met with President Madl, Prime Minister
Gyurcsány, Somogyi and other officials. An embarrassing incident
marred the visit: a Hungarian journalist turned up at a reception at the
Israeli embassy wearing a "Free Palestine" T-shirt and, according to news
reports, tried to have his picture taken with Shalom. The journalist was
later fired from the English-language Budapest Week newspaper.

An even more embarrassing event occurred in May, when it became
known that Israel's ambassador to Hungary, David Admon, was being
investigated by his country's Foreign Ministry for alleged irregularities.
A report by the ministry's logistics officer noted that Admon had held an
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event for Israel Independence Day said to have cost $100,000, and that
he cultivated real estate and other business contacts for private purposes.
Admon called the charges "unfounded" and "unsubstantiated," and de-
nied that he or his family benefited financially from his contacts.

Israeli Nobel Prize-winner Avraham Hershko, who was born in Hun-
gary and immigrated to Israel with his family in 1950, visited his native
country in January, where he received a state honor and was made an hon-
orary citizen of his hometown, Karcag. Hershko received the Nobel along
with two other scientists for breakthrough cancer research.

JEWISH COMMUNITY

Hungary had one of the largest Jewish populations in Europe outside
the former Soviet Union. Estimates ran from 50,000 to 130,000 or more,
about 90 percent of whom lived in Budapest. The vast majority of Hun-
garian Jews were non-practicing and unaffiliated with Jewish institutions.
The year saw a series of intense debates and initiatives aimed at chang-
ing the structure of organized Jewry and rethinking the nature of Jewish
identity.

There was a full-scale, formal Jewish infrastructure in Budapest that
included schools, a rabbinical seminary, a Jewish community center,
kosher shops, welfare services, publications, a Jewish museum, various
clubs and organizations, and about a score of functioning synagogues.
There were a number of informal Jewish cultural and social activities
aimed particularly at younger Jews, such as cafés and pubs in the old Jew-
ish quarter that functioned as meeting places. A new wing of Budapest's
Jewish Hospital was inaugurated in June, financed partly by money from
the Claims Conference that came from confiscated property of Hungar-
ian Holocaust victims and partly from a Jewish philanthropist.

Hungarian Jewish communities were grouped under an umbrella body,
the Alliance of Hungarian Jewish Communities, which officially repre-
sented Jews and handled all funds allocated by the state. Most identify-
ing Jews belonged to the Neolog stream (the Hungarian version of
Reform), but there was a small traditionalist Orthodox community and
a semiautonomous Modern Orthodox congregation, Pesti Shul, which
ran educational programs. Several groups operated outside the Alliance,
including a liberal congregation called Szim Szalom, and Chabad.

Critics within the Jewish community had long called the Alliance un-
democratic and monopolistic, noting that it represented only about
5,000—6,000 dues-paying members, a tiny fraction of the total Jewish
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population, and had been managed by one executive director, Gusztav
Zoltai, for 12 years. In June, the group's president, András Heisler, re-
signed after failing to win support for his plans to reform the organiza-
tion, which included outreach to nonmembers. Peter Feldmajer was
elected to replace him.

In September 2004, while president of the Alliance, Heisler organized
an informal meeting of its representatives and other Jewish organizations
aimed at airing grievances. This grew into a plan for a "Jewish Forum,"
a loose coalition of 18 Hungarian Jewish organizations that would pro-
vide a neutral venue for all Jewish factions and individuals to meet. It was
supported financially by the JDC.

Heisler remained a key figure in the Forum even after his ouster as pres-
ident of the Alliance. In November, the Forum held a national confer-
ence billed as the first General Assembly of Hungarian Jewry. Modeled
on similar "GA" gatherings in North America and Europe, the four-day
event was held on the premises of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences.
Hundreds of people flocked to a series of lectures, workshops, roundta-
bles, and often heated debates on such topics as education, religion, fund-
raising, youth, and Jewish culture.

Some observers viewed creation of the Forum as a potential challenge
to the Alliance's position as the official Jewish representative body. Other
challenges also emerged, including a petition by a group of secular Jews
to the central election committee in Hungary requesting that Jews be
added to the list of officially recognized national minorities, which, to
date, numbered 13. This prompted considerable discussion among Hun-
garian Jews about whether Judaism (or Jewishness) was just a religion,
or whether it could also be defined in cultural and national terms. Reg-
istration of Jews as a national minority would entitle the community to
an additional source of government support.

Another potential challenge to the position of the Alliance was the op-
eration of the Chabad-backed Unified Hungarian Israelite Community
(EMIH), which claimed to be the resurrected embodiment of the prewar
"Status Quo Ante" community, one of Hungary's traditional Jewish
streams. In 2004, EMIH registered with Hungarian authorities as an of-
ficially recognized religious body, technically putting it on a juridical par
with the Neolog and Orthodox communities (see AJYB 2005, p. 475).

In January 2005, EMIH opened a synagogue inside a new Chabad
House in downtown Budapest. Israel's Ashkenazi chief rabbi, Yonah
Metzger, took part in the opening ceremony, and, during his visit to Bu-
dapest, met with the prime minister and the president. The new Chabad
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facility was for the use of Israelis living in Budapest; another Chabad syn-
agogue was for Hungarian congregants.

In May, the standing committee of the Conference of European Rab-
bis, an Orthodox body, held a three-day meeting in Budapest. A delega-
tion of the rabbis met with Budapest's mayor and Hungary's culture
minister, and asked that the government consider legislation that would
prevent the desecration of the 1,200 Jewish cemeteries scattered around
the country.

At the beginning of September, during the eighth Budapest Jewish
Culture Festival, the president of the European Jewish Congress (EJC),
Pierre Besnainou, and its secretary general, Serge Cwajgenbaum, met
with Prime Minister Gyurcsáni, Foreign Minister Somogyi, and opposi-
tion leader Viktor Orban, and called for legislation against anti-Semitism
and Holocaust denial in EU member states. During the visit, Besnainou
announced the opening of a new EJC office in Budapest.

As it did each year, the JDC and the Ronald S. Lauder Foundation ran
an international Jewish summer camp at Szarvas, in southern Hungary,
hosting about 2,000 Jewish youngsters from all over Europe. In June, the
camp hosted some special guests: 75 boys and girls from Beslan, in south-
ern Russian, who had survived the bloody terrorist siege and massacre in
September 2004 that killed about 350 people at a school there. None of
them was Jewish and few knew anything about Jews or Judaism. They
were brought to Szarvas for recreation and trauma therapy thanks to an
initiative by one of Russia's two chief rabbis, Adolf Shayevich.

There were many Jewish-themed exhibits, concerts, performances, fes-
tivals, and other cultural events during the year. In February, Fateless-
ness, a movie directed by Lajos Koltai based on the Holocaust novel by
Nobel Prize-winning author Imre Kertesz, premiered as the closing event
of the annual Hungarian Film Festival. The film, for which Kertesz wrote
the screenplay, was the most expensive Hungarian film ever made, cost-
ing more than $14 million. In the first ten days after opening at cinemas
it drew more moviegoers than Spiderman-2.

In March, an exhibit of images from Art Spiegelman's graphic novel
about the Holocaust, Maus, opened in Budapest. It was sponsored by the
city's new Holocaust Memorial Center as part of commemorations of the
60th anniversary of the liberation of Auschwitz. The show was citywide,
as Spiegelman's drawings were shown on advertising placards in selected
Budapest subway cars. Culture Minister András Bozoki opened the ex-
hibit at a downtown subway station. The Center also helped fund a new
jungarian-Ianguage edition of Maus.
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During the year, Romeo and Juliet in Jerusalem, a ballet adaptation of
Shakespeare's play set in the context of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict,
played to sold-out houses at the Hungarian National Dance Theater. It
was directed and choreographed by Ivan Marko, who taught and worked
at Israel's Rubin Academy from 1991 to 1993. "As a Jew, I wanted to show
how I feel about the Palestinian-Israeli conflict," he told an interviewer.
He said he hoped to show the audience that "love and humanism can
overcome all enmities." In contrast to Shakespeare's tragedy, this one had
a happy ending: after drinking poison, the two lovers eventually regain
consciousness, symbolizing a resolution of the conflict.

The architect Peter Wirth, working with his wife, Agnes Benko, won
his second Europa Nostra Prize, this time for the full-scale restoration of
the eighteenth-century Baroque synagogue in Mad, a wine-making vil-
lage in the northeastern part of Hungary. His first Europa Nostra came
in 1988 for the restoration of the former synagogue in the village of
Apostag. András Roman, a prominent architect and expert on the preser-
vation of monuments who also worked on the Mad restoration, died in
November, aged 76.

Macedonia

In December, the EU granted Macedonia the status of candidate for
membership, recognizing the stability achieved in the state, which had
about two million people, since it narrowly avoided ethnic civil war in
2001. Macedonia, however, remained one of the poorest countries in Eu-
rope, with an official unemployment rate of 30 percent. The country's tiny
Jewish community had about 200 members, almost all of them living in
the capital, Skopje, where there was a synagogue on the top floor of the
community building.

In September, the cornerstone for a Holocaust Memorial Center was
laid at the site of the former Jewish neighborhood in Skopje. President
Branko Crvenkovski, Prime Minister Vlado Buckovksi, and Foreign Min-
ister Ilinka Mitreva took part in the ceremony. Initial plans called for two
linked buildings, one a Holocaust museum and the other a business cen-
ter. A hotel was expected to be added at a later date. Funding for the 3.5-
million-euro project came from heirless Jewish property that the state
denationalized and returned to the Jewish community. Samuel Sadikario,
president of the Holocaust Fund of Macedonian Jews, said the new cen-
ter would conduct educational programs, exhibitions, and performanc%
and house research and conference facilities.
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In December, Prime Minister Buckovski visited Israel, where he met
with Prime Minister Sharon and other officials. Sharon and Buckovski
signed a joint declaration marking ten years since the establishment of
diplomatic relations between the two nations, and Sharon defined Mace-
donia as a country that was "friendly" toward Israel. They discussed co-
operative strategies in the war on global terrorism as well as what they
called "growing" bilateral relations, particularly in the fields of agricul-
ture, telecommunications, education, and culture. Buckovski said Israeli
businessmen were "working very successfully" in Macedonia, and invited
further Israeli investment.

Poland

The illness and death of Polish-born Pope John Paul II in April hit
Poland hard. The pontiff was a beloved national hero in his native coun-
try, the overwhelming majority of whose people were Roman Catholic.
Polish Jews joined millions of their countrymen in offering special prayers
during the pope's illness, and the Warsaw Jewish community canceled its
Purim ball as a sign of respect.

In January, Adam Daniel Rotfeld, 67, was named Poland's foreign
minister. Rotfeld was born to a Jewish family and raised in hiding as a
Christian during the Holocaust, one of just two family members to sur-
vive. Not religious or affiliated with the Jewish community, he was open
about his Jewish heritage.

Elections, held in the fall, changed the face of the Polish government.
A minority coalition emerged led by the conservative Law and Justice
Party and headed by Prime Minister Kazimierz Marcinkewicz, ending
four years of center-left rule. In October, after a hard-fought campaign,
Warsaw's conservative mayor, Lech Kaczyñzki, was elected the country's
new president, succeeding the leftist Aleksander Kwasniewski, who had
served two terms and was legally barred from seeking a third. The new
president was a founder of the Law and Justice Party, and his identical-
twin brother, Jaroslaw, was its leader.

Law and Justice had made Catholic family values a pillar of its cam-
paign and courted the religious right on issues such as law and order, op-
position to gay rights, and the death penalty. Two extremist parties were
in the government, the populist Self-Defense and the League of Polish
Families. Members of the latter, according to a report by Tel Aviv Uni-
versity's Stephen Roth Institute, "have frequently expressed anti-Semitic
sentiments."
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There were numerous commemorations to mark the 60th anniversary
of the end of World War II and the Holocaust. The Roman Catholic
Church's eighth annual "Days of Judaism" in January took place this year
in Katowice. The events—films, concerts, ecumenical meetings, lectures,
and discussions—focused on remembrance of the Holocaust. A well-
attended ceremony at Auschwitz on January 27 drew an array of world
leaders, government officials, Jewish leaders, elderly Holocaust survivors,
and a handful of Red Army soldiers, now in their 90s, who had taken part
in the liberation. Israeli president Moshe Katzav was there, as were U.S.
vice president Dick Cheney and Presidents Aleksander Kwasniewski of
Poland, Vladimir Putin of Russia, Jacques Chirac of France, Viktor
Yushchenko of Ukraine, and Horst Köhler of Germany.

In addition to the solemn proceedings at Auschwitz itself there were
various formal and informal sessions on preserving Holocaust memory
and combating anti-Semitism. Many focused on education, including a
program for teachers launched in Krakow at the international "Let My
People Live!" forum organized by the Polish Ministry of Culture, the Eu-
ropean Jewish Congress, Yad Vashem, and the Auschwitz-Birkenau State

Museum. At one session, President Kwasniewski presented three Soviet
liberators of Auschwitz with Poland's highest medal of honor. At another,
Auschwitz survivor and Nobel laureate Elie Wiesel said that young peo-
ple must be the bearers of Holocaust memory and history.

Before the anniversary, Poland's parliament, the Sejm, passed a reso-
lution honoring both the Auschwitz victims and the Soviet troops who
liberated the camp. "This most horrifying cemetery in the history of
modern Europe is a dramatic symbol of all the death camps created by
the Third Reich on occupied Polish territory," it said. "It reminds us of
the consequences of the implementation of the insane ideology of na-
tional socialism."

The annual March of the Living took place in May. It was the biggest
ever because of the special Holocaust anniversary, drawing some 18,000

youngsters. In addition, about 3,000 Polish students and teachers took
part, as well as other non-Jews, including Catholic educators from the
U.S. Elie Wiesel gave the keynote address. Israeli prime minister Sharon,
under tight security, also spoke. He asked participants to "remember
those who were sacrificed, and remember the murderers," also adding,
"remember the silence of the world." Numerous dignitaries attended, in-
cluding 30 members of the German parliament; education ministers from
some 35 countries; more than a dozen members of the Knesset; and, from

Poland, the prime minister, diplomats, and Jewish leaders.
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n every year since the launching of Israeli youth pilgrimages in
more than 20,000 young Israelis traveled to Poland to visit Holo-
sites. The total number of Israelis making such visits was now over
)0. But the format of the trips came under increasing criticism both
and and Israel for possibly fostering hostility to Poles, ignoring
's Jewish community in Poland, and hampering relations between
'o countries.
sident Kwasniewski brought this up during a visit to Israel in March
elow, p. 494). He said, "What is important is what the youth see
they visit Poland. We think it is not enough to show what happened

the Holocaust—they need to know something about 800 years of
. life in Poland that preceded the tragedy." The Israeli government,
ponse, studied the possibility of incorporating in the experience
encounters with young Poles, Jewish and non-Jewish, to promote

r awareness of the current situation in Poland and learn about the
il of Jewish life there. Israel's ambassador to Poland, David Peleg,
)sed that instead of focusing only on Auschwitz-Birkenau, the
:h of the Living visit one of four different death camps. This, he said,
I draw attention to those other camps, such as Treblinka, which were
vely neglected but where hundreds of thousands were killed.
ugust, the Polish government joined the Dutch Jewish community,
DL, and others in protesting to Dutch authorities about a video clip
Dutch Web site that portrayed Auschwitz as a rave party. They de-
ling that the clip, called "Housewitz," be removed.
remonies in April marked the 62nd anniversary of the uprising in
Iarsaw Ghetto. "The Jews showed the world they were able to fight
ieir freedom and they were admired for it," said 83-year-old Wla-
w Bartoszewski, a former foreign minister who had belonged to a
Ei organization that aided Jews during the war.
'uly, there was a commemoration in Kielce of the 1946 pogrom in
42 Jews were killed by a Polish mob. In August, two communities
iemorial ceremonies. Lodz marked the 61st anniversary of the liq-
rn of its ghetto, and Tykocin, where the seventeenth-century syn-

vas now used as a Jewish museum, commemorated its Holocaust
)nly 21 of Tykocin's prewar 2,000 Jews survived the Shoah.

ie summer, Polish officials announced that the Emalia factory,
German industrialist Oskar Schindler shielded more than 1,000
'ould be turned into a museum in Schindler's honor. The Ministry
.ure and the KrakOw municipality allocated the equivalent of $1.2
for the nroject.
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Relations between Poland and Israel flourished, the Israeli media de-

scribing them as "exemplary." There were a number of back-and-forth
official visits, and economic relations boomed. In 2005, Polish exports to
Israel and Israeli exports to Poland both grew by about 30 percent. Major

growth sectors included mineral products, the chemical industry, trans-
port machinery, technology, footwear, and food products. Israelis in-
vested heavily in Polish real estate, in particular the building of shopping
malls and cineplexes. According to Poland's deputy defense minister,

Poland was negotiating to buy Israeli systems that could jam remote-
controlled bombs so as to protect its troops in Afghanistan and Iraq.

On the political level, Poland was a friend and supporter of Israel. In

an interview with Polish radio in November, Polish Jewish writer Kon-
stanty Gebert went so far as to describe Poland as "something of Israel's
ambassador in the EU." Although this term had been used before, it pro-

voked outrage, many Poles objecting that they were ambassadors for no
other country but Poland. Gebert insisted, however, that Poland "seems

to understand Israel's quandary" better than other countries. "If you
look, for instance, at Poland's voting pattern in the UN on Middle East

issues," he said, "Poland usually takes a middle course between the EU

and the U.S. It actually takes quite a lot of flak from Brussels for doing

that."
In March, President Kwasniewski visited Israel for ceremonies inau-

gurating the new Yad Vashem museum. Lech Kaczyñski, Warsaw's mayor,
also visited Israel. Defense Minister Jerzy Szmajdzinski, on a trip to Is-

rael in May, reinstated Chaim Ben Ya'akov as a Polish officer. A lieu-

tenant in Poland's army during World War II, Ben Ya'akov was stripped
of his rank after the 1967 Six-Day War because he was a Jew.

A dozen cadets from the U.S. Army, Navy, and Air Force Academies

came to Poland in June to spend two weeks studying the lessons of the
Holocaust. They were taking part in the Academy Scholars Program

sponsored by the New York-based Auschwitz Jewish Center Foundation,

which also operated a synagogue, museum, and Jewish-studies complex

in Oswiecim, the town outside of which the Auschwitz camp was built.

In July, Israel refused a second Polish request to extradite Solomon

Morel, 87, a Polish-born Jew allegedly responsible for the revenge-
inspired deaths of 1,500 German prisoners when he was head of a camp

where they were held after World War II. Poland first requested Morel's

extradition in 1998.
No serious anti-Semitic incidents took place in Poland during the year.
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Nevertheless, there was continuing concern about anti-Semitism among
far-right religious and political groups. A survey carried out in Decem-
ber 2004 by the Warsaw-based CBOS and released in early January 2005
indicated that 18 percent of Poles expressed a liking for Jews and 45 per-
cent expressed dislike. In the same poll, 11 percent said they liked people
of Arab descent and 59 percent said they disliked them. Russians were
liked by 18 percent of respondents and disliked by 53 percent.

Anti-Semitism in Poland and Ukraine, a new book by Ireneiusz
Krzeminski that analyzed anti-Semitism in Poland between 1992 and
2002, indicated that "traditional," religion-based anti-Semitism was on
the wane, but "modern" anti-Semitism was on the rise. The latter was
based on the suspicion that Jews had excessive influence on the social and
economic life of the country, that there were too many politicians of
Jewish extraction, and that Jews exercised too much control over the
media and global events.

In an interview with the Jerusalem Post in February, Poland's chief
rabbi, American-born Michael Schudrich, offered a positive assessment
of how Poland had changed in regard to the Jews. "Most people assume
that Poles think the same way about Jews in 2005 as they thought about
Jews in 1945 and 1925 and 1905. But Polish society has changed tremen-
dously in the past 15 years, with the collapse of communism and onset
of democracy," he said. "People are throwing off the things that came
with the old order, including anti-Semitism. . . not completely, but to a
large degree. There is this feeling that, if something came with commu-
nism, it must have been bad. So most people have decided to reevaluate
what they think about us. And really, most Poles don't think about Jews
much at all today. They think about buying a new car, or a laptop com-
puter. . . capitalism has been a fabulous preventative to anti-Semitism."

In February, Foreign Minister Rotfeld described as "a scandal" the
publication of a Polish edition of Mein Kampf by a publisher in Wroclaw.
"As the Bible said, in the beginning there was the word, and the word be-
came flesh. In the beginning there was Hitler's word Mein Kampf after
which crimes followed." And he asked, "Is it really good to let this start
again?"

Also in February, more than a score of university scholars and artists
in Gdansk signed an open letter protesting the "scandalous" anti-Semitic
behavior of supporters of right-wing priest Henryk Jankowski, who at-
tacked the writer Pawel Huelle at a courthouse in the city. Jankowski had
sued Huelle for libel after the latter published an article about him in a
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liberal Catholic weekly. Then in August, Jankowski—who had a history
of public anti-Semitism—lashed out at Jews, claiming publicly that "Jew-
ish bankers" were threatening Poland.

During his March visit to Israel, President Kwasniewski criticized the
Catholic station Radio Maryja, accusing it of disseminating "negative
stereotypes with regard to Jews." He said he strongly opposed content of
this kind, and noted that a public watchdog group in Poland was inves-
tigating complaints about the station.

JEWISH COMMUNITY

Estimates of the number of Jews in Poland ranged from a few thou-
sand to 20,000 or more. The Polish Jewish community's Web site,
www.jewish.org.pl, and an independent site, www.fzp.jewish.org.pl, pro-
vided information about activities and programs.

Officially recognized Jewish religious communities were grouped under
an umbrella organization called the Union of Jewish Religious Commu-
nities in Poland. In November, Chief Rabbi Schudrich became a Polish
citizen, explaining that he felt it wrong to hold a high honor in the coun-
try without accepting the civic responsibilities that went with it. He said
he would retain dual U.S.-Polish citizenship.

Though most Polish Jews were secular or not very observant, the reli-
gious orientation of the established Jewish communities was Orthodox.
There were some complaints, even from religious Jews, that synagogue
practices were "too Orthodox." Several alternative Jewish options existed.
In Warsaw, the non-Orthodox Beit Warszawa flourished. Based in a villa
in southern Warsaw and largely funded by a Polish-born American donor,
Beit Warszawa had regular services, a kindergarten, social events, con-
certs, lectures, Israeli dance workshops, and other programs. Though not
a member of the Union, it cooperated with the organized community on
some initiatives. Chabad was increasingly active in Poland, holding reli-
gious services and staging classes, lectures, and public events, such as
lighting a large Hanukkah menorah in downtown Warsaw.

Several other Jewish groups operated in opposition to communities that
were members of the Union. This was the case in Gdansk, Poznan, and
Warsaw. The established Orthodox communities and their leadership, in-
cluding Schudrich, came under attack from opposition groups, and some-
times the rhetoric crossed the line of civility. It was often unclear to what
extent religious differences, personality clashes, and/or financial motiva-
tions prompted the actions of the dissidents.
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The Social-Cultural Association of Jews in Poland (TSKZ), a secular
organization established in 1950 that had functioned throughout the
communist era, still operated, sponsoring a variety of cultural events.
There were also a number of other Jewish and pro-Jewish organizations
around the country, such as the Polish Union of Jewish Students and a
Jewish youth group in Krakow called Czulent, which sponsored a pub-
lic Jewish library in the city that opened in June.

Several important developments took place in the religious sphere.
Perhaps the most striking came at the beginning of the year, when the
Union of Jewish Communities published a siddur (prayer book) con-
taining daily and Shabbat prayers along with Polish translations and
some transliterations. The first post-World War II edition of the full-text
siddur published in Poland, the book was edited by Rabbi Sasha Pecaric,
who had served as the Krakow representative of the Ronald S. Lauder
Foundation. He had already edited and published Polish versions of the
Torah and its commentaries. Publication of the siddur was made possi-
ble by grants from the Polish Ministry of Culture and the Dutch Jewish
Humanitarian Fund.

Although the Lauder Foundation closed its offices in Poland in 2004,
it continued to support Jewish schools in Warsaw and Wroclaw, a club in
Lodz, an adult-education center in Warsaw, and educational summer
and winter camps. In February, it opened a new camp in Lower Silesia.
About 100 people took part in the first session, which was run by Ma-
teusz Kos, a Warsaw Jew who had been studying at a yeshiva in the U.S.
since 2001 with the aim of returning to Poland as a rabbi.

On the night of March 1, some 200 fervently Orthodox Jews, most of
them from the U.S. but some from Belarus, Israel, and Poland, gathered
in the building that had been the Chachmei Lublin Yeshiva in that city
to celebrate the completion of the seven-year cycle of Daf Yomi, the
page-a-day study of the Talmud, in the birthplace of the practice. Lublin's
mayor and the Israeli ambassador to Poland also attended. This was the
first time Daf Yomi was marked in Lublin since 1938. Rabbi Meir Shapiro,
who founded the yeshiva in 1930, had originated the idea of learning one
folio per day in 1923. The yeshiva building, long used as a medical school,
was restituted to the Jewish community several years earlier. The Daf
Yomi in Lublin had a broadcast link to the main celebration at Madison
Square Garden in New York. This year, some 300,000 people around the
world took part in the end-of-cycle celebration (see above, p. 106).

In June, Warsaw Jews received a new Torah scroll. About 100 Polish
and American Jews, joined by 180 Israeli soldiers, paraded a 129-year-
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old scroll from the site of Warsaw's one-time Great Synagogue, destroyed

by the Nazis in 1943 and now a skyscraper, to its new home in the Nozyk

Synagogue. It was a gift to Poland's Jews from New Yorkers Harley and
Marie Lippman, who purchased it and made the donation in honor of
their daughter's bat mitzvah. Although the Lippmans said their gift was

meant for all Polish Jews, some complained that housing the Torah in an
Orthodox synagogue affiliated with the official Jewish community would

exclude others. For that reason, Beit Warszawa members were largely ab-

sent from the dedication.
For the holiday of Sukkot, Rabbi Avraham Flaks, a 38-year-old

Russian-born Israeli, became the first rabbi since the Holocaust to serve

the Krakow community on a full-time basis. Community membership
was about 200 people, but as many as 1,000 unaffiliated Jews were also

believed to live there. Flaks's post was sponsored by the Shavei Israel or-

ganization. (Rabbi Sasha Pecaric, as noted above, had served in the city

as the Lauder Foundation representative, not as communal rabbi.)
In December, the Jewish Social Welfare Commission in Warsaw cele-

brated its second annual "Mitzvah Day," designed to encourage volun-
teerism and honor the work of its more than 70 registered volunteers who

helped elderly, ill, and needy Jews. The honorees were recognized at a

Shabbat dinner and presented with diplomas and bookmarks made by

students of the Nozyk Synagogue's religious school.
As in previous years, there were numerous Jewish-themed cultural and

educational events and programs around the country, including lectures,

concerts, theater performances, seminars, festivals, exhibitions, and other

events. The San Francisco-based Taube Foundation for Jewish Life and

Culture appointed journalist Konstanty Gebert as its associate director,
based in Warsaw, and gave out 30 grants totaling nearly $700,000 to pro-

mote institution building, heritage preservation, scholarship, education,
spiritual life, traveling exhibitions, arts and media, and cross-cultural ex-

changes.
Among the cultural events of 2005 was a major exhibit of works by the

Lodz-born artist Artur Szyk, which opened in June at the Jewish His-

torical Institute in Warsaw, sponsored by the U.S. embassy, the Taube
Foundation, and the Robbins Family Philanthropic Fund. In October, the

exhibit moved to KrakOw. Also in June, two arms of the Historical In-

stitute of Warsaw University—the Mordechaj Anielewicz Center for the

Research and Teaching of the History and Culture of Jews in Poland, and

the Scientific Circle of Jewish Culture and History—organized a national

Judaic Conference for Young Scientists.
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Warsaw's second Jewish Culture Festival took place in September. That
same month there was an international conference on the 700-year his-
tory of Jews in Krakow, organized in cooperation with the Polish Acad-
emy of Arts and Sciences, as well as Warsaw's eighth Jewish Book
Festival. About 80 new books on Jewish themes had been published since
the previous festival, and most were on display. There were also work-
shops, lectures, and panel discussions, including an international semi-
nar on the Jewish press in Eastern and Central Europe.

There were a number of meetings and exchanges aimed at fostering re-
lations between Catholics and Jews, organized by such bodies as the
Forum for Dialogue Among Nations and the Borderland Foundation.
The Forum, for example, organized a visit by two American rabbis to
Poland in April for meetings with church youth groups, high-school stu-
dents, Jewish cultural organizations, and local Jews in Warsaw, Krakow,
and Lublin.

Plans for the new Museum of the History of Polish Jews, to be located
in Warsaw, moved forward. In January, the Polish government, the city
of Warsaw, and the Museum Association signed an agreement under
which the three entities legally established the museum as a joint cultural
institution. The government and the city each agreed to contribute over
$13 million towards the construction costs and also to cover 97 percent
of basic operational expenses once the museum opened. In June, Rainer
Mahlamaeki of the Helsinki firm Lahdelma and Mahlamaeki Architects
won a competition to design the museum. Some 250 architects had sub-
mitted designs.

Throughout the year, Jewish groups and the U.S. State Department
pressed Poland to pass a restitution law covering private property that was
confiscated or nationalized by the Nazi and communist regimes during
and after World War II. A delegation from the World Jewish Restitution
Organization met with members of the Polish parliament, the Sejm, in
February, and the same month a Holocaust survivor living in Paris, Hen-
ryk Pikielny, filed suit against Poland with the European Court on
Human Rights, seeking compensation for his family's manufacturing
company in Lodz that was seized by the Nazis and taken over after World
War 11 by the communist government.

Jewish groups sharply criticized legislation under consideration that
would provide financial compensation of only up to 15 percent of the
value of Jewish private property seized during World War II. A report
drawn up at the request of the Israeli government said that such prop-
erty would today be worth more than $30 billion. Restitution of com-
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munal property, for which there was already a law, was described as "slow

and laborious." By December, fewer than 800 claims out of more than
5,500 filed—just 12 percent of the total—had been resolved. Some

200—250 buildings had been returned, plus several cemeteries and other

properties.
There were a number of initiatives to clean up Jewish cemeteries. In

June, ten volunteers from London, Leeds, Manchester, Oxford, Amster-
dam, and Düsseldorf worked for a week with 35 volunteers from the Pol-

ish Union of Jewish Students to restore the eighteenth-century Jewish
cemetery in Dukla. They then went to Krakow for a two-day seminar on

Polish Jewry, part of a project coordinated by the Conference of Euro-

pean Rabbis and the Polish Jewish Cemetery Commission, with the sup-
port of the European Council of Jewish Communities.

A similar initiative took place in August, when about 60 foreign Jew-

ish students held a camp session organized by the World Union of Jew-
ish Students and the JDC in Ziebice. It was called "Jews also live in
Poland." Activities included cleaning and restoring the Jewish cemetery

in Ziebice, visiting local sites connected to the history of Jews, meeting

with members of the Jewish communities of Walbrzych and Wroclaw, and

attending religious services.
Around the same time, inmates from a prison in the northeastern town

of Narewka cleaned up a nearby Jewish cemetery as part of an educa-
tion and rehabilitation project. Also during the summer, after pressure

from Jewish groups, it was announced that authorities in the town of
Szczekociny had agreed to remove public toilets from the site of the
town's former Jewish cemetery. In September, a ceremony was held to

rededicate the Jewish cemetery in Szadek after its restoration.
Lew Rywin, the Polish coproducer of the films Schindler's List and The

Pianist, entered prison in April after being convicted in 2004 of bribery.

He was released less than six weeks later after an appeals court suspended

his two-year sentence for health reasons.
In January, coinciding with the ceremonies marking the 60th anniver-

sary of the liberation of Auschwitz, the Knight's Cross of the Republic
of Poland was awarded to Rabbi Walter Rothschild, a Berlin-based,

British-born Reform rabbi, for his contributions to Jewish-Christian and

Jewish-Polish dialogue. At a ceremony at the Polish embassy in London

in August, Poland awarded the Commander's Cross of the Order of Merit

to Ben Helfgott, director of the Oxford Institute for Polish-Jewish Stud-
ies, in recognition of his work in furthering Holocaust education and

Polish-Jewish relations.
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In July, the city of Krakow named U.S. film director Steven Spielberg
a Patron of Culture for his efforts to preserve the city's wartime ghetto.
Among other things, Spielberg made a grant of $40,000 to help preserve
a pharmacy whose owner risked his life to help Jews.

In August, U.S. businessman Zygmunt Rolat was awarded the Patron
of Culture award by his hometown, Czestochowa. Rolat sponsored sev-
eral Jewish cultural endeavors, including "The Jews of Czestochowa," a
large exhibition in 2004 that was mounted simultaneously with a con-
vention of Jews originally from the city who now lived all over the world.
The exhibit also was shown in Warsaw, and, in November, began a tour
of the U.S. with a showing at the Polish consulate in New York. Also on
view at the consulate was "Inspired by Jewish Culture," a selection of art
projects by students of Czestochowa's Malczewski School of Fine Arts,
inspired by the original exhibition.

In September, Jan Jagielski, the head of the Documentation Depart-
ment of the Jewish Historical Institute, was awarded the 2005 Jan Karski
and Pola Nirenska Prize, granted since 1993 to people who made an out-
standing contribution to the research, popularization, and protection of
the material and spiritual heritage of Polish Jews. Jagielski was a co-
founder of the Public Committee of Protection for Cemeteries and Mon-
uments of Jewish Culture, established in 1981, and also chairman of the
government's Foundation of Eternal Memory, established in 1993 to pro-
tect Jewish monuments.

At ceremonies in New York in September, the American Jewish Com-
mittee presented President Kwasniewski with its highest award, the Amer-
ican Liberties Medallion, and the Anti-Defamation League (ADL) gave
him its Distinguished Statesman Award. AJC executive director David
-larris called Kwasniewski "a towering champion of liberty, a steadfast

nder of democracy, a staunch advocate of human rights, a coura-
us protector of memory, and a tireless promoter of mutual under-
ling." Kwasniewski awarded Harris, in turn, the Polish Commander's

Df Merit With Star, one of the highest awards Poland bestows on
ters. Kwasniewski also presented Kalman Sultanik, vice president
World Jewish Congress, with Poland's Commander's Cross of the
of Service.

ictober, Pope Benedict XVI presented Stefan Wilkanowicz, a mem-
the Polish Bishops Conference and former editor-in-chief of the
monthly Znak, with the Oswiçcim Award for the Defense of
Rights, in honor of his involvement in Catholic-Jewish dialogue.

Jowak-Jezioranski, a Polish World War II hero, died in January
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at the age of 91. During the war he fought with the underground resis-
tance, becoming famous as the "courier from Warsaw" who brought news

from Poland to the Polish government-in-exile in London. Afterwards,

he left Poland and worked for Radio Free Europe. A campaigner for bet-

ter Polish-Jewish relations, he visited Poland regularly after the collapse
of communism in 1989, and returned there to live in 2002.

Reuven Zygielbojm, an actor and cultural activist who lectured widely

in Poland about Jewish life before the Holocaust, died in Warsaw in Feb-

ruary at the age of 88. He was the youngest brother of Shmuel Zygiel-
bojm, the representative of the Bund to Poland's World War II
government-in-exile in London, who committed suicide in May 1943 to
draw attention to the world's indifference to the extermination of Polish

Jewry.
Rabbi Cynthia Culpeper, who led services at Warsaw's Reform con-

gregation, Beit Warszawa, died in August, aged 43, of AIDS. She was di-

agnosed with the illness in 1995, soon after being ordained by the Jewish

Theological Seminary in New York. She had been infected with the virus

when she was stuck with a needle while working as a nurse. Culpeper be-

came the first female rabbi to lead religious services in Poland when she
conducted High Holiday services at Beit Warszawa in 2000 (see AJYB

2001, p. 247).

Roman/a

Romania, according to the watchdog agency Transparency Interna-
tional, was the EU candidate-state with the most corruption. In light of

that finding, the EU warned that Romania, hoping to enter that body in

2007, might have to wait another year unless it took serious measures to

remedy the situation. The centrist government that took office in De-

cember 2004 instituted a number of reforms and appointed an anti-

corruption prosecutor.
There were numerous Holocaust commemorations and educational

projects in Romania, a country that was still struggling to acknowledge

and come to terms with its participation in the Shoah. In January, a cer-
emony marked the anniversary of a 1941 pogrom in which local fascists
killed 121 Bucharest Jews and destroyed 1,200 Jewish homes and busi-

nesses. Culture Minister Mona Mosca, diplomats, officials, and members
of the Jewish community attended a commemorative event at which a

message from President Traian Basescu was read out, stating, "I believe
that it is our duty to fellow Jews who lived in those times and to the youth
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of this country to remember what happened then." He urged greater at-
tention to the history of the Holocaust in Romanian schools and uni-
versities so that "remembering the Holocaust should not be limited to a
one-day commemoration."

A few days later, on January 27, a ceremony marking the 60th an-
niversary of the liberation of Auschwitz was held at the Choral Syna-
gogue in Bucharest. President Basescu and other government officials
attended the main international ceremony at Auschwitz itself.

In February, a 50-member delegation from the Conference of Presi-
dents of Major American Jewish Organizations visited Romania (also
Bulgaria, see above, p. 470), and held talks with government officials and
Jewish leaders. A statement from the Conference described the visit as an
opportunity for American Jewry to show appreciation for the two coun-
tries' friendship with the U.S. and Israel. Bulgaria and Romania had re-
cently joined NATO and sent soldiers to Iraq as part of the U.S.-led
coalition. Both also aspired to join the EU in 2007.

The Conference of Presidents group was the first large foreign delega-
tion to meet with top officials of the new centrist government that came
to power in Romania in 2004 pledged to implement democratic reforms
(see AJYB 2005, p. 489). Many of the cabinet ministers were Western-
educated academics, and the foreign minister, 36-year-old Mihai Razvan
Ungureanu, was a scholar of Jewish history who had founded and con-
tinued to direct the Center for Jewish Studies at A.I. Cuza University in
lasi. Prime Minister Calm Popescu Tariceanu told the visiting group that
teaching the "exact knowledge" of the Holocaust was a priority. He
praised the 400-page report issued by an international panel of experts
in November 2004 that documented how Romanian authorities were re-
sponsible for the deaths of 280,000—380,000 Jews and more than 11,000
Roma (Gypsies) during World War II (see AJYB 2005, p. 488). Tariceanu
said he would encourage implementation of legislation enabling the resti-
tution of Jewish communal property.

In March, the Simon Wiesenthal Center announced that, as part of its
Operation Last Chance project, it had identified 15 people whom it hoped
to see prosecuted as suspected Nazi war criminals.

In July, during an official visit to Israel (see below, p. 505), Foreign Min-
ister Ungureanu took part in a conference at the Hebrew University in
Jerusalem called "Face to Face with History: Romania and the Holo-
caust." In his presentation, the minister said "anti-Semitism will never be
tolerated in Romania" and that his country "must establish a society en-
suring equal rights for all its citizens no matter the origin, language, skin
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color or religion." Ungureanu described the activities of various
studies centers in Romania and gave details about Holocaust edu
in the schools. Material on the Holocaust was integrated into the
riculum for grades 8—11, and one-quarter of all high schools also off
an optional course devoted specifically to the Holocaust. He noted
the Ministry of Education, in collaboration with Yad Vashem, hac
veloped programs to train Romanian history teachers in this area.

Romania commemorated its second official Holocaust Remembr
Day on October 10 with ceremonies in Bucharest—attended by Presi
Basescu and Prime Minister Tariceanu—lasi, and other cities. The
was also marked by the publication of the first Romanian teachers' h
book on Jewish history and the Holocaust. There were, in addition
hibits and other events, including the formal inauguration of the
Wiesel Institute for the Study of the Holocaust in Romania, heade
Gen. Mihail lonescu, a military historian who had been vice preside
the international commission that issued the report on the HoIoca
Romania.

In September, the Northern Transylvania Holocaust Memorial
seum was opened in a restored synagogue in the town of Sim1ei
vaniei. The complex included a fully functioning synagogue. The pr
was devised and carried out through the efforts of American architec
designer Adam Wapniak and New York dentist Alex Hecht, who
born nearby and had attended services in the synagogue as a child.

There was continuing concern about anti-Semitism and Holocau
nial among right-wing nationalists. The mainstream media in Sib
acted sharply after articles denying the Shoah were published in two
papers. In September, the Project on Ethnic Relations regional cent
Central, East, and Southeast Europe held a conference in Buchar
discuss the political scope of anti-Semitism.

In May, Parliament passed a tough law making public denial
Holocaust a criminal offense punishable by from six months to five
in jail. The law also banned the erection of monuments to people reg
as having committed crimes against humanity; mandated up to 15
in jail for anyone founding a fascist, racist or xenophobic organi
and outlawed the distribution, sale or manufacture of fascist, n
xenophobic symbols, or possession of such material with an aim
tribute it.

Relations between Romania and Israel were strong, LI11II p

the hundreds of thousands of Israelis of Romanian origin. Ecoi
links grew. Figures cited in June estimated that the total value of
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between Israel and Romania in 2004 was 25 percent higher than in 2003.
The Israeli ambassador in Bucharest, Rodica Radian Gordon, was named
honorary president of the Romanian-Israeli Chamber of Commerce and
Industry.

There were a number of back-and-forth visits by government figures.
Foreign Minister Ungureanu made a six-day visit to Israel and the Pales-
tinian territories in July. He met with senior Israeli and Palestinian offi-
cials as well as with leaders of the Romanian Orthodox Church, and
announced that Romania would open a diplomatic mission in Ramallah.
Israeli foreign minister Silvan Shalom thanked Ungureanu for his gov-
ernment's decision to pull out of the UN Committee on Palestinian
Rights, which had repeatedly adopted anti-Israel resolutions.

Israeli deputy prime minister Ehud Olmert visited Romania at the
head of a delegation that included representatives of more than 20 Israeli
companies active in telecommunications, construction, food, energy, and
other industries. The occasion was the inauguration of an exhibition, "Is-
rael Hi-Tech in Romania 2005."

In July, a Romanian newspaper reported that "hundreds" of Jews who
had left Romania during the communist regime to settle in Israel had ap-
plied to reacquire Romanian citizenship, anticipating Romania's entry
into the EU. In November, the Israeli embassy announced that, with the
support of the Israeli business community in Romania, it was establish-
ing a foundation to promote Jewish and Israeli culture in the country.

In August, Romania and Bulgaria were hit by deadly floods that killed
dozens of people and left thousands homeless. World Jewish Relief, in
partnership with FEDROM (the Federation of Romanian Jewish Com-
munities), JDC, and the Red Cross, sent supplies to Jewish communities
hit hard by the floods, and JDC also coordinated aid to other flood vic-
ims. Officials reported no Jewish casualties but "severe" material dam-
ge, particularly to some of the historic Jewish cemeteries: the chapel and
he watchman's house in the Focsani cemetery were completely destroyed,

Pmetero n Craiova, Tasnad, Tarna Mare, and Targu Ocna were

ewer tnan iu,000 Jews were believed to live in Romania, just under
f of them in Bucharest. About half of Romania's Jews were over age
many living on small fixed incomes or pensions. Some 45 organized

"'ities with more than 30 members and 18 subcommunities
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with fewer than 30 members around the country were
umbrella of FEDROM, the Federation of Romanian Jewish Co
ties. The biggest communities after Bucharest were in Timisoara, ,,
lasi, and Cluj. There were supplementary Jewish schools in 14
communities, as well as 12 branches of OTER, the Jewish youth or
zation, which held regional seminars in lasi and Cluj at the end o
year. There was a summer camp for children in the town of Cristü
was estimated that there were about 3,500 "middle-generation" Ro
ian Jews, and more than 900 of them participated in the activiti
some 25 clubs specifically geared toward their age group aroun
country. Chabad, which operated outside of the FEDROM umbrella
increasingly active.

The JDC provided much of the funding for FEL,lwlvI operat
The organization held its biennial national congress in September to
new leadership and chart policy. Financial concerns were high oi
agenda. Aurel Vainer, who represented Jews in Parliament, was eli
president. Vainer said he wanted to "consolidate and modernize
way FEDROM operated and forge better relations between the ce
organizations in Bucharest and the smaller communities in the provi

Romania had about 800 Jewish cemeteries, 108 of them still in
There were 98 synagogues standing in the country, 54 of them functi
and the other 44 closed or transformed to serve other purposes; 34
listed as historic monuments. Some served as sources of income for F
ROM, which sold or rented out the buildings under the ndition
they not be used as churches or other houses of worship

During Sukkot, several community leaders traveled by :o

ious Transylvanian Jewish communities to help celebrate the hol
The annual Hanukiada, during which Jewish leaders travel from
munity to community, took place during the winter holiday of Han i
Bar mitzvahs were celebrated in several communities, including Bc :o
Arad, and Brasov, where the ceremony, just before the Hi1i 1-mi' I
was the first bar mitzvah in 20 years.

In May, the presidents of the Jewish communities in
Brasov, and Satu Mare, along with FEDROM representatives, tra'
across the border into Hungary for the seventh regional meeting o
Jewish community of Debrecen, Hungary, and neighboring Roma
communities. During the three-day event, Dorel Dorian, editor-in-
of the Romanian Jewish newspaper Jewish Reality, received a lifc
achievement award.

During the year there were a number of conferences
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other meetings on themes of Jewish interest. In February, 33 people took
part in the Neshamah Yehudit seminar on Jews in the contemporary
world, held at Timisu de Sus. About 60 young people from around the
country participated in a seminar on Judaism in the twentieth century,
organized by FEDROM's youth department in the town of Cristian. An-
other youth meeting, Black Sea Gesher, brought together about 140
young people from Romania, Russia, Turkey, Bulgaria, and Ukraine at
the Romanian Black Sea resort of Mamaia.

In June, the Bishopric of Moldavia and Bukovina cooperated with
FEDROM in organizing a second interreligious symposium in lasi; the
State Secretariat for Religions and the Israeli embassy provided support
for the event. In November, an international conference on Jewish music
took place in Cluj, sponsored by the Moshe Carmilly Institute for Ju-
daism and Jewish History at Babes Bolyai University. About 30 Roman-
ian Jews were involved in a community leadership seminar organized in
Budapest by the JDC in collaboration with the Pittsburg Jewish Federa-
tion. Among the Jewish cultural events were concerts, exhibitions, festi-
vals, and theater performances. A number of books on Jewish themes or
by Jewish authors were published. The community's publishing house,
HaSefer, had a stand at the Bucharest International Book Fair, held in
June. Among other titles, HaSefer released an updated version of its en-
cyclopedic volume, The Contribution of the Romanian Jews to Culture and
Civilization.

In August, several Jewish musical groups took part in the Proetnica fes-
tival in Sighisoara. In October, the fourth Avram Goldfaden International
Jewish Theater Festival took place in lasi. During this four-day event,
loan Holender, director of the Vienna Opera, received an honorary doc-
torate from the George Enescu University of Music. At a December cer-
emony at Bucharest's Choral Synagogue, the Judaica-Moses Gaster
Jewish Cultural Institute was formtlly reactivated more than 50 years
after it was abolished by the communist regime.

Serbia and Mon tenegro

Serbia and Montenegro were partners in a federal union whose presi-
dent, Svetozar Marovic of Montenegro, also headed the council of min-
isters, which was composed of three ministers from Serbia and three
from Montenegro. Prime Minister Vojislav Kostunica headed a minority
government in Serbia.

Relations with Israel moved forward. Marovic visited Israel in March,
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where he was one of dozens of V1Ps taking part in the opening of the
newly revamped Yad Vashem Holocaust museum. Belgrade mayor Nenad
Bogdanovic participated in a mayors' conference in Jerusalem in April.
Israel's independence Day was marked by a gala concert organized by the
israeli embassy in one of Belgrade's most prestigious concert halls. The
concert, which featured two Israeli artists accompanied by the Belgrade
Philharmonic, received broad media attention and was attended by nu-
merous dignitaries including President Marovic. In July, the Committee
for Foreign Relations of the Serbian National Assembly established a
Serbian-Israeli Friendship Group.

Serbian President Boris Tadic visited Israel in November. Talks focused
on bilateral issues, in particular economic cooperation. In an interview
with Ha'aretz, Tadic said that Israeli investments in Serbia and Mon-
tenegro, amounting to some 300 million euros, "can and should" increase
over time to $1 billion. The key investment sectors included real estate,
construction, communications, and food and agriculture. Several Israeli
companies were building residential and office buildings as well as com-
mercial centers, mostly in Belgrade.

Tadic also foresaw security and military cooperation. "The Serbian
army is about to undergo a reform so that it will become a modern army,"
he said, "and we believe that there is a great deal of opportunity for Is-
raeli activity on this issue, and for cooperation between the two coun-
tries." He preferred to see joint ventures between Israeli and Serbian
defense industries rather that outright purchases from Israel. Areas of in-
terest included the training of Serbian army units and the upgrading of
the country's military aircraft. Serbia was "particularly interested," Tadic
said, in Israeli equipment that could be used to secure borders and fight
terrorism.

About 3,000 Jews lived in Serbia and Montenegro out of a total pop-
ulation of some eight million. At least two-thirds lived in the capital, Bel-
grade, with smaller communities in several other towns. The communities
operated under the umbrella of the Federation of Jewish Communities
in Serbia and Montenegro. Most Serbian Jews were secular and many
were intermarried or the children of mixed marriages. Jewish communi-
ties experienced a variety of internal conflicts fueled by politics and per-
sonal animosity that hampered activities and decision-making. At the end
of February, an extraordinary assembly of the Belgrade Jewish commu-
nity fired its lay leadership and board. At a subsequent meeting it elected
Raka Levi the new community president. The Jewish community of Sub-
otica, long plagued by factional splits, elected a new president, the lawyer
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Robert Sabados, in May. During the year there were various contacts be-
tween the community in Subotica and that in Szeged, Hungary, just
across the border.

Rabbi Cadik Danon, one of the leading Jewish figures of postwar Yu-
goslavia, died at the end of February. Born in Sarajevo in 1918, Danon
served as rabbi in Kosovo and in Split before the outbreak of World War
II. During the war he was an anti-Nazi partisan. After living in Israel for
several years, Danon returned to Belgrade, where he served as a senior
diplomat in the Foreign Ministry. After his retirement Danon once again
took up service as a rabbi, and for years was the only rabbi in all of what
was then Yugoslavia. He retired from full-time duties in the 1990s, when
Rabbi Yitzhak Asiel arrived to serve in Belgrade.

Despite financial constraints, Jewish communities sponsored a range
of activities. These included clubs, communal holiday celebrations, edu-
cational programs, and welfare operations. A number of commemorative
ceremonies marked Holocaust anniversaries.

In January, the newly renovated premises of the Jewish youth club—
featuring an Internet café, offices, and a function room—opened in the
Belgrade synagogue complex. In September, the Belgrade Jewish com-
munity inaugurated a new kosher kitchen serving needy Holocaust sur-
vivors and other members of the community. Set up in the renovated
social hall of the synagogue, it also was the headquarters for a meals-on-
wheels program. Funding came from a variety of sources, including the
Italian Fund for Holocaust Victims, the Claims Conference, World Jew-
ish Relief, and a private American donor. The JDC served as coordina-
tor and fund-raiser for the project. In July, the wall surrounding the
synagogue complex, long in disrepair, collapsed soon after a special out-
door celebration that had drawn about 150 people. The site remained
under police protection while community leaders launched a drive to
raise money to repair it.

"Hanukkah caravans" of Jewish dance groups, singers, and members
of Jewish youth groups traveled around Serbia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, and
Croatia during the December holiday, bringing public festive programs
to Jewish communities in the three countries that also involved Jews from
scattered towns nearby. As part of these events, the Jewish community
of Sombor and the mayor played host to the first joint celebration of
Hanukkah by Jews from Serbia and Croatia.

There was concern during they year about a rise in manifestations of
anti-Semitism. At the end of February, Aca Singer, president of the Fed-
eration of Jewish Communities, denounced a growing climate of intol-
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erance. He noted the appearance of anti-Semitic publications, gidIIlLi,
tures, and public appearances by religious extremists, and said that he:
received hate mail demanding that Jews leave Serbia.

In March, graffiti and posters targeting Jews—as well as the lib
radio and Internet broadcaster B92 and two human rights groups—
peared in Belgrade on walls near the Jewish cemetery and elsewhere.'
posters showed the logo of B92 inside the Star of David, with capti
saying that B92 was a product of global Jewry aimed at striking a "f
blow" against Serbia. The posters were signed by a group calling itself
tional Order.

In addition, an extremist Web site published the names anu auu e
of prominent Serbian Jews, and tabloids carried attacks again
Supreme Court judge whose mother was Jewish. Government offic
Serbian Orthodox Church leaders, and other prominent figures
demned the incidents in the strongest terms. Singer and Deputy Pt
Minister Miroljub Labus said they believed the campaign was an
chestrated action." Three men were arrested, tried, and jailed for
days for placing the posters. At the end of March, following a rn e
with Israeli ambassador Yafa Ben Ar Serbia-Montenegro presider:
tozar Marovic called for "new legislative initiatives to iirevnt infi- ji

incidents."
There was also concern, as in other countries, about 1

activity, including hate concerts. In June, skinheads hurled tear gas
ple attending a meeting in Belgrade of the Women in Black organiza
and shouted at them to "go to Israel and not dirty Belgrade." On the s
day, anti-Semitic slogans were found on buildings in the town of Sr
erevo. In July, the Serbian branch of the neo-Nazi group Blood
Honor celebrated its tenth anniversary in a restaurant near Novi
Skinheads from other countries joined in, and there were performa
by skinhead bands from Britain and Slovakia. These concerns were
cussed in November, at a conference at the Belgrade Media Center t
"The New Serbian Right Wing and Anti-Semitism."

Property restitution remained an unresolved issue. jews in ,ciu a
Montenegro, as well as those living elsewhere in the former Yugo L
sought to document, research, claim, and manage communal pr
that had been seized or nationalized by the state. Although Ma i
and Croatia had implemented restitution procedures, this was not tne
in Bosnia-Herzegovina or Serbia-Montenegro. In February, abo
representatives from Jewish communities in all parts of the former
goslavia except Slovenia held a training seminar in Belgrade on all asi
of the restitution and property-management process. During the yeai
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guviiiment paid compensation for property that had been owned
Vorld War II by the Belgrade publisher Jovan Vig. The money
his daughter, Judit Liran, who lived in Israel.
rous cultural and educational events took place throughout the
Ld a number of Jewish-themed books were published. Among
as How We Survived, an English translation of part of a two-
:dition of Holocaust memoirs by survivors, previously published

an, funded by a survivor who now lived abroad. Other books in-
lewish Portraits in the Works of Ivo Andric by Dorde Vid Toma-

iid The Way It Used to Be by Paulina Lebl Albala.
Belgrade Jewish community took part in the annual European Day

vish Culture on September 4. Events included tours of the Jewish
rical Museum and of sites of Jewish interest in Belgrade, including
wish cemetery, the old Jewish neighborhood of Dorcol, and the area
inding the Belgrade fairgrounds, where Jews were held prisoner

the Shoah. There was also a children's workshop and an art ex-
Educational programs throughout the year included "text-

ered" outreach by Rabbi Asiel, as well as regular courses in outlying
ii inities and weekend study retreats led by graduates and lecturers

1 i StnkhnIm-based Paideia Jewish Studies Institute.

2

t] uuu ii iiati joined the EU in 2004, Slovakia had not yet linked its
x y to the euro. Such a step could only occur once the country ful-
certain economic conditions, most importantly lowering its infla-
rate, budget deficit, and national debt. EU figures released in
mber noted that while Slovakia had met the inflation and debt tar-
its deficit was still too high. Even so, in anticipation of the euro link-
lovakia officially approved the design for its first euro-based coin.
ebruary, Slovakia hosted a meeting between U.S. president George
sh and Russian president Vladimir Putin. While he was in the coun-
ush honored Alexander Bachnar, 86, who commanded a Jewish
n unit during World War II that took part in an uprising at a
abor camp.
kia's known Jews numbered about 3,000, about 600 of them reg-
vith the community in the capital, Bratislava, which maintained
ge home and other welfare services for the elderly. Baruch Myers,
rican-born Chabad rabbi, served the community and led regular

ii a kindergarten and summer camp that admitted only
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children who were Jewish according to Orthodox Jewish law, regardless
of whether or not their parents identified as Jews. Most of the commu-
nity was nonobservant and many members were intermarried or the chil-
dren of mixed marriages, so that this admissions policy denied access to
the children of some of them, creating a degree of dissatisfaction with
what they saw as Myers's rigidity.

Kosice, in eastern Slovakia, was the second largest community, with
about 500 Jews. It did not have an ordained rabbi, but a local layman,
Yossi Steiner, fulfilled the function and oversaw religious life. Kosice had
an active women's group, Ester, which ran cultural and educational pro-
grams for Jews and non-Jews. In September, Sary Winkowski, president
of the International Council of Jewish Women, visited Kosice.

Slovakia took part in the annual European Day of Jewish Culture on
September 4. Among the events was a concert by the local Pressburger
Klezmer Band on Bratislava's main square, attended by about 1,000 peo-
ple. This performance kicked off a seven-concert tour by the band around
Slovakia. In the small town of Samorin, the At Home Gallery, located
in a former synagogue, staged a well-attended concert of contemporary
music.

Although authorities announced that the number of racially motivated
crimes had dropped from more than 100 in 2002 to 69 in 2005, there was
concern during the year about skinhead and neo-Nazi activity, including
a number of episodes of vandalism at Jewish sites around the country.
The interior minister announced the institution of tougher laws against
such crimes in December.

One of the most serious incidents took place in June, when three glass
panels at the entrance to the underground Chatam Sofer mausoleum, a
major Jewish landmark in Bratislava, were broken, causing about $3,000
in damages. Peter Salner, head of the Bratislava Jewish community, said
he thought the breakage was most likely caused by children playing
nearby and not by anti-Semites. In the spring, swastikas were found
scrawled in two Slovak towns, and in the summer, vandals damaged
tombstones in several Jewish cemeteries, including the one in Michalovce.
A new Holocaust memorial in Rimavska Sobota was defaced by scrawled
slogans denying the Holocaust, and a nearby cemetery was vandalized.

In January, Slovakia's Jewish community protested a move to rescind
a 2001 law punishing Holocaust denial with up to three years in prison.

The Justice Ministry had proposed the change, arguing that the law lim
ited freedom of speech. In February, Slovakia's parliament rejected any
change in the law.

During a two-day official visit to Israel in March, President Ivan Gas-
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parovic attended the opening of the new Yad Vashem Holocaust museum.
In October, authorities in the town of Topolcany issued an official apol-
ogy for a pogrom that was carried out against the survivor Jewish com-
munity there after the end of World War II. The attack, on September
25, 1945, was sparked by rumors that a Jewish doctor had vaccinated chil-
dren with poison. About 50 Jews were injured.

Slovakia marked its Holocaust Memorial Day on September 9 with the
inauguration of the country's first permanent exhibition devoted solely
to the Holocaust, located in the synagogue in the town of Nitra. Serving
as a memorial to the 70,000 Slovak Jews killed during World War II, it
included hundreds of documents, photographs, video recordings, and
personal items donated by survivors. Clear panels listed the names of
those who were killed.

In October, the tiny Jewish community in the eastern city of Presov
protested the action of regional authorities who granted a posthumous
award to Bishop Jan Vojta, who was persecuted by the communist regime
after the war. Jewish leaders pointed out that he had been president of
the State Council in the wartime fascist Slovak government, and was
therefore directly involved in deporting Jews to death camps.

In the fall, in accordance with a Holocaust compensation-fund agree-
ment devised by the government in 2002, Slovakia began issuing pay-
ments to Jews for property seized between 1938 and 1945. Some 1,400
applications for compensation had arrived, mostly from heirs in the U.S.
and Israel. Of these, 350 were accepted, 400 rejected, and the rest were
pending. Compensation ranged from $1,117 to $3,100 per claim.

In December, a Munich court acquitted Ladislav Niznansky, 88, of hav-
ing collaborated with Nazi Germany in ordering the execution of 164
civilians, including 18 Jews, in Slovakia in 1945. Niznansky, who moved
to Germany after the war, had already been tried and convicted in ab-
sentia by a Czechoslovak court in 1962.

At the end of the year, Slovakia's National Memory Institute, as part
of a project titled "The Destiny of Slovak Jews during the Years
1939—45," began making public previously secret documents of the
wartime fascist Slovak government. The first step was the posting on its
Web site, www.upn.gov.sk, of information about some 10,000 Jewish
companies that were liquidated by the fascist regime in 1941 —42. it next
planned to post detailed information about each of the Slovak Jews per-
secuted by the state during the war.

RUTH ELLEN GRUBER
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RUSSIAN FEDERATION

In 2005, Russia, the most important nation of the former Soviet Union,

continued to move in the direction of greater centralization of political

and economic power. The Kremlin appeared intent on solidifying a sys-

tern of single-party hegemony and state-controlled capitalism that both
encouraged aggressive foreign-policy adventurism and stifled economic

dynamism.
Freedom House downgraded Russia's rating to "not free," due to the

"virtual elimination of influential political opposition parties within the

country and the further concentration of executive power." The country's
judiciary suffered from a lack of independence and the selective use of

judicial power for political or other purposes. Corruption was wide.

spread, particularly in law enforcement, and government domination of

the airwaves impinged on freedom of the press.
In late November, a government-sponsored bill sailed through the

State Duma, the lower house of parliament, setting tight controls over
nongovernmental organizations (NGOs). It banned the use of foreign
funds by Russian NGOs and made it illegal for foreigners to fund any po-

litical activity in Russia. Liberal sectors of society, the human-rights

community, and the Council of Europe expressed dismay, fearing the be-

ginning of a government plan to strangle Russian civil society. In De-

cember, President Putin promised to introduce amendments to soften the

bill's impact. Russian Jewish groups receiving much of their funding from

overseas could be affected, although they cautiously suggested that the
law may not apply to them since they were not involved in political

activity.
The most important election during 2005 occurred on December 4, for

Moscow's municipal legislature. United Russia, the pro-Kremlin party,
won comfortably, securing 28 out of 35 seats. Other parties complained
about the difficulties they had in campaigning against a party whose

leader, Mayor Yuri Luzhkov, a close Putin ally, controlled the city. United

Russia spent many times more money than allowed by the official fund-

ing limits, and its messages dominated the airwaves and billboards in the

514
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Russian capital. Critics denounced the vote as undemocratic, providing
further evidence of the slide toward authoritarianism. The Moscow elec-
tion drew enormous attention in the Russian media, and was seen as a
potential dress rehearsal for the parliamentary election of 2007 and the
presidential election of 2008.

The war in Chechnya and occasional outbursts of violence in neigh-
boring republics of the Northern Caucasus continued to plague Russia.
The Kremlin considered these regional conflicts part of the war against
terrorism, linking them to the U.S-led wars in Afghanistan and in Iraq.
But critics of President Vladimir Putin worried that security measures
taken to quell the violence could further increase the state's authority and
erode the individual rights and democratic institutions that had already
been seriously limited in the last few years. In March, Chechen separatist
leader Aslan Maskhadov was killed by Russian forces.

In May, billionaire Mikhail Khodorkovsky, the former boss of the
Yukos oil company (who is of Jewish extraction) was sentenced to nine
years in prison for alleged tax evasion and fraud. The sentencing was
widely seen as politically motivated, because of Khodorkovsky's previ-
ous independence from the Kremlin administration and his rumored
political aspirations. Khodorkovsky appealed, but succeeded only in hav-
ing the sentence cut by a year. He was sent to serve it in a Siberian penal
colony.

The U.S. and other Western powers continued to engage Russia as a
key partner in the war on terrorism and as a member of the G-8 club of
the world's leading industrial nations, despite worries about the erosion
of democracy in the country. On February 24, U.S. president George W.
Bush met with Putin in Bratislava, Slovakia, called him a friend and a
partner, and urged the Russian leader not to turn the clock back on de-
mocratic reforms. Putin said Russia remained committed to the funda-
mental principles of democracy. He declared that democracy was Russia's
"final choice, and we have no way back."

In September, Russia and Germany signed a major deal to build a gas
pipeline under the Baltic Sea between the two countries. When com-
pleted, the project was expected further to solidify Moscow's role as the
key gas supplier to Germany and some other EU nations. Regionally,
Putin used Russia's position as a leading energy supplier to assert polit-
ical leverage with Belarus and sought to do so with Ukraine as well, so
as to prevent it from forging closer relations with NATO and the West.
Georgia, also eager to develop Western ties, experienced countervailing
pressure from Russia in the form of territorial demands.
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UKRAINE

In Ukraine, criticism of President Viktor Yushchenko's pro-Western

team intensified amid impatience over the pace of reforms. Yushchenko

had come to power on a wave of popular protests in late 2004 over a
rigged vote count in the presidential election (see AJYB 2005, P. 501). He

pledged to fight the corruption that had become notorious during the
tenure of his predecessor, Leonid Kuchma. In September, Yushchenko's

cabinet was itself shaken by corruption charges, and the government
had to resign. Among those implicated and forced out was Petro Poro-

shenko, head of the Security and Defense Council, who is of Jewish de-

scent. The involvement of Poroshenko and others of Jewish background

in several high-profile scandals did not lead to any significant anti-Semitic

reaction.
In 2005, Ukraine "graduated" from the Jackson-Vanik Amendment,

the legislation passed by the U.S. in 1974 predicating American trade re-

lations with the Soviet Union on freedom of emigration. The Ukrainian

Jewish community hoped that with this divisive issue out of the way,

Ukraine would begin to deal with the problems of anti-Semitism and

xenophobia in a meaningful way, and also set up a procedure for the resti-

tution of Jewish communal properties confiscated during the Soviet era.

Neither issue was addressed during 2005.

BELARUS

Belarus slid deeper into authoritarianism during 2005 as the repressive
regime of Alexander Lukashenko isolated the country from most of its

European neighbors. Parliamentary elections took place in October, but

the results were a foregone conclusion as the opposition was virtually

banned from participating. Concurrently, a referendum was passed al-

lowing Lukashenko, Belarus's president for the last 12 years, unlimited

further terms. His third term was to expire in 2006. The regime contin-

ued to dominate the country's media and retained its nearly unlimited

control over all sectors of public life.
At the same time, the Belarusian government enjoyed wide popular

support because living standards, while meager, were stable. The coun-

try's economic stability was mainly due to Lukashenko's good relations

with Russia, which sold energy supplies to Minsk at below-market

prices.
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ZERBAIJAN

In the Caucasus region, Azerbaijan was gaining additional impor-
tance as new oil and gas riches were discovered in this country's sector
of the Caspian basin. A pipeline was completed that bypassed both Iran
and Russia and could transport Azeri and Central Asian oil and gas
from Baku via Turkey to Western European markets, and potentially
to Israel.

Most recently, Azerbaijan became a U.S. partner in the war against
terror, sending small troop contingents to Afghanistan and Iraq, and
providing NATO aircraft a corridor and landing rights on its terri-
tory.

Azerbaijan's parliamentary elections in November fell short of the
standards of democracy, and the Baku regime was criticized by the Or-

ization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) for its treat-
of political dissent both before and after the vote.

ne Central Asian states, the political scene was marked in recent
by setbacks for democracy. Even so, these nations remained re-

;ed players in the international arena either as part of the fight
t global terrorism, as in the case of Uzbekistan, or as important
s in the gas and oil markets, as in the cases of Turkmenistan and
istan.
zbekistan, the authoritarian regime of President Islam Karimov
nother wave of popular protests, which it routinely blamed on ex-
groups and Islamic militants. The U.S. and other Western coun-
re disturbed by reports from the town of Andijan in May that
ent troops had fired on unarmed protestors after they attacked
and freed people they said had been unfairly jailed by the gov-
Hundreds died, but Uzbekistan refused to let international ob-

n to assess the situation and count the exact number of civilian
Thus the official number of casualties, given by the government,
times less than that reported by Western media and human-rights

ristan, President Nursultan Nazarbayev, the country's leader
vas reelected for a fifth term in December 2005. The election
ned by the OSCE as falling short of international democra-

ASIAN REPUBLICS
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tic standards. In Kyrgyzstan, a revolution in late March toppled the

regime of President Askar Akayev, who had led the nation since its in.

dependence in 1991. Despite initial fears, members of the small Jewish

community were largely unaffected by the change, although there was

considerable worry about the possible economic consequences and the

potential for the rise of radical Islam.

Israel and the Middle East

Russian-Israeli relations retained their overall positive vector in 2005,

despite Russia's decision in 2004 to sell antiaircraft missiles to Syria and

its agreement in February 2005 with Iran on nuclear cooperation. Both

Israel and the U.S. had long suspected Russia of providing technology

and expertise to help Iran develop a nuclear-weapons program, but Rus-

sia sought to ally these fears. Under the terms of the deal with Iran, Rus-

sia would supply nuclear fuel to a power plant in Bushehr, in southern

Iran, and the spent fuel rods would be returned to Russia, insuring that

they would not be used for the production of nuclear weapons.
Russia's steps to help Syria and Iran were widely viewed as elements

in a strategy to restore Russian influence in the Middle East, which had

declined greatly since the breakup of the USSR. Another indication of

this purpose was Moscow's hosting of a visit by Palestinian Authority

president Mahmoud Abbas in early February.

In late April, President Putin became the first Russian leader since the

downfall of communism to pay an official visit to Israel. While he was

there, Putin refused to back down on the missile deal with Damascus, in-

sisting that the sale would not harm Israel. Israeli officials, however, re-

mained skeptical, pointing out that Syria could easily transfer the missiles

to terrorist groups such as Hezballah. Putin also called on Iran to "aban-

don all technology to create a full nuclear cycle and also not obstruct their

nuclear sites from international control," and announced Russian support

for Egypt's bid for a permanent seat on the UN Security Council. Meet-

ing with Abbas in Ramallah, Putin called for strengthening the role of

the "Quartet" ( of which Russia was a member, along with the U.S., the

UN, and the EU) in mediating the Israeli-Palestinian dispute
Ukrainian president Viktor Yushchenko canceled a visit to Israel that

had been planned for the summer of 2005. His office attributed the can-

cellation to a scheduling conflict, but some observers speculated that it

stemmed from Kiev's desire not to irritate Iran, with which Ukraine was

negotiating arms sales.
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Anti-Semitism and Extremism

With the collapse of the USSR, governmental anti-Semitism, includ-
ing policies directed against Jewish interests, ceased in the former Soviet
republics. Nevertheless, anti-Semitic acts by hooligans and extremist
groups were frequent occurrences. Government officials were not always
sympathetic to the victims, and sometimes exhibited anti-Jewish atti-
tudes themselves.

RUSSIAN FEDERATION

In Russia, the Jewish community and human-rights groups expressed
concern about xenophobia and anti-Semitism in 2005. They did ac-
knowledge, however, that in some of Russia's regions law-enforcement au-
thorities were more responsive than before, and were, in some cases,
seeking to enforce Article 282 of the criminal code, which prohibited the

ement of ethnic and religious hatred. The change was attributable,
aps. to President Putin's denunciations of anti-Semitism and ex-

Even so, all too often the authorities downplayed or altogether
ne problem.

ianuary 27, speaking at the international conference in Poland
ig the 60th anniversary of the liberation of the Auschwitz con-

ion camp, Putin said that "even in Russia, which did the most for
'ictory over fascism, for the liberation of Jews, today we often see the

stations of this disease. We are ashamed of that." In a meeting in
with Berel Lazar, one of Russia's two chief rabbis, Putin said the
ent was going to continue its struggle against anti-Semitism.

iuring his visit to Israel in April, Putin again spoke strongly, this
opposing not just anti-Semitism but also ultranationalism, xeno-
a, and religious hatred.

rding to the Moscow Bureau on Human Rights (MBHR), some
Russians were members of neo-Nazi skinhead groups. About
pieces of anti-Semitic literature were printed in Russia during

ncluding Russian translations of Mein Kampf and the Protocols
Elders of Zion. There were 25 racially motivated murders in Rus-
005 (as compared to 44 in 2004), and at least 200 attacks against
1"ls on the basis of race, ethnicity or religion, reported the

tmnesty International counted 28 people murdered for racial
nd 366 assaulted in 2005. The victims tended to be foreigners
and Africa, and also members of non-Russian ethnic groups
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who were citizens of Russia or of the other former Soviet republics, par-
ticularly Roma (Gypsies), Jews, and people from the North Caucasus.

The year began with a number of attacks on synagogues. In January,

unknown arsonists set fire to the synagogue in the village of Saltykovka,

not far from Moscow.
The Shamir Synagogue, located on a residential block in southeastern

Moscow, was also attacked, witnesses reporting that six young people
walked in and declared that they had come "to beat Jews." Police arrived

and prevented violence, but in February, a swastika and anti-Jewish slo-

gans were spray-painted on the doors of that synagogue, and the same
thing happened around the same time to the fence surrounding the syn-

agogue in Saltykovka.
In January, an anti-Semitic letter was sent to the public prosecutor-

general of Russia urging an investigation of Jewish religious organiza-

tions that were "extremist." Signed by some 5,000 "Russian Orthodox

believers," including 20 Duma deputies, the letter charged that Jewish

bodies guided by "the morals of the Shulkhan Aruch" (the code of prac-

tical Jewish law) were offensive to Orthodox Christians. If there were Jew-

ish groups that practiced such "morals," not only should they be closed

down, the letter argued, but no one sharing their anti-Christian point of

view should be employed by the government or the mass media.

The letter generated great anxiety in the Jewish community as well as

headlines in the Russian and foreign press, and provoked an impassioned

public debate about anti-Semitism and the place of Jews in Russian so-

ciety. In March, about two weeks after the Russian Jewish Congress

began legal proceedings against the signatories of the letter for inciting

ethnic and religious strife under article 282 of the criminal code, a sec-

ond letter surfaced repeating the same charges and calling for an outright

ban on Jewish religious organizations. Most of the names of the Duma

members who signed the first letter were absent from the second.
Prosecutors in both Moscow and St. Petersburg declined to take ac-

tion against the signatories of either letter, on the grounds that these writ-

ings did not call for action against any faith, race, or ethnic group. The

decision was strongly criticized by the Jewish community. Rabbi Betel

Lazar, one of the chief rabbis, said that if the prosecutors "do not see any

signs of extremist propaganda in the demand to ban one of Russia's tra-

ditional religions, this is a very dangerous development that can not only

have a devastating effect on interfaith and interethnic peace in the coun-

try but also on the relations between Russia and the outside world."

In May, Mikahil Nazarov, a prolific anti-Semitic writer, circulated an
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article on the Internet accusing Jews of killing five boys, aged 9—11, in
the city of Krasnoyarsk, Siberia. They had disappeared on April 16, a
week before the start of Passover, a coincidence that led Nazarov to raise
the specter of ritual murder. Their charred remains were found in May,
in a disused drainage system in the city. The case received nationwide
media coverage, and Russian Jewish leaders and human-rights activists
called on the prosecutors to start a criminal investigation of Nazarov for
resurrecting the ancient blood libel. Once again, no action was taken.

Also in May, vandals spray-painted red swastikas on 26 tombstones in
a Jewish cemetery in the city of Kazan, the capital of Tatarstan, a pre-
dominantly Muslim Russian autonomous republic in the Volga region.
Local law-enforcement agencies described the incident as a hate crime and
opened an investigation. In a rare sign of solidarity with the Jewish com-
munity, the Kazan city council issued a statement condemning the attack,
which it called "a serious emotional trauma for all citizens."

Two incidents of cemetery desecration occurred in St. Petersburg
within two weeks of each other, in June, resulting in more than 100 head-
stones destroyed or seriously damaged. The Jewish community described
police actions to investigate the crimes and to protect the cemetery as in-
adequate.

On July 21, a Moscow court sentenced Dmitry Rozanov to four years
and Andrei Maksin to 18 months for an attack on two rabbis, Alexander
Lakshin and Elia Fomiuk, on January 14. The two were found guilty of
physical assault and hooliganism but not of a hate crime, since the de-
fendants, according to the court, were "unaware of the ethnic belonging
of the victims."

On November 4, more than 1,000 ultranationalists marched through
central Moscow with xenophobic and anti-Semitic banners to mark a new
national holiday, the Day of People's Unity, created in 2004 after the par-
liament scrapped the old November 7 public holiday marking the 1917
Bolshevik uprising. The date of the new holiday, recalling the end of Pol-
ish occupation in 1612, was celebrated in 2005 for the first time. The
Moscow demonstrators used the occasion to chant, "Russia against oc-
cupiers!" and "Russia for Russians!" Many sported swastikas and gave
the Nazi salute. Despite requests from leaders of the Jewish community
to denounce the march, city officials remained silent. Then, in Decem-
ber, the mayor's office banned a counterdemonstration proposed by lib-
erals, human-rights advocates, and Jewish activists.

It had become common for extremist rhetoric to peak during political
campaigns, and the election for the Moscow municipal legislature in De-
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cember was no exception. While explicit anti-Semitic comments were

rare, statements derogatory of non-Russians were common. Several par-

ties called for restricting the entry of "foreigners" into Moscow, includ-

ing the oddly named Liberal Democratic Party of Vladimir Zhirinovsky
and the Communist Party. One slate, the Motherland Party, was dis-

qualified from the race by the election committee days before the vote for

running campaign videos that targeted dark-skinned immigrants.

UKRAINE

Even before his inauguration in January, Ukrainian president Viktor

Yushchenko made a number of public statements condemning anti-

Semitism. Nevertheless, Jewish leaders believed that the authorities were

not doing enough to combat manifestations of anti-Semitism in the
press—even though incitement to racial or religious hatred was a crime

under Ukrainian law—and repeatedly called for a tougher government

stand.
A major source of anti-Semitic propaganda and activity in Ukraine was

a private university located in the capital city, Kiev, called the Interre-

gional Academy for Personnel Management, better known under its
Ukrainian acronym MAUP. It published several periodicals containing

anti-Jewish and anti-Zionist articles, and ran a number of academic con-

ferences with similar themes. The Jewish community feared that MAUP

was contributing toward an atmosphere tolerant of anti-Semitism that
could prove particularly dangerous as the country geared up for parlia-

mentary elections scheduled for the spring of 2006.
In April, a letter signed by 100 public figures, including two Ukrain-

ian lawmakers, called on government authorities to investigate the activ-

ities of the Jewish organizations in Ukraine, which, the letter claimed,

were responsible for undermining the nation's independence and de-

stroying its national character, and to strip leaders of "organized Jewry"

of all Ukrainian state awards they had received from the former presi-

dent, Leonid Kuchma. The letter—which bore a certain similarity to
those circulated in Russia earlier in the year—was sent to President

Yushchenko, the speaker of the Verkhovna Rada (the country's parlia-

ment), and the chairman of the Supreme Court. It was widely believed

to be the work of Georgy Schyokin, who headed the MAUP. Ukrainian
officials and law-enforcement agencies did not react to the letter, despite

calls from Jewish leaders to bring its authors to justice for fanning eth-

nic and religious strife.
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BELARUS

In Belarus too, local Jewish leaders criticized the government for not
doing enough to counter anti-Jewish expressions and activities, includ-
ing several acts of vandalism in Jewish cemeteries and Holocaust-related
sites around the country. Anti-Semitic publications continued to be sold
openly at many locations, including stores that sold Orthodox Christian
literature. The Belarusian Exarchate of the Russian Orthodox Church,
the nation's leading religious body, was believed to be among the major
purveyors and backers of the anti-Semitic publications.

The Jewish community also charged that the government was eager to
minimize or conceal the extent of the Jewish contribution to the history
and culture of a country that, under its pre-twentieth-century name White
Russia, part of Czarist Russia, had one of the largest and most vibrant
Jewish communities in Europe. A symptom of this policy was the neglect
and disrespect displayed toward former Jewish burial sites, many of them
dating back centuries.

dews were ueepiy disappointed over a decision made in March by the
Prosecutor General's Office of Lithuania to terminate a probe into anti-
Semitic articles published in the Respublika daily. -

In April, Mindaugas Murza, a councilman in the town of Siauliai,
ithuania, and formerly the leading local figure in the National Demo-
ratic Party there, held the founding assembly of a new National Work-

party. In his remarks, Murza proclaimed that a fight "against world
was one of the principal goals of the party. Prime Minister Al-
)razauskas denounced Murzas's declaration as "a rude breach
human rights and a crime against democracy," and demanded that
ion be found to address "the legality of the activities of such p0-
organizations, which incite national enmity." Police confiscated
puter hard drives of Murza and some of his colleagues, and he
primanded by the government of his province. Murza nevertheless
ued to serve as a councilman, and vowed to go on with his ultra-
alist political activism.

January, prosecutors in Armenia opened a hate-crimes case against
Avetisyan, leader of the extreme nationalist Armenian-Aryan
vho had been a major source of anti-Semitic propaganda in this

one occasion called the Jewish community "the
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threat to the stability" of any country. Avetisyan was given a three-year
suspended sentence for violating the hate-speech laws.

In the Central Asian republics that were predominantly Muslim, the

leaders—including the authoritarian president of Turkmenistan,
Saparmurat Niyazov, and Uzbekistan strongman Islam Karimov—
continued to demonstrate tolerant attitudes toward Jews, and anti-

Semitism was hardly a problem. The anti-American and anti-Semitic
propaganda leaflets that occasionally appeared in the region were at-
tributed to the underground Islamic radical organization Hizb ut-Tahrir,

which was banned in most of these republics. The group's leaders offi-

cially claimed to advocate the imposition of sharia, Islamic law, through

nonviolent means, but experts described the movement's ideology as in-

herently violent, and the Uzbek government in particular accused Hizb

ut-Tahrir members of participating in terrorist acts.

Holocaust-Related Developments

In 2005, the most pressing issue emanating from the crimes of the

Holocaust era emerged in Estonia and Ukraine: the attempted rehabili-

tation of Nazi collaborators. In these states, as in others in the region,

the Nazi destruction of the Jews during World War II was carried outwith

the help of local residents. Many Estonians and Ukrainians, however,
viewed these collaborators as national heroes, freedom fighters against

the Soviet Union, which had controlled their territory before the warand

then retook it after the Nazi defeat.
Since the downfall of communism and the reemergence of an inde-

pendent Estonia in 1991, honors had been bestowed on a numberof Es-

tonians who had fought alongside Nazi Germany against the Red Army.
When complaints were registered by antifascists and Jews, Estonians

tended to reject them as illegitimate attempts to blacken the country's rep-
utation. Despite Estonia's recent entry into the EU, its government did

little to curtail the activities of the Nazi veterans groups, preferring not

to speak out on the matter.
In April, media reports indicated that the government was going to

erect a monument to the men who fought for the Germans, but Estonian

officials denied any such plan. At the same time, Prime Minister Andrus

Ansip called for reconciliation in Estonian society. In May, however, a
monument honoring Estonian Nazi SS servicemen was unveiled next to

the memorial to Red Army soldiers killed while fighting the Nazis in
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mm, ui1try's capital, in 1944. The construction was reportedly
ned out entirely with private funds.
)n July 6, Estonian veterans of the Nazi Waffen-SS paraded through

lailinn, attended a church service and a concert, and laid flowers at the
new monument. The celebration marked the 60th anniversary of battles
fought by the Estonian SS against the Red Army as well as the tenth an-
niversary of the withdrawal of Russian troops from the country. The
group that organized the event, the Union of Freedom Fighters, claimed
3,000 members, and had held similar commemorations almost every year
since the country's independence from the Soviet Union.

In Ukraine, President Yushchenko indicated on May 9—the 60th an-
niversary of the victory over Nazi Germany —that Ukrainians who were
members of two controversial wartime combat groups, the Organization
of Ukrainian Nationalists and the Ukrainian Insurgent Army, might be
recognized as war veterans, the same status held by former Red Army vet-
erans. He ordered a government commission to study the matter and

to "historically and judicially grounded conclusions." These groups,
'n collectively in Ukraine as OUN-UPA, had fought against both
ed Army and the Nazis, and some researchers claimed that their
bers were also responsible for killing Jews during and after World
[I. Earlier in the year, Yushchenko met with fierce opposition on the
)f Red Army veterans groups, including the Jewish ones, to his plan
Id a street festival in Kiev to promote reconciliation between the vet-
of the Soviet Army and of OUN-UPA.
ongoing problem in the FSU was the desecration of Holocaust-

d sites, and in 2005 Belarus was the scene of the most serious mci-
On August 19, the most important Holocaust memorial in the

try, Yama, (The Pit), erected in 1946 in memory of the Jewish in-
of the Minsk ghetto during World War II, was found covered with

urnt fragments of wreaths and human waste. This was not the first
the site had been vandalized. Leonid Levin, president of the Asso-
n of Belarus Jewish Organizations and Communities, called it an
"rampant anti-Semitism," and requested the authorities to find the
ators and bring them to justice. To the Jewish community's dis-

we government investigation yielded no results. And in the town of
• about 110 miles west of Minsk, vandals defiled other monuments

killed in the Holocaust.
ti leaders in Belarus suspected that the authorities' laxity in pro-
these sites may have been linked to the state's reluctance to ac-
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knowledge publicly that about 800,000 Jews had been killed during World
War II in what was now Belarus. Almost all government-issued materi-
als, including elementary, high-school, and college textbooks, included,
at most, brief mentions of the Holocaust, in line with the practice in-

herited from communist times.
In August, vandals smeared paint on a Holocaust memorial in the

town of Alytus, Lithuania, at a site where thousands of Jews were mur-
dered during World War II.

JEWISH COMMUNITY

Demography

Estimates of the size of the Jewish community of the Russian Feder-
ation varied widely, from a low of less than 250,000 to a high of as
many as one million. The Jewish population of Russia and other FSU
countries continued to decline due to unfavorable demographic
processes—aging, high rates of intermarriage, and continued—though
slowed-down—emigration.

In calendar year 2005, 9,528 Jews from the FSU arrived in Israel, a 10-
percent decrease from 2004, when 10,500 came. At the same time, 1,618
FSU Jews went to the U.S., a 49-percent increase as compared with 2004,
when only 792 Jews resettled in the U.S. For the fourth year in a row, more
FSU Jews went to live in Germany than made aliyah to Israel, but that
could very well change. In mid-June, at the urging of Israel, the German
government made it more difficult for Jews to enter from the FSU. This
elicited protests from German Jewish leaders, and after further consul-
tations some of the restrictive regulations were loosened in early July. It
was unclear what effect these developments would have on Jewish mi-
gration from the FSU in future years (see above, p. 442).

Communal Affairs

The Jewish community of the Russian Federation was dominated by a
few umbrella organizations that engaged in open competition with each
other over leadership of the community and representation before the au-
thorities.

The Kremlin, in fact, could largely determine the balance of power
within the Jewish community, following a pattern that first emerged in
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2000 when President Putin effectively expelled media magnate Vladimir
Gusinsky, president of the Russian Jewish Congress, over political dif-
ferences (see AJYB 2001, pp. 437—38). This being the case, the wellbeing
of the Russian Jewish community depended greatly on the interest and
involvement of the U.S. and American Jewry. A key means of leverage
for the Jewish community was Russia's eagerness to "graduate" from the
limitations set by the Jackson-Vanik Amendment, passed by the U.S.
Congress in 1974, and thereby achieve most-favored-nation trade status
with the U.S., as Ukraine had already done.

The Russian Jewish organization that had used that weapon most ef-
fectively was the Chabad-led Federation of Jewish Communities (FJC),
led by Rabbi Berel Lazar, one of the countries two chief rabbis, who had
forged a closed alliance with the Kremlin. The variety and scope of FJC
activities, and its political clout, far outstripped those of any other Jew-
ish group.

While its main financial backer was Israeli diamond merchant Lev
Levaev, in 2005, for the first time, the American arm of the FJC made
the 2005 list of the 400 top U.S. charities in the annual ranking conducted
by The Chronicle of Philanthropy. Ranking 391st, it raised $35,847,780,
a large proportion of the federation's reported annual budget of $60 mil-
lion. The success of its overseasfund-raising, the organization claimed,
stemmed from the fact that many prominent U.S. Jewish philanthropists
"have come to recognize the mainstream work that we are doing for Jews
across the former Soviet Union." Over the past year, the group said, it
had constructed buildings worth a total of $25 million in the former So-
viet Union.

The second major national organization of Russian Jewry, the Con-
gress of Jewish Religious Organizations and Communities (KEROOR),
was associated with another chief rabbi, Adolf Shayevich. Its new leader
was financier Arcady Gaydamak, a 53-year-old billionaire who divided
his time between Moscow and Israel and had previously been active in

C charity programs. Gaydamak, who had a controversial business rep-
n in Europe and Israel, committed himself to maintaining the fi-

and political independence of KEROOR in its ongoing struggle
ie FJC over communal leadership. Relying on close ties to some

;taff members, Gaydamak managed to advance a number of
. programs in 2005, most significantly the renovation of
historic Choral Synagogue, which was planning to celebrate its
I in the fall of 2006 with a series of major events.
ion of Religious Congregations of Modern Judaism in Russia
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(OROSIR) was the central body of the Reform movement, and operated
a number of congregations in Russia, Ukraine, and Belarus. It received
a significant boost in June, when, for the first time, the World Union for
Progressive Judaism (WUPJ), the global organization of Reform Ju-
daism, held its convention in Moscow. The movement actually had very
few synagogue buildings—none at all in Russia—and its budget for all
of the FSU came to only 1—2 percent of that of Chabad.

The Russian Jewish Congress (RJC), founded in 1996, had lost much
of its influence both within the community and vis-à-vis the Kremlin, re-
taining what could best be described as a nominal presence. The situa-
tion could change, however, since its new president, elected toward the
end of the year, was Vyacheslav "Moshe" Kantor, an industrialist who
enjoyed good relations with the Kremlin and was determined to raise the
group's profile, especially on the international Jewish scene. The RJC
demonstrated little interest in speaking out on domestic social and po-
litical issues.

Other Jewish organizations playing important roles in the Jewish com-
munity were not indigenous, but rather branches of U.S. or international
bodies. Among the most significant were the American Jewish Joint Dis-
tribution Committee (JDC), which ran welfare programs through its net-
work of Hesed centers; the Jewish Agency for Israel, involved in aliyah
and Jewish and Zionist education; and Hillel, a student group that op-
erated dozens of off-campus student clubs in the hope of attracting un-
affiliated Jewish college youth and young professionals

In 2005, the JDC opened a number of new communit,.
across the FSU, the largest of them in St. Petersburg, Russia
Kishinev, Moldova. The centers operated by the JDC were built
sively with funds collected by the North American Jewish feder4L
Whether the FSU communities could afford to maintain such costly
jects without help from overseas was an open question, since wealthy:
donors tended to support causes that they felt could advance their F
ness or political agendas in Russia or elsewhere.

In late 2005, Arcady Gaydamak, the new head of KJKUUK
mitted himself to a $50-million gift to the Jewish Agency for Israel's
tivities in the FSU. The gift, believed to be the largest donation ever fi
a Russian philanthropist to an Israeli cause, came at a crucial mo
Budgetary cuts over the previous few years had seriously hurt the
Agency's non-aliyah operations in the FSU, such as schools, camp
youth clubs. Gaydamak's gift was expected to help the agency fund
and possibly add more programs.
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In both Russia and Ukraine, abandoned Jewish cemeteries made the
news. In May, authorities in the western Russian city of Kaliningrad
agreed to a temporary halt to construction on a site that was discovered
be an old Jewish cemetery, not in use since the nineteenth century, that
contained the remains of prominent rabbis of the city then known as
Konigsberg. The Jewish community appealed to stop any future con-
struction and requested that the cemetery be declared a historical mon-
ument. And on June 15, the All-Ukrainian Jewish Congress, one of the
national Jewish umbrella organizations in Ukraine, sent a letter to Prime
Minister Yulia Timoshenko urging a halt to the construction of a restau-
rant on the site of an old Jewish cemetery in the town of Zastavna in
Chernovtsy region, southwestern Ukraine.

Religion

Rabbi Berel Lazar of the Federation of Jewish Communities, one of
Russia's chief rabbis and the main Chabad emissary in the region, was
appointed to a position on the 126-member Public Chamber, a new body
devised by President Putin to serve as a collective ombudsman for the na-
tion, and thus satisfy calls for a greater degree of public accountability
for how government carried out the laws. The Chamber's decisions were
only recommendations without the force of law, and skeptics dismissed
its formation as little more than window dressing. Putin named Lazar to
sit on the body along with other leading clerics representing Orthodox
Christianity, Islam, Buddhism, and Pentecostal Christianity.

Despite the clear preference of President Putin for the FJC and its chief
rabbi, the president surprised the Jewish community in October with the
written greetings he sent for the High Holy Days. In previous years the
greetings had been addressed only to Rabbi Lazar, but this year it was
"To Russian Jews," and was sent to both Rabbi Lazar and Rabbi Shay-
evich.

Moscow's chief rabbi, Pinchas Goldschmidt, had his Russian visa an-
nulled at a Moscow airport when trying to reenter the country after a visit
abroad in September. The authorities later said that Goldschmidt, a Swiss
national and a resident of Russia for 15 years, was a "threat to national
security." It took six weeks for the rabbi to be issued a new visa, enabling
him to rejoin his family in Moscow. Reportedly, only the personal in-
volvement of Italian prime minister Silvio Berlusconi at the request of
an Italian Jewish leader convinced Putin to allow the rabbi back into the
country.
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The election of a new chief rabbi in Ukraine stirreu uic
On September 11, local leaders announced the choice of Rabbi Moshe
Reuven Azman, the long-time leader of Kiev's Central Synagogue and
one of the few Chabad rabbis in the region not affiliated with the FJC.

Azman was backed by Vadim Rabinovich, a Ukrainian business magnate
and leader of the All-Ukrainian Jewish Congress, and it was widely be-
lieved that he engineered Azman's election. More than 30 Chabad FJC
rabbis responded by calling the election "illegitimate" and "insulting to
the feelings of every believer."

Since 2003, another Chabad rabbi, the Brussels-based Azriel Haikin,
had been accepted as chief rabbi by the FJC rabbis. Yet another Ortho-
dox rabbi, Ya'akov Dov Bleich, had served as Ukraine's chief rabbi since
the early 1 990s, and did not recognize either Haikin or Azman. After the
dust settled, Azman kept a very low profile, and Haikin's authority con-
tinued to be respected by most of the Jewish community and by the coun-
try's officials.

On June 8—9, religious leaders representing Islam, Christianity, Biu
dhism, Hinduism, and Judaism came from some 30 countries for a t
day interfaith forum in Moscow, organized by the Eurasia Dialo
Platform, an Istanbul-based Muslim interfaith initiative. Providing a J
ish perspective were representatives of KEROOR and of the U.S.
CLAL—National Jewish Center for Learning and Leadership.

On September 19, a ceremony was held to mark the groundb
of Estonia's first new synagogue in almost a century, in the capiLul
of Tallinn. Construction of the synagogue, which would also house
community center, was slated for completion in 2006. Until then, Est
nia was believed to be the only EU-member nation without a synagogt
building.

Education

There were about 100 Jewish day schools in the former Soviet republic
71 of them operating under the aegis of the Chabad-run Or Avner Foui
dation, the educational arm of the movement in the FSU. The found
tion also ran 60 kindergartens in the region. In 2005, 14,500 students we
served by Chabad-operated schools, kindergartens, and yeshivot, a
cording to the FJC.

In October, a new Jewish educational complex was inaugura'"
Moscow, a project of the FJC, situated adjacent to the Jewish co
nity center in the Marina Roscha district. This building would h
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Chabad day school for over 300 children as well as an educational cen-
ter where extracurricular programs would take place for students not en-
rolled in Jewish schools. The large plot of land on which the complex
rested had been transferred to the FJC by the Moscow municipal au-
thorities. In the planning stage were a new Jewish museum and a Jewish
medical center, to be opened in the same vicinity.

World ORT had 15 schools in the region, focusing on providing com-
puter training and technological education so that graduates could com-
pete successfully in the job market. In June, a historic building in St.
Petersburg that was constructed more than a century earlier as an ORT
vocational school was returned to the city's Jewish community. In 1918,
the Bolsheviks had closed the school and turned it into a municipal build-
ing. The three-story structure near the Grand Choral Synagogue would
now house a Jewish cultural center and an educational facility run once
again by ORT.

Ukraine announced in June that its public schools would start teach-
ing "faith and morals" under a new curriculum being developed, in part,
by Christian clergy. President Yushchenko, an Orthodox Christian,
backed the project in a meeting with religious leaders, but his office said
the curriculum must "satisfy all Ukrainians." Jewish leaders said they
would have no objection so long as the curriculum was pluralistic, en-
compassing all religions practiced in the country.
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